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Summary 
1. Elevated concentrations of inorganic nutrients are a major factor contributing to the failure 
of many water bodies to achieve good ecological status, and Member States need to 
determine levels appropriate to their own territories. 
2. This guide describes statistical methods for determining appropriate concentrations to 
support ecological status. These statistical methods should be set in a broader framework 
that also encompasses chemical, ecological and regulatory aspects relevant to the type of 
water body under consideration. 
3. Three approaches to setting boundary concentrations are included. These are: 
 regression analysis, using a continuous relationship between an ecological quality 
ratio and nutrient concentration; 
 categorical analysis, using the distribution of nutrient concentration within biological 
classes; 
 minimisation of the mismatch of classifications for biology and nutrients. 
4. The choice of method depends upon a number of factors, including the length of the 
gradient that available data sets cover and the statistical strength of the relationship 
between the explanatory and response variables. In some cases Member States may be 
better able to achieve the statistical prerequisites for methods by working with neighbours 
that share similar water-body types. 
5. Microsoft Excel and a ‘toolkit’ written using the “R” statistical software package“R” are 
provided to make calculation of boundary concentrations more straightforward. 
6. Options for situations where none of these methods are appropriate are also described. 
7. Finally, some practical issues associated with the use of these boundary concentrations for 
regulation are discussed. 
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Glossary 
Bayesian networks A type of statistical model which uses the probability of various possible 
outcomes associated with stages in a process to predict the likelihood 
of a particular event occurring. Also known as ‘Bayesian belief 
networks’. 
Binomial logistic 
regression/model 
A type of regression model which can be applied to categorical, rather 
than continuous, data. 
Cyanobacteria A group of bacteria capable of oxygen-evolving photosynthesis. They 
can be abundant in both marine and freshwater systems, either 
attached to surfaces or free-living. Formerly known as ‘blue-green 
algae’. 
Ecological quality ratio A means of expressing the ecological condition of a biological quality 
element in which the observed state is presented as a ratio of the state 
that would be expected in the natural or near-natural state. 
Eutrophication The enrichment of water by nutrients, especially compounds of 
nitrogen and/or phosphorus, causing an accelerated growth of algae 
and higher forms of plant life to produce an undesirable disturbance to 
the balance of organisms present in the water and to the quality of the 
water concerned. 
Hypolimnion The lower part of the water column, beneath the thermocline and, 
therefore, cooler than water in the upper layers (‘epilimnion’). In 
European lakes differentiation into epi- and hypolimnia is a seasonal 
phenomenon. 
Intercalibration The formal process that ensures comparability between the 
classification results of the Water Framework Directive assessment 
methods developed by the Member States for the biological quality 
elements. The intercalibration exercise establishes values for the 
boundary between the classes of high and good status, and for the 
boundary between good and moderate status, which are consistent 
with the normative definitions of those class boundaries given in Annex 
V of the Water Framework Directive.  
LOESS regression A polynomial regression technique for fitting a smooth curve between 
two variables. It is a development from locally weighted scatter-plot 
smoother (Lowess), which used a weighted linear least squares method 
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to fit curves. LOESS (which is not strictly an acronym) uses a weighted 
quadratic least squares method to fit the curve. 
Macroalgae Multicellular algae (or aggregations of unicellular algae) living attached 
to substrata and visible with the naked eye. 
Macrophyte Larger freshwater plants which are easily seen with the naked eye, or 
which usually form colonies, including all aquatic vascular plants, 
bryophytes, stoneworts (Characeae) and macro-algal growths.  
Phytobenthos All phototrophic algae and cyanobacteria living on or in close contact 
with surfaces in aquatic environments.  
Phytoplankton The community of free-living, suspended, mainly photosynthetic 
organisms in aquatic systems comprising cyanobacteria and 
microscopic algae. 
Ordinary least squares 
regression 
The most familiar type of linear regression model in which a linear 
function (the ‘line of best fit’) is computed which predicts the 
parameters of an (unknown) ‘dependent’ variable from values of a 
(known) ‘independent’ variable. The independent variable is assumed 
to be free of error. 
Quantile regression An extension of linear regression which, rather than predicting the 
mean value of the dependent variable for any value of the independent 
variable, predicts the median or other quantiles of the dependent 
variable. It is particularly useful for predicting the highest (upper-
quantile) or lowest (lower-quantile) values likely to be encountered at 
any level of the dependent variable. 
Random forest A statistical technique which builds ‘decision trees’, splitting data sets 
into subsets that simultaneously maximise the similarity within the set 
and the dissimilarity with records outside the set. In order to overcome 
statistical uncertainty, this process is repeated many times until the 
most likely breaks in the data set become apparent. 
Ranged major axis 
regression 
A form of Type II regression similar to major axis (orthogonal) 
regression that minimises the sum of the squared perpendicular 
deviations of the regression line but uses a transformation of the x and 
y axes to standardise their ranges, which overcomes some of the 
defects of major axis regression. 
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Secchi depth The depth at which a Secchi disc— a circular disc divided into two black 
and two white quadrants — ceases to be visible from the surface: a 
measure of water transparency. 
Transitional water Bodies of surface water in the vicinity of river mouths and partly saline 
in character as a result of their proximity to coastal waters, but which 
are substantially influenced by freshwater flows. 
Type 1 error Erroneous rejection of the null hypothesis (i.e. reaching the conclusion 
that a difference exists when, in fact, it does not). 
Type 2 error Erroneous retention of the null hypothesis (i.e. reaching the conclusion 
that there is no difference when, in fact, a difference exists). 
Type I regression A form of linear regression model which assumes that the independent 
variable is measured without error. See ‘Ordinary least squares 
regression’. 
Type II regression A form of linear regression model which does not assume that the 
independent variable is measured without error. See ‘Ranged major 
axis regression’. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Purpose of the document 
The purpose of this document is to help Member States achieve good ecological status (GES) in 
surface waters. It complements the common implementation strategy (CIS) Guidance document on 
eutrophication assessment in the context of European water policies (European Commission, 2009) 
by providing advice on how to link nutrient concentrations in surface waters to specific policy 
objectives. Elevated concentrations of inorganic nutrients are a major factor contributing to the 
failure of many water bodies to achieve GES; however, the links between these nutrients and 
ecosystem functioning are complex. This creates uncertainty in relationships between biology and 
nutrients and, in turn, creates difficulties in setting realistic targets for inorganic nutrient 
concentrations that would enable GES to be achieved. 
The Water Framework Directive (WFD) specifies that to be at GES ‘nutrient concentrations [should] 
not exceed the levels established so as to ensure the functioning of the ecosystem and the 
achievement of the values specified for the biological quality elements (WFD Annex V, Section 1.2). 
This places the onus on Member States to determine levels appropriate to their own territories. 
However, a review of these values revealed that a wide range of concentrations are currently being 
used (Phillips and Pitt, 2016; Dworak et al., 2016). Some of this variation will reflect the substantial 
differences in background concentrations and the sensitivities of water bodies to nutrient 
enrichment that exist within and between Member States. However, it is also possible that the 
variety of methods used to set standards and the inherent uncertainties, coupled with different 
regulatory regimes, have combined to create nutrient targets that are likely to make it more difficult 
for Member States to achieve GES in water bodies. 
One major achievement of WFD implementation has been the establishment of a common view of 
ecological status through the intercalibration (IC) exercise (Birk et al., 2013; Poikane et al., 2015). 
This has ensured that the concepts of ecological status are transferable between groups of 
organisms (fish, invertebrates, macrophytes, algae, etc.) and between the Member States of the 
European Union (EU). This in turn provides a robust view of GES (and other status classes) that can 
be used as the starting point for the development of nutrient boundaries through the development 
of statistical models relating nutrient concentrations to ecological status assessed using biology. 
The Marine Strategy Framework directive (MSFD) also set criteria to deal with eutrophication 
(descriptor 5) in order to achieve ‘Good Environmental Status’ in marine waters. The MSFD requires 
that ‘human-induced eutrophication is minimised, especially adverse effects thereof, such as losses 
in biodiversity, ecosystem degradation, harmful algal blooms and oxygen deficiency in bottom 
waters’. Many of the indicators adopted by this directive are already used for assessing specific 
biological quality elements in the WFD (e.g. phytoplankton or aquatic flora) or as supporting 
indicators in the WFD, for example: nutrients or chlorophyll a in the water column; dissolved oxygen 
in the bottom of the water column; opportunistic macroalgae in benthic habitats; or photic limit 
(transparency) of the water column (see European Commission, 2017 for the full set of D5 
indicators). 
Commission Decision 2017/848/EU (European Commission, 2017) stipulates that the assessment of 
eutrophication in marine waters needs to take account of the assessment of coastal and transitional 
waters under the WFD. This implies that in coastal waters, the criteria for MSFD assessments should 
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be selected in accordance with WFD best practices. Marine experts have considered that where the 
WFD assessed status is clearly related to nutrient pressure, then the WFD assessment could be 
adopted as MSFD descriptor 5 assessments where the jurisdictions of the two directives overlap 
(Palialexis et al., 2016). However concerns were raised in relation to situations in which pressures 
other than nutrients are observed or when GES assessments would not include all relevant aspects 
of eutrophication (e.g. high nutrient concentration without direct or indirect effects resulting in 
transboundary nutrient transport and eutrophication elsewhere; Palialexis et al., 2016). Finally, the 
different assessment time period/cycle and the level of ambition between the two directives have 
also been identified as possible obstacles for directly transposing the WFD status assessment to the 
MSFD. A recent review of the MSFD’s implementation by Member States identified the need to set 
quantifiable boundaries for nutrient concentrations in the water column, where possible (Hoepffner 
and Palialexis, 2015). Work presented in this document may overcome some of these concerns and 
contribute to better integration between the two directives, particularly where their jurisdictions 
overlap. 
Establishing the nutrient concentration that would support GES is the responsibility of individual 
Member States (although international collaboration will be necessary in the case of water bodies 
that span territorial boundaries). However, sufficient experience has now accumulated that it is 
possible to provide some general guidance on the steps required to test existing views of supporting 
nutrient concentrations and to develop new ones. Key lessons learned are that water bodies 
respond differently to nutrient enrichment depending on category, type and geographical location, 
and that the influence of confounding factors on the underlying nutrient–biology relationship can 
also vary considerably. This means that there is no single prescription for developing relationships 
with nutrients. Instead, the document provides a range of options to cover different eventualities. It 
is also recognised that situations will exist where, for various reasons, relationships cannot be 
developed within a single Member State using the methods presented here. In some cases, 
collaboration between neighbouring Member States will be necessary; in others, novel approaches 
may be required. There are also situations in which multiple pressures influence biological status, 
which are common in rivers and transitional waters. There is currently insufficient understanding of 
this issue to provide firm guidance, but methods that can be used to quantify relationships are 
demonstrated and their interpretations discussed. One consequence of multiple pressures is that it 
is currently impossible to separate clearly the influence of nutrients from other pressures, and in this 
situation Member States will need to consider carefully how the relationship between nutrient 
concentration and ecological status is translated to management thresholds that can aid the delivery 
of WFD objectives. 
How Member States implement the concept of nutrient concentrations which support GES is beyond 
the scope of this document. Rather it aims to achieve a clearer understanding of the problem and of 
methods that can quantify uncertainty, and how these can be used to support the aims of the WFD. 
For this reason this document refers to values that can be associated with a specific likelihood of 
biological quality elements achieving GES as ‘boundary’ concentrations, rather than ‘targets’. The 
word ‘standard’ is used only where a value already has a specific regulatory purpose. 
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1.2. Development of a toolkit 
This document is designed to assist Member States in determining the concentrations of phosphorus 
and nitrogen that are likely to support GES. It can be used to check existing boundary values or to 
develop new ones. 
The document is supported by a toolkit, which provides the statistical models, in the form of both a 
Microsoft (MS) Excel (1) workbook and a series of scripts which can be run using R, an open-source 
language widely used for statistical analysis and graphical presentation (R Development Core Team, 
2016). The toolkit provides the full R code, together with a series of examples which can be used to 
explore the methods. A web-based ‘Shiny’ application(2) has also been developed, providing an 
interactive interface to the R scripts, accessible to those unfamiliar with the R environment. Details 
of how to obtain these can be found on page Error! Bookmark not defined. of this document. 
The toolkit has been subjected to extensive testing by Member State experts from across all water 
categories (lakes, rivers, transitional and coastal waters). 
The key principles that need to be considered are highlighted in Chapter 2 of this document, while 
Chapter 3 provides a brief overview of the process and Chapter 4 introduces the analyses that are 
included in the toolkit. 
1.3. Limitations 
Management of eutrophication is not straightforward. There are many pathways of nutrients from 
land to water and the biological response can take many forms, not all of which will be captured by 
the methods currently used for ecological assessment. There may also be a time lag before the 
effect of an increase (or decrease) in nutrients is manifest in the biota. Establishment of a nutrient 
boundary inevitably requires working at a regional or national level, and nutrient management 
within individual catchments may require a more nuanced approach. Furthermore, the data sets 
used to develop relationships between biology and nutrients are mostly developed from spatial 
surveys which assume biology and nutrients to be in equilibrium, and make a ‘space-for-time 
substitution’ (i.e. that variation observed between sites will translate into actual variation over time, 
if nutrient concentrations change). The rate at which a response to change is seen may well vary 
between groups of organisms. While this is a benefit when using multiple indicators it is yet another 
complication when establishing nutrient boundaries and comparing the values established by 
different Member States for the same type of water body. Thus, for a variety of reasons the 
relationship between nutrients and biological status is uncertain. Recognition of this is crucial as it 
influences the selection of the data used, the modelling approaches adopted and the interpretation 
of the results. 
Chapter 2 outlines the key principles underlying the procedures described in this manual. In essence, 
setting nutrient boundaries requires that a causal relationship between the nutrient (‘pressure’) and 
a biological variable (‘response’) can be expressed in a statistically meaningful manner. In practice, 
there is a high level of variability in both ‘pressure’ and ‘response’ that needs to be accounted for 
                                                          
 
(1) Requires Excel 2007 or later 
(2) The Shiny application was a parallel development and may require further work as it had not been as widely tested by users at the 
time of publication. 
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during any calculations. Moreover, nutrient pressures rarely exist in isolation, thus users also have to 
be aware of the consequences of interactions with other stressors influencing the outcome, and that 
an apparently significant relationship may not necessarily indicate underlying causality. In particular, 
multiple stressors are emerging as an important issue for rivers and transitional waters, and 
currently there is no simple statistical solution that can overcome the issue. The tools described 
here are designed to help ecologists who already have a good understanding of processes at play 
in their water bodies, and are not a substitute for that ecological understanding. In particular we 
advocate validation of boundary values using independent evidence (see Chapter 6). 
Several statistical methods are available and we provide (Chapter 3) a guide to selecting the most 
appropriate (a ‘road map’). However, in most cases more effective boundaries will be obtained when 
several alternative models are compared. This may include different statistical models generated 
from a single biological quality element (BQE), but should also consider how other BQEs respond. 
Combining predicted values using a mean or minimum could be appropriate, particularly when 
statistical relationships are weak. 
Problems encountered while establishing transferable good status concepts during IC means that, in 
some cases, nutrient concentrations were used, directly or indirectly, as part of the process (e.g. Birk 
and Hering, 2008). This could introduce circularity into the process of establishing nutrient 
boundaries. Under such circumstances there is perhaps little to be gained by making statistical 
relationships between biological status and nutrient concentration, and it would be more important 
that thresholds be set using other approaches (see Chapter 5) or validated by independent means 
(see Chapter 6). 
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2. Key principles 
2.1. Ecological 
The origins of this work can be traced back to attempts to classify the trophic state of lakes based on 
their nutrient concentrations (Vollenweider, 1968). Importantly, even at this early stage 
Vollenweider recognised that the type of lake was important, suggesting ‘permissible’ (= oligotrophic 
below this level) and ‘critical’ (= eutrophic above this level) loadings of nitrogen and phosphorus 
based on the mean depth of the lake. This work was developed by scientists (including Vollenweider) 
working under the auspices of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (Anon, 
1982) both to incorporate additional variables into the classification scheme and to develop an 
‘open boundary’ system that reflected the uncertainties involved in the classification process (see 
Harper, 1992). Many of the elements of the current work were already in place at this early stage, 
including international cooperation, the use of regression analysis to establish relationships and 
recognition of the need to incorporate statistical uncertainty and for boundaries to be specific to 
particular types of lakes. 
The underlying assumption, derived initially from studies on phytoplankton in deep lakes, was that a 
causal relationship between nutrients and biology could be encapsulated in a straightforward linear 
regression model. This, however, proved to be optimistic, particularly in shallow lakes, where 
macrophytes make a substantial contribution to primary production and habitat structure. The result 
is complex food webs, the interactions between which confound the straightforward cause–effect 
relationship between nutrients and phytoplankton that was central to the Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development’s approach (Anon, 1982). The so-called alternative stable states 
hypothesis (e.g. Dent et al., 2002) emphasises the role of factors other than nutrients in determining 
the ecological condition of shallow lakes. While nutrient control is still a prerequisite for lake 
recovery, a bivariate regression will, inevitably, account for less of the total variation in a biological 
variable than would be the case for deep lakes. 
A further complication in many ecosystems is that nutrients may not be the only pressure 
influencing the biota (Nõges et al., 2016; Hering et al., 2014). A significant linear regression may 
indicate a biological response to a single causal agent, but there may also be other stressors that 
correlate with the variable of interest, the effect of which on the biological response can be difficult 
to disentangle. There are two issues here: first, a pressure–response relationship may appear to be 
statistically stronger than it really is, as the variable of interest is one of a number of variables 
contributing to a compound pressure gradient and, second, the response of that variable may be 
modified by the presence of other stressors, which may act antagonistically, synergistically or 
hierarchically (Vinebrooke et al., 2004; Wagenhoff et al., 2011; Piggott et al., 2015; Gunderson et al., 
2016). Page et al. (2012) and Harris and Heathwaite (2012) emphasise the complexity of interactions 
between nutrients, biota and other stressors that may arise and the problems that this creates when 
attempting to derive meaningful boundary values. Feld et al. (2016) provide a ‘cookbook’ aimed at 
understanding the hierarchy of stressors and their interactions within data sets, and this may be a 
useful preliminary step before the methods described here are used. However, the reality is that in 
many situations the relationships between nutrients and biological status is uncertain, and thus 
potentially a relatively wide range of concentrations could be used as boundaries. 
Two conclusions can be drawn from this brief overview. 
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1. The effective use of methods in this manual will depend upon a good understanding of local 
ecology and, in particular, the relative importance of nutrients compared to other pressures. 
2. There is a limit to the sensitivity of the methods described in this manual. They are necessary for 
strategic planning, for prioritising water bodies and for exploring the costs and benefits of nutrient 
control options. Users need to remember that nutrient boundaries are intended to help Member 
States achieve GES, bearing in mind that classification should be based on a combination of 
biological and physicochemical quality elements (WFD Annex V, Section 1.4.2). 
2.2. Regulatory 
Annex V of the WFD states that, for good ecological status, ‘nutrient concentrations [should not] 
exceed the levels established so as to ensure the functioning of the ecosystem and the achievement 
of the values specified […] for the biological quality element’. Decisions about how to set boundaries 
will also be influenced by how these are used, and this also differs between Member States. These 
issues are addressed in the CIS eutrophication guidance document (paragraphs 139 and 187) and 
also in the CIS classification guidance document (Chapter 4). 
Using the analogy of a car dashboard, the BQEs are equivalent to the speedometer, giving the driver 
an indication of their performance in relation to ecological status boundaries (equivalent to the legal 
‘speed limit’), while the supporting elements represent the other dials and warning lights on the 
dashboard that allow the driver to diagnose possible reasons for the biological ‘engine’ not running 
as smoothly as desired. A low ecological quality ratio (EQR) for a nutrient-sensitive BQE may indicate 
a problem with nutrients, but there may be other explanations (macrophytes, for example, are 
sensitive to both nutrients and hydromorphology). The combination of a low EQR and exceedance of 
a nutrient boundary, therefore, is a stronger indication that nutrients may be responsible for the 
failure to achieve GES than a low macrophyte EQR alone. This allows broad-scale overviews of 
problems and the likely costs for dealing with these to be established at a regional or national level. 
What the exceedance of supporting element boundaries does not do is provide an unambiguous 
indication that the ecological status of any particular water body is compromised solely by one 
pressure and that others may not also play a role. 
The methods described in this manual are designed to minimise the mismatch between 
classifications based on biology and nutrients. The key word is ‘minimise’, as this mismatch is 
unlikely to be eliminated entirely and, therefore, the regulators have to incorporate residual 
uncertainty into their decision-making. The situation is most easily envisaged when best-fit 
regression lines are used (Figure 2-1). The supporting element boundary for good status may be set 
at the point where the biological boundary intersects the chemistry (Figure 2-1a) or at a position 
above or below this point (the upper or lower 95 % confidence limit, for example). The use of the 
upper line gives a low probability of restoring water bodies back to good status, but minimises the 
risk of a water body being wrongly downgraded (i.e. chemical boundary is exceeded, while biology is 
still at good status (Figure 2-1b). The lower line is more precautionary, giving a high probability of 
restoring water bodies back to good status, but will result in more water bodies being wrongly 
downgraded (Figure 2-1c). There are, in other words, trade-offs between the ‘false positives’ and 
‘false negatives’ (‘type 1’ and ‘type 2’ errors) that a particular boundary will produce. 
The scale of this problem will increase as the predictive power of the regression equation decreases. 
In rivers, transitional waters and coastal waters many more pressures other than nutrients influence 
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biological status than in lakes, particularly when BQEs that do not react directly to nutrients (e.g. 
invertebrates) are considered. In these cases, relationships between nutrient concentration and 
biological status have a very high level of uncertainty. A scatter plot may show a ‘wedge’-type 
relationship to which an upper-quantile line can be fitted which provides an estimate of the highest 
level of nutrient that is theoretically consistent with good status (Figure 2-2a). However, if other 
pressures (e.g. barriers increasing water-retention time in rivers, removal of shade in riparian areas 
or warming by climate change) enhance the sensitivity to nutrients, such an upper-quantile line will 
not be consistent with good status. An inverted wedge (Figure 2-2b) can also occur where other 
factors mitigate the effect of nutrient enrichment. In a lake this might be grazing by zooplankton; in 
rivers and estuaries it might be shade or flow reducing primary production, or the toxic effects of 
herbicides or metals. In some cases, particularly in rivers and estuaries, both effects may occur, 
resulting in a poor relationship with a single pressure. 
 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
 
Figure 2-1: Hypothetical relationship between total phosphorus and biological EQR, showing 
regression line with confidence intervals (dotted lines). Horizontal line shows the biological 
good/moderate boundary (0.7 in this example); vertical lines show intersection with regression line 
± confidence intervals marking potential good/moderate boundary values for total phosphorus 
using (a) intersection with best-fit line, (b) upper confidence line, (c) lower confidence line. Triangles 
mark areas where classification mismatches occur, green (biology good but phosphorus moderate) 
and yellow (biology moderate or worse but phosphorus good) using three different approaches to 
interpretation. 
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Box 1: Points to consider when developing nutrient thresholds: ecology 
 Do you have an intercalibrated metric for a biological quality element that is known to 
respond to inorganic nutrients? 
 Intercalibration ensures that ecological status concepts are consistent amongst Member 
States. 
 If nutrients were used directly or indirectly to establish good status concepts then 
thresholds must be validated by independent means (see Chapter 6). 
 Methods may still be suitable in situations where intercalibrated metrics are not available; 
however, extra care will be needed. 
 Is there independent evidence to demonstrate a causal relationship, rather than just a 
statistical association? 
 If there is more than one BQE with a causal relationship to nutrients they should be tested 
separately. It is also possible that a stronger relationship will be obtained if BQEs are 
combined rather than by using them separately. An appropriate combination rule 
(typically the average or minimum of the constituents) will need to be devised. 
 What other pressures may confound understanding of the pressure–response relationship? 
 Choose the biological metric that is most sensitive to nutrients (or, conversely, least 
sensitive to other pressures), for example phytobenthos rather than macrophytes in some 
rivers. 
 Be aware that when multiple pressures are present simple statistical methods are likely to 
underestimate boundary values, as the other pressure may reduce the observed EQR 
more than it would as a result of the nutrient pressure. However, the alternatives (use of 
upper quantiles, either regression-based or categorical) may overestimate the boundary 
value as it is impossible to estimate the uncertainty of the true relationship. The use of 
these methods will require value judgements. 
 Is it valid to assume a ‘dose–response’ relationship or are there other (e.g. top-down) 
factors (e.g. grazing, shade or discharge) that may affect the expression of eutrophication 
in a water body? 
 The use of these methods will require knowledge of the nature of the interactions 
between the different pressures and their relative importance (guidance and tools from 
the EU-funded MARS project are available at 
http://fis.freshwatertools.eu/index.php/guidance.html). 
 Value judgements should also be included in setting the thresholds, including considerations 
that using upper-quantile thresholds as management targets will result in more nutrients 
moving downstream and increase the risk of not achieving good status in downstream water 
bodies. 
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The important point is that, given the uncertainty of even national type-specific relationships, there 
will always be a range of potential boundary values from which a Member State can choose. The 
choice will also reflect how the boundary value is used within the Member State, and therefore it is 
important to recognise this as a further factor influencing variation between national standards. 
Broadly, the following two strategies may be adopted. 
 Action (e.g. programme of measures) is triggered as soon as the nutrient boundary is exceeded. 
Under such circumstances a higher boundary value may be appropriate, to minimise the 
instances in which elevated nutrient concentrations trigger measures despite biology being at 
good status (i.e. Figure 2-1b). Additional considerations that should be made before measures 
are implemented include current proximity to the good/moderate (G/M) boundary for sensitive 
BQEs, likely trends in nutrient concentrations if no action is taken and whether there are other 
factors that might reduce the sensitivity to nutrients (e.g. shade, high flow, grazing, toxic 
substances). 
 An exceedance of the nutrient boundary is one of a number of strands of evidence that are 
considered before a programme of measures is triggered. Under such circumstances a more 
precautionary (lower-concentration) boundary value may be selected (e.g. Figure 2-1c); 
however, the regulator would then check that that a nutrient-sensitive BQE was also failing in 
the water body under consideration prior to taking action, or that there was evidence that it 
might do so in the future (e.g. if there was a trend of increasing nutrient concentrations, or the 
likelihood of an increased sensitivity to nutrients due to climate change, removal of shade, lower 
flow or reduced grazing pressures). 
 
(a) (b) 
 
Figure 2-2: Hypothetical relationship between total phosphorus and biological EQR where multiple 
pressures occur. Figure 2-2a shows the regression of an upper quantile (e.g. 95th percentile). Figure 
2-2b shows the regression of a lower quantile (e.g. 5th percentile). Horizontal lines show the 
biological good/moderate boundary, vertical lines show intersection with line marking potential 
good/moderate boundary values for total phosphorus. 
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This, in turn, raises questions about the role of supporting element boundaries. It is clear that the 
relationships are not always strong enough to indicate convincing cause–effect relationships 
between nutrients and BQEs. Indeed, the scale of uncertainty in the relationships is a timely 
reminder that we are attempting to detect the effect of a single stressor within a multi-stressor 
environment. There is, nonetheless, a need for regulators to unpick the knot of ecological 
interactions in order to identify those stressors most likely to be responsible for BQE failures. 
 
Box 2: Points to consider when developing nutrient thresholds: regulation 
 How are nutrient boundaries used in enforcement and regulation? Is the purpose to … 
 maximise the chance that biology achieves good status? 
 minimise the chance that nutrient status is worse than biological status? 
 minimise the mismatch between nutrient and biological status classes? 
2.3. Chemical 
General considerations 
The previous section discussed ‘pressure’ in general terms. In practice, pressure, for the purpose of 
this manual, can be defined more specifically as an excess supply of the limiting nutrient. This, in 
turn, presumes that the limiting nutrient is known and has been measured (and summarised) in an 
appropriate way (see below). In both cases, users need to consider the quality of the insights and the 
representativeness of measurements. 
In practical terms, any consistent approach to sampling and analysis of nutrients provides a basis for 
comparisons within a region, especially if this approach can be justified via a good understanding of 
ecological dynamics within the region and if users are aware of the limitations. If options are 
available (e.g. use of annual versus summer average concentration), the test should not be ‘which 
explanatory variable gives the highest r2’ but, rather, ‘which variable is most likely to provide a 
measure of the likely benefits of regulation, considering the problem in its entirety (including 
nutrient pathways within the catchment and risk of secondary effects)?’ It is, however, important to 
recognise that differences in approaches to sampling, analysis and averaging of data may complicate 
comparisons between Member States. 
A note on units: in this document we use examples from both fresh and saline waters and we follow 
the most frequently used conventions with respect to units. Thus for freshwater we use mass units 
(e.g. µg L-1) while for saline waters we mostly use molar units (e.g. µM or µmol L-1). This may cause 
confusion, but molar units can be converted to mass units by multiplication of the molar mass (N = 
14, P = 32). Thus, a P concentration of 32 µg L-1 is equivalent to 1.0 µM, and for an N concentration 
of 1.4 mg L-1 is equivalent to 1.0 mµM. 
Freshwaters 
The prevailing assumption that phosphorus is the limiting nutrient in freshwaters has been 
challenged in recent years (Maberley et al., 2002, 2003; Moss et al., 2013) with the consensus now 
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being that both phosphorus and nitrogen are capable of contributing to eutrophication and, 
therefore, that both need to be managed. Some (e.g. Schindler, 2012; Schindler et al., 2009) have 
questioned the evidence base used to support the role of nitrogen and argue that ecosystem-scale 
verification is required before proceeding with expensive polices to reduce nitrogen. 
Total phosphorus (TP) is the most widely-used phosphorus parameter for lakes, with a roughly even 
split in Member States between those who use annual and growing-season means (Phillips and Pitt, 
2016). Complications arise because it is not always easy to differentiate the ‘pressure’ (i.e. the 
nutrients available to the aquatic biota) from the ‘response’ of the biota (Schneider et al., 2016). The 
reality is nuanced, with the biota, in turn, influencing the concentrations of nutrients by direct 
uptake. A large part of the TP in a lake, for example, may be bound into phytoplankton cells, while 
aquatic macrophytes are also capable of taking up nutrients from the sediment, and photosynthesis 
by charophytes can lead to the co-precipitation of phosphorus with calcite (Schneider et al., 2016). 
In theory, winter concentrations of soluble nutrients should be a good measure of the load available 
to the biota in lakes, as they are in coastal waters (see Section 2.3.3). However, this parameter is 
rarely used for regulation in freshwaters. 
There is less consistency in rivers, with countries using either total or ‘soluble’ phosphorus, in a few 
cases ‘total reactive phosphorus’ (i.e. phosphorus in unfiltered water that reacts with molybdate). 
Annual means are preferred but a few Member States use growing-season means (Phillips and Pitt, 
2016). There is usually a close relationship between annual and growing-season means for reactive 
phosphorus (Figure 2-3a), probably because phosphorus uptake is often balanced by sediment 
release and, particularly where there are point sources, the effect of a continued point source supply 
along with lower dilution in summer. However, while it is sometimes necessary to exclude data from 
extreme events (e.g. floods), it should be recognised that annual means are rarely based on sampling 
regimes with a frequency of greater than once a month while much of the nutrient load, particularly 
in catchments influenced by diffuse sources, may be delivered in episodic pulses likely to be missed 
by routine sampling (Ockenden et al., 2016). There is, in addition, evidence that straightforward 
measurements of ‘dissolved’ (‘soluble’, ‘filterable’ or ‘ortho-’) phosphorus may underestimate the 
supply that is available to the biota (Whitton and Neal, 2010). The most appropriate determinand 
may depend on the type of stream or river under consideration. 
The situation for nitrogen is similar to that for phosphorus, with total nitrogen (TN) preferred in 
lakes and, again, about half of the countries using annual rather than growing-season means (Phillips 
and Pitt, 2016). For rivers, there is an even split between those using ‘dissolved’ fractions of 
inorganic nitrogen and those using TN with, in this case, most preferring to use annual rather than 
growing-season means. In UK rivers, growing-season means of total oxidised nitrogen (TON — 
mainly nitrate-N) tend to be lower than those for winter means due to the combined effects of 
biological uptake and reduced supply (Figure 2-3b). 
Although measures of central tendency (e.g. mean/median) are recommended, there may also be 
situations where the 90th percentile of nutrient measurements is appropriate (in Austria, for 
example, much of the dissolved phosphorus is removed and the 90th percentile was considered to 
give a better indication of the size of the nutrient pool before algal uptake (Karin Deutsch, pers. 
comm.)). 
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(a)          (b) 
 
Figure 2-3: Relationship between (a) annual and summer mean values for total reactive phosphorus 
(TRP) and (b) winter and summer mean values for total oxidised nitrogen (3) (TON) from UK rivers. 
Dotted red line shows 1:1 relationship, solid red line shows type II RMA regression fit. 
 
Transitional, coastal and marine waters 
Nitrogen or phosphorus limitation? 
There are many differences in the nutrient parameters assessed, the assessment period (summer, 
winter or all year round, i.e. annual), and in the statistic used (mean, median or 90th percentile) 
when Member States assess the condition of saline waters. These differences can be observed 
between Member States, within the four marine ecoregions defined by the MSFD and even within 
Member States between transitional, coastal and marine waters (Dworak et al., 2016). 
Nitrogen, rather than phosphorus, is considered to be the most likely limiting nutrient in many 
temperate coastal waters (Tsirtsis, 1995). However, a number of exceptions occur (Table 2-1) and, in 
some situations, other nutrients play a role. Limitation due to silica, for example, can lead to a shift 
from diatom to flagellate algae which are frequently poor food for grazers, leading, potentially, to 
rapid increases in algal biomass and associated secondary effects (Officer and Ryther, 1980). 
Nutrient limitation is also influenced anthropogenically and it can change due to an unbalanced 
reduction of nitrogen and phosphorus, as documented for the North Sea (Burson et al., 2016). 
When looking for correlations between the biology and nutrient concentrations in order to derive 
nutrient thresholds it is important to know the limiting nutrient, since a strong correlation can only 
be expected to exist between the limiting nutrient and the biology. However, the patterns of 
nutrient limitation reviewed in Table 2-1 suggest that determination of the limiting nutrient can be 
challenging, since limitation can vary on small spatial scales and between seasons. Hence boundary 
                                                          
 
(3) TRP is the amount of phosphorus that will react with molybdate in an unfiltered sample of water. In most cases it is very similar to 
soluble reactive phosphorus but may also include loosely bound forms of P on fine particulate material. 
 TON = NO3-N + NO2-N; in practice, NO3-N is the dominant form). 
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values should be established for, and monitoring programmes should consider, both nitrogen and 
phosphorus. 
Table 2-1: Patterns of nutrient limitation in European marine and coastal waters. 
Region Comments 
Adriatic Sea Mostly phosphorus-limited (Rinaldi, 2014). Along the coast of the 
northern and central Adriatic Sea, 90 % of the overall chlorophyll a 
variability is explained by TP (Giovanardi et al., 2016). The high N:P 
ratios in the Adriatic sea (>50) demonstrate that nitrogen does not 
limit algal growth. 
The Po River has a major effect on the whole Adriatic basin, 
determining patterns of both spatial and temporal variation. 
Atlantic Ocean Nitrogen is generally assumed to be the nutrient that limits primary 
productivity in most oceans (Carstensen et al., 2011; Tyrrell 1999); 
however recent studies show that phosphorus may limit primary 
production in some areas (Karl et al., 1998; Karl 1999, 2000), 
particularly in the Loire (Guillaud et al., 2008) and the Gironde 
plumes (Labry et al., 2002). Furthermore phosphorus limitation is not 
always due to low phosphorus concentrations but sometimes to high 
N:P ratios. 
Baltic Sea Generally, nitrogen limits phytoplankton growth in the open and 
coastal waters of the Baltic Sea. However, depending on the area 
and season, phosphorus, and in the case of diatoms, silica, can also 
be limiting nutrients (Helcom, 2009). 
Bioassay results show primary production to be mostly phosphorus-
limited in the Bothnian Bay (Andersson et al., 1996; Tamminen and 
Andersen, 2007) and mostly nitrogen-limited in the Kattegat (Granéli 
et al., 1990); nutrient limitation patterns switch during seasons 
(Tamminen and Andersen, 2007), depending on proximity to 
freshwater sources (Pitkänen and Tamminen, 1995), and during 
cyanobacteria blooms (Lignell et al., 2003; Nausch et al., 2004). 
The relationship between loads and nutrient concentrations is not as 
simple as for enclosed systems. Loss mechanisms (sedimentation, 
denitrification) and retention time play key roles but can obscure 
cause–effect relationships. There is, nonetheless, generally an excess 
of nitrogen relative to phosphorus, supporting the current findings 
that the Bothnian Bay is generally phosphorus-limited. In the Bothian 
Sea, Helcom (2009) showed that the ratio of dissolved inorganic 
nitrogen (DIN) to dissolved inorganic phosphorus (DIP) in winter has 
decreased over the past 10 years, suggesting a switch towards more 
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Region Comments 
co-limitation in the coastal zone and stronger nitrogen-limitation in 
the open sea. 
Meanwhile, in the Baltic proper, the winter DIN:DIP ratio has been 
decreasing since 1993, indicating increased nitrogen-limitation of the 
spring phytoplankton bloom. 
Black Sea The influence of rivers decreases to the south along the coast and 
offshore for most of the year due to photosynthetic consumption of 
dissolved inorganic nutrients and sedimentation within the north-
western and western shelves. The river supply gives rise to a high 
nitrogen:phosphorus ratio within the north-western shelf that makes 
phosphorus the primary limiting nutrient along the coastal zone. 
Weakly nitrogen- or phosphorus-limited systems are associated with 
the outer shelf, but the interior basin and major part of the sea is 
strongly nitrogen limited (Black Sea Commission, 2008). The seasonal 
alternation does not show a regular pattern, but varies between 
years. 
Mediterranean Phosphorus is often the limiting nutrient (Margalef, 1963; Berland et 
al., 1980; Lazzari et al., 2016; Thingstad et al., 2005), although it is 
closely followed by nitrogen in this limiting role (Estrada, 1996). 
The dissolved nitrogen to phosphorus ratio in the Mediterranean has 
been reported to be about 21 to 23 in the western part (Bethoux et 
al., 1992), and even higher in the eastern basin (Krom et al., 1991), 
which is quite different from the ratio of 15 found in the global 
ocean (Tyrrell, 1999). 
Experimental studies in the eastern Mediterranean have always 
shown phosphorus limitation, both at coastal stations (Bonin et al., 
1989) and in deep waters (Berland et al., 1980, Zohary and Robarts, 
1998). In addition, experiments performed in the north-west 
Mediterranean Sea coastal waters showed phosphorus as the 
limiting factor for phytoplankton growth (Jacques et al., 1973, Fiala 
et al., 1976). 
This has been corroborated by the model-based reconstruction of 
inorganic phosphate and nitrate distributions presented by Lazzari et 
al. (2016). The model demonstrated that when nutrient limitation 
occurs, in the vast majority of cases, phosphorus is the limiting 
nutrient, with the notable exception of the Alboran Sea, which is 
mainly nitrogen limited, and the southwest basin, in which both 
nitrogen and phosphorus can limit plankton growth. Ramirez et al. 
(2005) showed nitrogen-limitation in the upper layers (top 20 m) of 
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Region Comments 
the north-west Alboran Sea during the winter, summer and autumn 
while Dafner et al. (2003) suggested phosphorus limitation in the 
Strait of Gibraltar area, but phosphorus limitation proposed by these 
authors in the upper layers of this area is not due to very low 
phosphorus concentrations but rather to a very high 
nitrogen:phosphorus ratio to the east of Gibraltar, caused by the 
upwelling of deep Mediterranean waters with high nitrogen and 
phosphorus levels relative to silica. 
 
Total or inorganic dissolved fraction? Assessment period? Statistics? 
During phytoplankton blooms, dissolved inorganic nutrients in surface layers may be almost 
completely consumed, leading to nutrient limitation at periods of peak biological activity. This 
results in large seasonal variability of nutrient concentrations and, for this reason, DIN and DIP are 
usually measured and assessed during winter, when biological activity is lowest. 
Winter DIN is generally regarded to be the single most important contributor to anthropogenically-
induced change in phytoplankton communities (Devlin and Bonne, 2016). Winter measurements 
indicate the size of the nutrient pool available for the spring phytoplankton bloom (Andersen and 
Conley, 2006). Metrics, therefore, must attempt to match the spring-summer-autumn biological data 
with concentrations of DIN from the previous winter. Winter DIN is used because biological activity 
(e.g. phytoplankton growth) is low during winter. Inorganic winter nutrients are, as a result, used 
very widely (e.g. OSPAR, 2009; European Environment Agency, 2012). There are, however, 
exceptions: monitoring winter nutrient concentrations is not a good practice for the western coastal 
areas of the Black Sea, as nutrient concentrations here peak in April-May at the time of highest 
Danube discharge (Black Sea Commission, 2008). 
TN and TP, which include all forms of nitrogen and phosphorus compounds, are also important 
parameters that should be assessed in addition to the dissolved nutrients, as is already common 
practice for example by Helcom and in Swedish, Finnish and Estonian coastal waters (Helcom, 2009). 
The value of adding total nutrients alongside inorganic nutrients as core indicators strengthens the 
link from nutrient concentrations in the sea to nutrient enrichment. In particular these parameters 
allow consideration of climate change in the eutrophication assessment since higher temperatures 
will lead to year-round phytoplankton proliferation and/or possible changes in zooplankton 
communities. In the Baltic Sea, for example, a decrease in winter DIN concentrations has been 
identified in the Bornholm Basin since the 1990s, but TN concentrations have remained high. A 
possible reason for this observation could be that in winter more nutrients are bound in the 
phytoplankton due to the higher water temperatures. In such a situation, assessing only dissolved 
inorganic concentrations gives the wrong impression that nutrient concentrations seem to be 
declining, while, in fact, they are stable or increasing as can be seen when also assessing total 
concentrations (Helcom, 2017). 
In addition, there are other considerations that are not directly linked to setting nutrient thresholds 
but that are nevertheless important. Total nutrients are essential for determining nutrient budgets 
(an estimation of how much nutrient enters and leaves an area). Such budgets have particular 
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importance in coastal and marine waters that are influenced by transboundary nutrient transport 
and receive nutrient inputs from other countries. This is a common situation in the North Sea. 
Furthermore, total nutrients are also essential parameters for establishing nutrient reduction 
targets. This means that monitoring and assessing both total and dissolved nutrients is necessary if a 
good understanding of the trend in nutrient concentrations in the marine environment is to be 
obtained. 
To enable a consistent management approach, it is important that the nutrient parameters that are 
monitored and assessed are consistent between transitional, coastal and marine waters, at least 
within a region or subregion. 
A final consideration is the choice of statistical measures used to aggregate nutrient samples from a 
chosen assessment period to determine indicator concentrations. Most of the Member States and 
Regional Seas Conventions use mean concentrations and, in order to aid comparisons across Europe, 
we recommend this. However, there might be cases where using the median is more robust, since it 
is less influenced by outliers. The choice of the appropriate statistics depends very much upon 
sampling size and monitoring quality. 
 
Box 3: Points to consider when developing nutrient thresholds: chemistry 
 How strong is the evidence that the nutrient of interest limits primary production in the water 
bodies under consideration? 
 Are nutrients analysed using reputable laboratories with thorough quality assurance 
procedures? 
 Is the detection limit for the method appropriate for the water body type? (There should not 
be a high proportion of values below the detection limit.) 
 How well does the choice of variable (i.e. total versus soluble/filtered), and the summary 
metric used (spot value, average, summer average etc.) capture the range of variability likely 
to be encountered within a water body? 
2.4. Statistical 
Practical issues for setting nutrient thresholds 
Before developing nutrient boundaries, a data set needs to be established with, at the very least, 
nutrient concentrations and classifications, but ideally metric values, of nutrient-sensitive BQEs. It is 
worth plotting some preliminary graphs to visualise the relationship between nutrients and biology. 
Where long runs of historical data are available, it may be possible to detect change points that can 
be used to establish nutrient thresholds (see Section 5.1); however, in most cases, it will be more 
appropriate to use spatial data sets. 
The key criterion in establishing robust nutrient thresholds is that the data span a long gradient, 
ideally at least four status classes, in order to ensure that the response of the biological variable is 
understood across the status spectrum. This is important as relationships are not necessarily linear 
throughout their range, and the validity of any fitted lines can then be checked by eye. As the focus 
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of this work is on establishing thresholds for high and good status, biology must span at least high, 
good and moderate status. This may be achieved within a single national type, but there may be 
situations where national types can be merged (i.e. using ‘broad types’) or where collaboration with 
neighbouring countries may be the most productive option. It is also important that there is not a 
high proportion of ‘less than’ values in the data set as these constitute ‘censored’ data which 
incorrectly ‘anchor’ regression relationships at a single lower point on the pressure gradient, 
exerting undue influence on the modelled gradient. Where this is the case specialist advice should 
be obtained, as there are methods for fitting models to censored data which are beyond the scope 
of this guide and toolkit. 
The best method for determining nutrient thresholds is to use regression models fitted to data that 
span the pressure gradient. An alternative is to use categorical methods. These may be less sensitive 
to the requirements of the regression model (e.g. linearity); however, they are sensitive to class 
width and assume a robust assessment of biological status. They also have only limited ability to 
illustrate how the biological status changes across the pressure gradient. They are however 
intuitively simple to understand and may be the best approach where relationships are weak or the 
gradient is short, provided there are significant differences between the distribution of nutrient 
concentrations in adjacent classes. 
In most cases a better categorical approach is to fit a binomial logistic model to data that are 
classified into two groups (e.g. good or better and moderate or worse, in the case of the G/M 
boundary). This type of statistical model also allows uncertainty to be assessed, although it is 
important to note that this is still a categorical method and is thus dependent on a robust 
delineation of biological status. 
The simple regression-based methods assume a linear response between the variables (4) (Table 
2-2). This can often be achieved by log transformation of nutrient concentration data; however, even 
after this, visual inspection may reveal nonlinearity, often with sigmoid responses (i.e. with regions 
at the extremes of the distribution, where there is little response of the biology to changed 
concentrations of nutrients). In the statistical toolkit, segmented regression methods are provided to 
test for linearity within the data set; users need to be sure that the thresholds of interest are 
captured within the linear portion of the graph. 
In many data sets, particularly from rivers or transitional and coastal waters, scatter plots often 
suggest a wedge-shaped relationship, where the range of EQRs increases at one end of the pressure 
gradient (see Figure 2-2). This is most likely a result of other pressures causing increased or 
decreased sensitivity of BQEs to nutrients. In this situation it is inappropriate to fit a regression 
model, as the requirement of normally distributed residuals would clearly not be met. A potential 
solution could be to remove sites thought to be influenced by other pressures, or at least to stratify 
the data into similar levels of other pressures. Where this is not possible, fitting a regression line to a 
quantile of the data is likely to be a more appropriate method. However, the choice of quantile 
needs to be considered carefully as this will influence the relative precaution of predicted nutrient 
thresholds. The percentile used will be a trade-off between the relative influence of other pressures 
                                                          
 
(4) Nonlinear models — including generalised additive models — could also be used, but are beyond the scope of this document, although 
the principles outlined here would be the same. 
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and the uncertainty (error) in the true biological response to nutrients. A full consideration of fitting 
quantile models is beyond the scope of the current toolkit, but given the emerging importance of 
multiple pressures we have included an example R script (see Appendix 1, Section A4.2.2). 
Truncating EQRs at 1.0 (which is standard practice in many countries) will influence the statistical 
properties of the relationship and introduce curvature in the response. When working with data 
from a single type, the denominator for EQR calculations should be constant (except in a few cases 
where site-specific reference values are used) and, therefore, it may be preferable to work with raw 
metric values rather than EQRs. This could cause complications if several countries are collaborating 
to produce a common nutrient boundary and clearly requires a common view of the metric 
boundary value. Where EQRs are used, the effect of ‘normalisation’ of the EQR scale on the 
properties of the relationship (to ensure that class boundaries are equidistant) also needs to be 
considered. Was normalisation applied across the whole EQR gradient or only at the upper end to 
constrain values greater than 1? In the latter case, intercalibrated boundaries would still apply and 
non-normalised data should be used to develop relationships. However, in some situations (e.g. 
when several measures are combined to form a multimetric index) normalisation will apply across 
the gradient and, in such cases, normalised metrics will be necessary in order to derive nutrient 
thresholds. Combining data sets from several countries to extend pressure gradients will also require 
data to be normalised. Various methods can be used, but the piecewise linear transformations 
developed for IC are perhaps the easiest to use (see MS Excel TKit_Normalise.xlsx SectionA2). 
In general, large data sets are more likely to yield robust predictions than small ones. However, this 
may not be possible if there are few water bodies of a particular type within a territory. One way 
around this problem, widely used in lakes, is to use data from several years, treating each as a 
separate data point in a relationship. However, each of the ‘lake years’ will not be strictly 
independent from other data points from the same lake and users need to be aware of the dangers 
of ‘pseudoreplication’ (Hurlbert, 1984). It is not possible to provide a simple ratio of ‘lakes’ to ‘lake 
years’ that is acceptable, however it is important that the data are not dominated by a minority of 
sites with multiple years, or these will over-influence the relationships. A dialogue between an 
experienced ecologist and a trained statistician may be essential. Collaboration with nearby 
countries with similar types of water body is a further option. 
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Box 4: Characteristics of an ideal data set 
 Data span a long gradient, ideally high to moderate/poor, if shorter data are then evenly 
balanced around the boundary of interest. 
 Nutrient concentrations are a summary metric, preferably one that measures central 
tendency, e.g. a mean or median value, although other metrics (e.g. 90th percentile) may be 
appropriate in some situations. 
 Data using replicate years for the same water body should be avoided. If multiple years are 
used, there are a similar number of years from each water body. 
 Summary metrics should exclude extreme events, e.g. floods. 
 Biological and nutrient data for a water body are from the same (or a similar) year. 
 Biological data do not use truncated EQRs (i.e. values > 1.0 are allowed). 
 There are only a small proportion of ‘less than’ values for nutrient concentrations contributing 
to the summary metric. 
 The data set consists of sufficient records. It is difficult to be specific, but ideally ≥ 50. 
 
Type I or type II linear regression? 
Regression models allow the relationship between nutrients and biological status to be established. 
However, one of the issues with the use of regression is that ordinary least squares (OLS) regression 
minimises the variation in the dependent variable and thus assumes no uncertainty in the predictor 
variable. This is often the case for experimental studies, but unlikely to be so when using data from 
monitoring programmes such as are used for the WFD. Thus, when using OLS regression to quantify 
the relationship between nutrient concentration and biological status we have to make a choice 
concerning whether biological status (EQR) or nutrient concentration are considered to be the 
dependent variable. The choice of the dependent variable is important — where both variables 
contain error, an OLS regression will underestimate the true slope of the relationship (Legendre, 
2013) and thus influence the nutrient concentration we determine for the biological boundary. 
As the purpose of the model is to predict the nutrient concentration that occurs at a given ecological 
status, for example the G/M boundary, it might be logical to make the dependent (y) variable 
nutrient concentration, with biological status as the independent (x) variable. However, when 
considering the relationship between nutrients and biological status we generally assume that the 
nutrient concentration ‘causes’ the ecological status, which is why we seek to establish the nutrient 
concentrations that will support good status. Thus, it is also logical to make the dependent variable 
biological status, predicted from nutrient status, with boundary values subsequently determined by 
rearranging the regression equation. The fact that nutrient concentrations are also influenced by the 
biology through uptake should not be completely ignored, especially when dissolved inorganic 
nutrients are used in the regression. 
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Table 2-2: Advantages and disadvantages of statistical approaches used in this manual. 
Method Advantages/disadvantages 
Linear 
regression 
 Less reliant on class width than categorical methods (see below). 
 Requires linearity, at least in the region around which thresholds are 
being inferred. 
 Least sensitive to position of data cloud relative to boundary of interest. 
Quantile 
regression 
 Allows lines to be fitted that define the edges of the data cloud, which 
can be used to allow for the influence of other pressures or 
environmental factors. 
 No objective way to determine quantile used as there is currently 
insufficient understanding of pressure interactions relating to nutrients 
(guidance is currently being drafted and will be made available at: 
http://fis.freshwatertools.eu/index.php/guidance.html). 
 Requires a value judgement as, if an upper quantile is used, the 
approach risks setting too high a nutrient boundary value by 
overestimating the influence of other pressures. 
 Least sensitive to position of data cloud relative to boundary of interest. 
Categorical 
methods 1: 
using boxplots 
 Less dependent upon linearity. 
 Requires a significant difference between nutrient concentrations in 
adjacent classes. 
 Establishes thresholds based on quantiles, so needs ample data points 
spread throughout the classes around the boundary of interest to 
ensure robust estimates of parameters. Width of class can also 
influence position of quantiles. 
 Sensitive to position of data cloud, relative to the boundary of interest. 
Categorical 
methods 2: 
binomial 
logistic 
regression 
 Allows estimates of boundary values for different probability of class. 
 Potentially appropriate for multiple pressures, by use of higher 
probability of class. 
 Uncertainty assessment is possible. 
 Less sensitive to position of data cloud relative to boundary of interest. 
Categorical 
methods 3: 
decision trees 
 Simple to interpret. 
 Less dependent upon linearity and outliers. 
 Appropriate for multiple pressures 
 Allows importance of other pressures to be assessed 
Categorical 
methods 4: 
Mis-match 
approach 
 Simple to understand. 
 Excel tool is unable to estimate uncertainty of thresholds, however R 
script using bootstrapping overcomes this. 
 More sensitive to position of data cloud relative to boundary of interest 
than logistic regression, but less sensitive than boxplot methods. 
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The choice of regression approach depends on the degree of asymmetry in the relative uncertainty 
of the dependent and predictor variable (McArdle, 2003; Smith, 2009). It is clear that estimates of 
both the biological EQR and nutrient concentration will contain errors due to sampling, however this 
is not the only source of uncertainty we need to consider. In addition, the uncertainty in the 
relationship between nutrients and biology — sometimes called ‘equation error’ — also needs to be 
taken into account (McArdle, 2003). As other environmental factors also influence the biology, the 
relationship between nutrients and biology is likely to be asymmetric in relation to uncertainty, 
increasing the error of the EQR. It is reasonable to conclude, therefore, that the total uncertainty in 
the biological EQR is often greater than that of nutrients. However, the issue is whether it is ‘much 
greater’, as required for the use of OLS regression. Where r2 values are high (>0.6) there is little 
practical difference in the nutrient boundaries resulting from a regression of EQR on nutrient or 
nutrient on EQR, but for less certain relationships the differences are more substantial (5). 
The alternative is to use a type II regression (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995), where the fitting procedure 
minimises the variation of both dependent and independent variables. The disadvantages of a type II 
regression are that it is less appropriate where the purpose of the model is to make predictions 
(Legendre and Legendre, 2012); it is more difficult to interpret uncertainty (Smith, 2009); it is less 
readily available in statistical software and it can only be used with a single predictor variable. It is 
also important to only apply type II regression to relationships with a correlation of at least 0.6 (r2 = 
0.36) (Jolicoeur, 1990 cited in Smith, 2009) as some methods will generate a line with a slope 
significantly different to zero from random data. It should be noted however, that if the boundary 
EQR being predicted is close to the mean EQR of the data, the choice of regression method will have 
little effect as both type I (i.e. OLS regression) and type II fitted lines will pass through the mean of x 
and y. 
Quantile regression 
Linear regression is unlikely to yield meaningful results in the situations illustrated in Figure 2-2, 
which will occur when nutrient-biology interactions are confounded by other stressors. In such cases 
variance around the mean of the response variable is itself a function of the explanatory variable, 
leading to a wedge-shaped distribution. Under these circumstances, quantile regression may be 
more appropriate. This is a variant of conventional least squares regression analysis. Whereas least 
squares regression aims to predict the mean of the response variable for a given value of the 
predictor variable, quantile regression aims to predict different aspects of the statistical dispersion 
of points. In particular, there are many situations in ecology where it is useful to understand rates of 
change in the response variable along the upper or lower boundary of the conditional distribution of 
values (Cade and Noon, 2003). 
Quantile regression is beyond the scope of this toolkit. It can be implemented through packages 
such as ‘quantreg’ (Koenker, 2016) within R and we have provided some example scripts in Appendix 
1 Section A4.2.2 that could be adapted for other uses. The values produced by an upper quantile of a 
relationship between EQR and nutrients will be inherently less precautionary than those produced 
by the least squares approaches detailed above, so they need to be interpreted with caution. In 
                                                          
 
(5) The slope of the OLS of a regression of x on y is given by r2/slope of y on x, so the difference in slopes when expressed relative to the 
same axis is proportional to the reciprocal of r2. 
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effect, an upper quantile defines the maximum value of a response variable for a given value of the 
explanatory variable and is useful where one or more additional pressures drive the response 
variable and override the influence of nutrients. Such pressure(s), by lowering the value of the 
response variable (EQR, in this case) that is observed for a given value of the explanatory variable 
(e.g. nutrient concentration) (Figure 2-2a), could be wrongly interpreted as indicating a response to 
nutrients. However, there are also situations that may reduce the BQE sensitivity to nutrients, 
preventing its full expression, e.g. shade, toxic substances, flushing or grazing. In this case, the use of 
a lower quantile, which will produce a precautionary boundary value, may be appropriate. 
While quantile regression may describe the relationship between nutrients and biology, its use in 
setting thresholds needs to be considered with care. A wedge-shaped distribution might, for 
example, indicate that nutrients are not the primary factor influencing the biota for sites included in 
the data set. This, in turn, might provoke investigations into the role of other stressors and better 
regulation of these might need to take priority over nutrient control. The upper quantile will, 
nonetheless, provide a value that can serve as an interim target and, more importantly, to prevent 
deterioration of sites. The confidence with which the slope and intercept can be estimated will 
decrease towards the extreme of the distribution, due to a likely variation of the ‘conditional density 
of the response’ (Koenker, 2011). The selection of the quantile to use for boundary setting is 
essentially a value judgement, partially conditioned by data distribution, but it should be based on 
knowledge of the importance of nutrients versus other pressures and their interactions affecting the 
nutrient sensitivity of the BQEs. In general, where the nutrients are considered to be the most 
important pressure and thus control biological status, a lower value for the upper quantile is 
needed. It is difficult to recommend a threshold, but we suggest that values of the 25th and 75th 
percentiles are most likely to be appropriate for data with inverted wedge- or wedge-shaped scatter 
plots, respectively. Where an upper-quantile approach is used, leading to less precautionary 
thresholds, the validation step (Chapter 6) is particularly important. 
Categorical approaches 
The previous section uses EQRs to derive nutrient thresholds. In practice, ecological status 
assessment collapses the EQR, a continuous variable, into five categorical ecological status classes 
and it is also possible to derive nutrient thresholds directly from these. The phosphorus or nitrogen 
concentrations associated with a particular ecological status class (e.g. GES) could be expressed as a 
distribution from which an upper quantile might be chosen to indicate a phosphorus or nitrogen 
concentration above which GES was very unlikely to be achieved, or a lower quantile below which 
GES was very likely to be achieved, if nutrients are the main drivers of status. However, the variation 
inherent in biology-nutrient relationships means that there will be many instances where lower 
concentrations of nutrients are not associated with GES. The risk of misclassification could, 
therefore, be reduced by also considering the distribution of nutrient concentrations in the adjacent 
class (moderate, in this case), where a lower quantile could be adopted to indicate the nutrient 
concentration below which moderate status was unlikely (and GES was likely to be achieved). 
Mismatch in classifications could be reduced further by using the average between the lower 
quantile of nutrient concentrations associated with moderate status and the upper quantile 
associated with good status. One advantage of these approaches is that linearity is not as important 
(Table 2-2), although it is important to check that there are significant differences between adjacent 
classes. Because the method depends on the range of values within each class, different outcomes 
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may be obtained when discrete classes are used, compared to the situation when classes are 
aggregated into ‘good or better’ and ‘moderate or worse’. They are also sensitive to the position of 
the data cloud relative to the boundary of interest (See Appendix 3). Also, if the moderate class is 
wide, there is a possibility that the biological response to increased nutrient concentrations will 
reach an asymptote, which may have the effect of increasing the lower quantiles of the moderate 
status class and thereby influencing the position of the boundary. 
Categorical methods, in other words, may be a valid option in a few situations, particularly if high, 
good and moderate status classes are well defined but there are few heavily impacted sites with 
which to ‘anchor’ a regression model. However, the precision of estimates will not be any greater 
when the relationship is very noisy than would be the case if a regression was used. The categorical 
approach is, in effect, the same as making a regression of nutrients on biology, because it assumes 
that all the uncertainty is in nutrients and that biology is the (error-free) ‘predictor’. Problems will 
also arise if there are few water bodies in each category or if there are missing categories.  
A better categorical approach is the use of binomial logistic regression, which provides a method for 
fitting a logistic model to categorical data using a binary response, for example biology moderate or 
worse = 1 or biology good or better = 0. This approach has the advantage of being less sensitive to 
the position of the data cloud, and the quality of the statistical model can be tested using a variety of 
methods. The resulting model can also be used to determine boundary values at different levels of 
probability of being ‘moderate or worse’ (Figure 2-4). This approach has been subject to limited 
testing, but results obtained using simulated data and the example data sets provided with the 
toolkit suggest it is likely to be the best alternative to linear regression models, provided that the 
data cloud is not wedge shaped (i.e. where multiple pressures are influencing biological status). 
  
Figure 2-4 Binomial logistic regression of total phosphorus on probability of biology being moderate 
(or worse) status, using a simulated data set. Boundary value of total phosphorus shown for 
probability = 0.5. 
Decision tree methods such as classification and regression trees also can be used as alternatives to 
logistic regression (Figure 2-5). These enhance the predictive models with high accuracy, stability 
and ease of interpretation. They work by iteratively splitting the data into distinct subsets, with the 
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splits chosen in such a way that entropy in the resulting subsets is minimised. This allows the 
structure of a data set to be explored by highlighting the most important variables. Decision tree 
output is very easy to understand even for people with non-statistical backgrounds. Over-fitting is a 
practical difficulty when dealing with decision tree models, but this can be managed by using 
random forests. Random forest methods ‘grow’ many classification trees using a random bootstrap 
sample from the original data. They use multiple models in order to give a better performance than 
can be obtained when just using a single tree model in multiple stressor environments. We have 
developed sample code for this method in the toolkit using R (See Appendix 1 Section A5.4). 
A final approach is simply to set a nutrient boundary that minimises the mismatch between 
ecological status and the supporting element. This is a pragmatic approach and testing using 
synthetic data (See Appendix 3) has shown that it is less sensitive to data uncertainty than the 
simple categorical approaches, although more sensitive than logistic regression. The method has 
been developed within the R version of the toolkit to include bootstrap sampling and a LOESS curve 
fit to provide an assessment of uncertainty (Appendix 1 Section A5.2). 
In all situations except those with highly significant regressions, we recommend that all methods 
be used and compared. If they provide very different results, then the user needs to think carefully 
about why, and then consider which method is most appropriate. In many cases the different 
methods provide similar boundary values, which increase confidence in the results. 
 
 
Figure 2-5 Classification decision tree of total phosphorus on biological classes (high, good, 
moderate). Boundary value of total phosphorus for high status < 28; boundary value of total 
phosphorus for good status < 54. Each node shows the predicted class, the predicted probability of 
each class and the percentage of observations in the node (high, good, moderate). 
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Box 5: Points to consider when developing nutrient thresholds: statistical 
 Are data spanning at least four status classes available? 
 The length of the gradient is important to ensure that linear portions can be identified 
and that regressions are securely ‘anchored’ at both extremes. 
 It may be possible to produce relationships with shorter gradients, so long as these 
straddle the biological boundaries of greatest interest (i.e. high/good (H/G) and G/M). 
 Non-regression methods may also be suitable when there are adequate data and a 
significant relationship, but the full gradient is not available. 
 Is there a linear relationship across the range of interest (i.e. where H/G and G/M status 
classes are located)? 
 How much uncertainty exists in the independent (explanatory) variable? Is type I or type II 
regression most appropriate? (NB: this decision is particularly important when r2 is low). 
 Has the maximum EQR value been rounded down to 1.0? Are uncapped EQRs (i.e. extending 
to > 1) available? If the denominator for the EQR calculation is constant within a type, raw 
metrics rather than EQRs could be used. 
 Avoid using several summary metric values from the same site but different years, as there is 
a risk of ‘pseudoreplication’. If site-years are used ensure that the number of years is similar at 
all sites. 
 Is there evidence of wedge-shaped scatter, where the variability of EQR increases at one end 
of the nutrient gradient? This is typically an increase of EQR variability as nutrient 
concentrations decrease, suggesting multiple pressures. 
 What is the predictive power of the relationship (see Road Map in Section 3)? Is a regression 
method appropriate or would a categorical method be more productive? 
 Is it practicable to merge national types, or to combine data with that from neighbouring 
countries to produce a larger and more robust data set? 
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3. Overview of process (‘road map’) 
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Table 3-1: Approaches to establishing nutrient thresholds to meet specific objectives (see Chapter 
2) (more robust methods indicated in bold). 
Purpose Approach 
Minimise mismatch between biological and 
nutrient element 
Best fit line, minimisation of mismatch or 
average of adjacent classes, binomial logistic 
regression with error P= 0.5 (6) 
Minimise probability of incorrectly assuming a 
nutrient effect on BQE when there is none 
(type 1I error, i.e. when biological element is 
predicted to be below good status when it is, in 
fact, in good status) 
Upper quantile of regression residuals, upper 
quantile of nutrient concentration in class or 
upper probability value of binomial logistic 
regression (P > 0.5) 
Maximise probability that biology is good or 
high (minimise type 2 errors), by setting more 
stringent nutrient boundaries. 
Lower quantile of regression residuals, lower 
quantile of nutrient concentration in class or 
lower probability value of binomial logistic 
regression (P < 0.5) 
 
In the following section, we provide a flow chart to guide the selection of methods. This is best used 
to illustrate the decisions needed when selecting methods for specific data sets rather than as a 
prescriptive flow diagram. 
The ideal situation is where there is likely to be a strong effect of the nutrient pressure, with only 
minor influence of other pressures or confounding environmental variables. Experience to date 
suggests this is most likely to be the situation in lakes and coastal waters. In this situation, we 
recommend regression methods as they provide a general statistical model of the pressure-impact 
response. 
3.1 deals with methods where biological data in the form of an EQR, or a continuous metric, are 
available. 
3.2 deals with situations where the relationship between nutrient and biology is weak, which is 
likely where multiple pressures occur or other environmental gradients that are not 
removed via a typology occur. This is most likely to occur in rivers and transitional waters. 
The toolkit provides approaches for these situations, but cannot offer simple solutions. 
3.3 contains categorical methods. These methods place more reliance on an appropriate class 
width and do not allow for situations where nutrient concentrations do not span the entire 
status class. They have the advantage over linear regression of not assuming linearity, but 
                                                          
 
(6) Note that to minimise mis-classification rates the distribution of the data needs to be considered when selecting the p value to use. 
This is currently beyond the scope of the toolkit but can be achieved using R package modEva. 
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should be accompanied by significance testing of differences of nutrient concentrations 
between the classes. 
Several of the methods should be tested (on several BQEs, if possible) and the resulting boundary 
values compared. If they are very different, use the flow chart to help determine which are likely to 
be the most robust and consider how the values might be validated. 
The methods have been tested and compared using synthetic data sets (see Appendix 3 for details). 
These data sets were designed to have linear relationships and normally distributed errors, so 
represent an ideal situation; however they illustrate the following points: 
(1) The categorical methods were sensitive to the distribution of the data cloud used. Where the 
mean of the data lies at a higher quality than the boundary of interest, the categorical methods tend 
to underestimate boundary concentrations, and where it is at a lower quality they overestimate 
concentrations. 
(2) Linear regression and the binomial logistic regression were largely uninfluenced by this and thus 
are probably the most reliable methods. 
(3) The minimisation-of-mismatch method was also little affected by data distributions compared to 
the other categorical methods, and is preferred to the simpler categorical methods. 
(4) For wedge-shaped data clouds, where multiple pressures could influence the observed biological 
EQR values, linear regression and binary logistic regression (using a P = 0.5) consistently 
underestimate boundary values and are not an appropriate method. The categorical methods 
performed better, but only when the data cloud was evenly distributed around the boundary of 
interest. 
(5) For wedge-shaped data clouds quantile regression was the most reliable approach; however, it is 
difficult to identify an appropriate quantile to model. There is a risk of selecting too high a quantile, 
which does not allow for uncertainty in a true relationship between nutrient and biology. 
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3.1. Choice of approaches A 
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3.2. Choice of approaches B, weak linear relationship, r2 < 0.36) 
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3.3. Choice of approaches C (categorical methods) 
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4. Descriptions of procedures 
4.1. Options for analysis 
Three approaches to analysis are presented: 
 regression analysis, using a continuous relationship between EQR and nutrient 
concentration; 
 categorical analysis, using the distribution of nutrient concentration within biological classes; 
 minimisation of mismatch of classifications for biology and nutrients. 
The first two methods are similar to each other in that they both depend on having data that span 
an adequate range of quality, including the moderate class. The categorical analysis may appear to 
be less sensitive to nonlinearity in the data; however, estimation of quartiles depends upon having 
values that span the full range of the status class in question. For example, if moderate status is only 
represented by samples at the lower end of nutrient concentrations for the class (i.e. closer to good 
status), then the quartiles (and, therefore, the boundary) will be lower. 
The method that is least influenced by nonlinearity is the minimisation of mismatch of class. In the 
MS Excel tool this method, like the categorical methods, cannot provide an uncertainty estimate of 
the class boundary, which is a significant disadvantage. However, an R script has been provided that 
uses a bootstrap approach to provide an estimate of uncertainty (see Appendix 1 Section 5.2). 
The road map in Section 3 provides guidance on selecting methods, however all methods should 
be tested and results compared, wherever possible. 
The best practice document also provides a summary of ranges of nutrient concentrations 
supporting good status derived from analysis of Geographical Intercalibration Group (GIG) and other 
data sets (see Sections 4.4 and 4.5). These can be compared with results obtained by following the 
procedures in this guide and provide an initial validation of values. Similarly, values can be compared 
with those used by other Member States for similar water body types. Finally, it is recommended 
that a further validation be carried out to ensure that the predicted nutrient concentrations that 
support good status meet broader ecological expectations (Chapter 6). 
4.2. Overview of the stepwise procedure 
This section provides an overview of the procedure. See Appendix 1 for a step-by-step guide. 
Step 1: assemble a data set 
The data set needs to consist of water body level biological quality element (BQE) EQR values, their 
WFD class and matching summary nutrient concentration. Any BQE sensitive to nutrients may be 
used and we suggest that results obtained from different BQEs be compared. As ecological status is 
decided on a ‘one out all out’ (worst BQE) basis, selecting the BQE most sensitive to pressure will 
ensure that nutrient concentration standards support overall status. It is also possible that 
combining nutrient-sensitive BQEs will yield a stronger relationship with nutrients than any BQE in 
isolation. Bear in mind, too, that the BQE that has the strongest statistical relationship to nutrients 
may not necessarily yield the most precautionary boundaries. 
One of the key issues in developing relationships between BQEs and nutrient concentrations is 
minimising variability. It is strongly recommended that summary nutrient concentrations such as 
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mean or median be used rather than spot samples, and that nutrient and biological samples be 
taken from similarly representative locations and cover similar time periods. Nutrient samples 
should be representative of the summary period to minimise the influence of seasonal variation. 
To facilitate analysis data should be entered into the toolkit template DataTemplate.csv 
Step 2: inspect the data 
The first and most important step of the analysis is to check the data (e.g. using basic chart functions 
in MS Excel) and determine if they are adequate for the purpose. An ideal data set would have the 
following features: 
 Data span a range of biological quality from high to poor, as it is important to avoid 
extrapolation of pressure response relationships; 
 EQRs would have a clear response to nutrient concentration and be linear over most of the 
pressure gradient. 
Few data sets will meet these requirements perfectly. Experience suggests that relationships 
between phytoplankton and nutrients in lakes are the easiest to deal with as phytoplankton respond 
directly to nutrients and there are usually few other significant pressures, particularly in larger 
oligotrophic to mesotrophic lakes. Relationships for rivers, estuaries and coastal waters are 
significantly more uncertain as the BQEs are likely to be experiencing multiple stressors and subject 
to a higher number of other factors that will influence response. 
  
 
Step 1 (see Appendix 1 toolkit details A1) 
 Assemble a data set using DataTemplate.csv 
 Use summary data not spot samples 
 Ensure nutrient and biological data are spatially and temporally matched 
Step 2a: check the data using a 
scatter plot 
Use either Excel tool (Appendix A2.3) or R 
script TKit_check_data.R, (Appendix 
A3.2.2). 
These data meet the requirement: 
 a reasonable relationship between EQR 
and P;  
 extend from high to poor status. 
Next check for outliers and then assess 
linearity. 
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The data can also be plotted as a box plot, which is useful for visualising the categorical methods 
 
 
 
 
Step 2b: check the data using a box plot 
Use R script TKit_check_data.R, (Appendix 
A3.2). 
These data meet the requirement: 
 4 biological classes poor to high; 
 minimal overlap between high and good, 
and good and moderate. 
Note the outliers: it may be necessary to 
remove these (e.g. if they represent extreme 
hydrological events). 
These data do not meet the requirement: 
 5 biological classes bad to high;  
but 
 large overlap between good and moderate. 
Note more outliers. These data require further 
investigation, see Appendix A4.2. 
These data do not meet the requirement: 
 a poor relationship between EQR and 
P;  
 only a single point worse than good 
status. 
More data are needed. Try adding data 
from another MS or from other water 
body types that are similar to the actual 
water body type covered by the original 
data (Appendix A4.1). 
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These data do not meet the requirements either: 
 TN shows a flat response between good and poor status; 
 TP data shows a weak gradient and with high overlap between good and moderate classes. 
 
Step 2c: scatter plot suggests a 
wedge shape — check for outliers 
 Use scatter plot to inspect the data, 
 Do not identify outlier points simply to 
achieve a better fit; however, some 
may be associated with atypical 
conditions, justifying removal (e.g. data 
collected during extreme events). 
 See Appendix 1 Sections A2.3 and 
A4.2.1. 
 The use of an upper-quantile regression 
(black dotted line) may reflect the true 
relationship between nutrient and EQR 
(red line). (Appendix 1 Section 4.2.2). 
1 A simple linear OLS regression (green 
dotted line) may underestimate 
threshold boundary values. Also note 
that the residuals will not be normally 
distributed, compare the ‘Scale-
location’ plots below. (Left hand using 
data with no indication of a wedge, 
right hand using wedge-shaped data. 
Note the standardised residuals 
increase with fitted EQR values). 
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It is important to check that the response of EQR to nutrient is linear before fitting a linear 
regression model. This can only be done visually using the Excel tool (see Appendix 1 Section A2.4), 
but using the R script a generalised additive model is fitted which gives clear indications of 
nonlinearity (see Appendix 1 Section A4.3.1.2). 
 
 
Note that in the above relationship EQRs were not truncated at 1.0. EQRs >1.0 occur if reference 
metric values are set using the mean metric value in reference sites, as some of the values would 
have be higher than the mean. Different approaches are used to meet the WFD requirement that 
EQRs should be within the range of 0-1, for example rescaling or normalisation, but if truncation is 
used (e.g. an EQR of 1.3 is set to 1.0) the value is said to be ‘censored’. If many values in the data set 
are censored in this way they will influence the regression slope and the uncertainty, tending to 
cause a flattening of the relationship. Such data should be treated with caution. 
The R script 03_TKit_check_linearitydata.R will also fit a series of stepwise linear models which can 
be used to assess changes in slope of the relationship. These may be useful for the identification of a 
linear range. It is also suggested that as the slope of the relationship is critical for determining 
boundary values, the effect of using different values be assessed. The Excel tool provides a quick way 
Step 2e: is the response linear? 
 Fit a generalised additive model to 
scatter plot. 
(Use R script TKit_check_data.R Appendix 
A3.2.2). 
 Or assess scatter by eye  
(use Excel tool). 
 Determine the linear range to be used for 
regression modelling. 
In this example the response is linear within 
the TP range (10-100 µg l-1), with a flat 
response beyond this range. 
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of achieving this. Also, note that the further the predicted boundary value is from the mean value of 
the data used, the more uncertain the value will be. 
Step 3: fit linear regression models 
The toolkit allows three regression models to be fitted to the linear portion of the data: 
 an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression of EQR v nutrient concentration; assumes all 
uncertainty is in measurement of the EQR (underestimate of slope); 
 an OLS regression of nutrient v EQR; assumes all uncertainty lies in measurement of nutrient 
concentrations (overestimate of slope); 
 a type II regression; assumes equal uncertainty in measurement of both EQR and nutrient 
(slope between the two OLS regressions). 
The boundary values predicted by the regression models depend on the slope of the relationship 
and the difference in the slopes produced by these relationships depends on the r2: the lower the 
value the greater the difference. There is no clear statistically valid cut-off for what represents a low 
r2 but we suggest that if the model r2 is > 0.36, then the relationship is good enough to make 
predictions. 
It is not possible to test the significance of the slope of a geometric average regression, as used in 
the Excel toolkit. For this reason, it is important that there is a significant correlation and as r > 0.6 is 
recommended by Smith (2009), we propose that an r2 of > 0.36 is appropriate. This can be relaxed if 
type II ranged major axis regression is used (see Appendix 1 for details). 
The true slope of the relationship lies between the lines predicted by the models. We suggest that 
the type II regression model be used to predict the most likely nutrient concentrations that occur at 
the EQR boundaries. The two OLS regression models provide alternative upper and lower predictions 
and the true type value will lie within this range. Remember that the higher the r2 value, the smaller 
the differences between the model slopes. 
The output also uses the interquartile range of the residuals of the model to provide an indication of 
the range of nutrient concentrations that any particular water body of the type modelled might 
have. The interquartile range of the residuals includes 50 % of the water bodies in the modelled data 
set, so 75 % of water bodies would be expected to have values lower than the upper range value, 
while 75 % would have values greater than the lower range value. 
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Step 4: calculate categorical methods and step 4a: compare results 
Although regression methods provide the most robust method of estimating the nutrient 
concentration that occurs at the EQR boundaries and should be used wherever possible, it is useful 
to compare these with values provided by categorical methods. 
Five categorical estimates are provided. 
 Average of upper and lower quartiles of nutrient concentration of water bodies in adjacent 
biological classes; i.e. for G/M the average of the 25th percentile of the nutrient 
concentration of water bodies in moderate and the 75th percentile of the nutrient 
concentration of water bodies in good. 
Black and red lines show slopes of 2 OLS models 
Blue line shows slope of type II regression model 
using Ranged Major Axis regression 
Mean of EQR and total phosphorus marked by 
cross 
Step 4 Categorical Methods 
Use either Excel Tool (Appendix section A3.6 & A3.7), or use R scripts (detailed in A6) 
R scripts TKit_P_Categorical.R,  TKit_N_Categorical.R, Tkit_mismatch3_GM.R, 
TKit_mismatch3_HG.R 
Step 3: fit linear models 
Use either Excel tool (Appendix 1, A2.5) or 
R script 04_TKit_fit_lin_model1.R 
(Appendix 1, A3.4). 
 R2 of model is >0.36.  
Model is adequate to predict nutrient 
concentration at EQR boundaries (see 
Appendix 1 for details) 
Model slope determines the predicted TP 
concentration; true slope lies within the 
range of the two OLS models (black and 
red lines). 
 TP range at G/M boundary: 46-61 
µg l-1 
 Most likely value given by type II 
regression (blue line): 55 µg l-1. 
 This value lies close to the mean of the 
TP data, and the different model slopes 
have a relatively small effect, as all lines 
intersect at the means x ̅and y̅. 
. 
. 
TP marked by cross. 
: c m
1, section A2.6 & A2.7), or R scripts (section A5). 
09a TKit_P_Categorical.R, 09b_TKit_N_Categorical.R, 10a_ Tkit_mismatch3_GM.R, 
10c TKit_mismatch3_HG.R. 
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 Average of the median nutrient concentration (typically on a log10-transformed scale) of 
water bodies of adjacent biological classes. 
 Upper 75th percentile of nutrient concentration at good biological status. 
 The nutrient concentration that gives the lowest mismatch between classifications based on 
biology and on nutrient concentration. 
 The use of binomial logistic regression (only available in R). 
  
 
 
Step 4a Average adjacent 
quartiles 
Calculate the median and 
interquartile range of nutrient 
concentration in each biological 
class 
Average the upper 75th quantile of 
Good with lower 25th quantile of 
Moderate 
Step 4b Average adjacent 
medians 
Calculate the median and 
interquartile range of nutrient 
concentration in each biological 
class 
Average the median of Good with 
median of Moderate 
: a r  j t 
. 
th quantile of 
g  and the lower 25th quantile of 
m . 
: a r  j t 
. 
g  it  
m . 
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Note 
(a) There should be a significant difference (Wilcoxon test) between the distributions in 
adjacent classes. 
(b) These box plot methods are sensitive to the overall distribution of nutrients; they are 
most reliable when the mean of the data cloud EQR is close to the boundary of interest. 
 
Step 4c Upper 75th quantile of 
better class 
This method provides the least 
stringent estimate as for the 
good/moderate boundary it takes 
the concentration below which 75% 
of water bodies are in Good status. 
It is similar to using the intersection 
of the upper error bar in regression 
or the use of quantile regression 
(see 4.3.7.1) 
: upper 75th quantile of 
G/M 
b undary it t kes the concentration 
below which 75 % of water bodies 
are in good status. 
). 
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Step 4d: minimise mismatch 
Make a binary classification of biology 
and nutrients (‘good or better’ and 
‘moderate or worse’).  
Use series of nutrient concentrations to 
define nutrient class. 
Plot rate of mismatches. 
Point of intersection identifies nutrient 
boundary concentration for minimum 
mismatch (upper graph on the right). 
(Appendix A2.6 & A5.2). 
This method is the least sensitive to 
non-linearity and outliers and is 
recommended where there is a 
significant correlation but high scatter. 
The R version of the tool allows 
uncertainty to be estimated (middle 
graph on the right). 
Step 4e: fit binomial logistic 
regression  
(R Script 11a_LogisticRegGood.R and 
11b_LogisticRegHigh.R, see Appendix A 5.3) 
Check pseudo r2.  
Select probability (of being moderate or 
worse) and read off the nutrient 
concentration at this point. (e.g. at a 
probability of 0.5 TP concentration would 
be 56 µg l-1). Red dotted line shows 
uncertainty band ± SE. 
For well balanced data sets where the 
scatter of points is not wedge shaped p = 
0.5 is appropriate.  
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In Example 1 (boxes below), the relationship between phytoplankton EQR and TP in shallow high 
alkalinity lakes (broad type 3) is used to predict boundary value using regression models. For the 
G/M boundary the best fit predicted value is 55 µg L-1 and is most likely to fall within the range 46-61 
µg L-1 but 25 % of water bodies in the type will have values < 82 µg L-1 and 25 %  > 34 µg L-1. 
The categorical approach provided very similar results, with the minimisation-of-mismatch method 
suggesting a value of 50 µg L-1. Note that the logistic regression provides a slightly higher value of  
56 µg L-1 (see above as this is not shown in the Excel summary table). 
This is a relatively small range, and for this lake type the TP concentration that is most likely to occur 
at the G/M boundary determined by phytoplankton falls within the range of 50-56 µg L-1. The 
average of these values is 53 µg L-1, which could be conveniently rounded down to 50 µg L-1. 
Example 1: 
 
 
Step 5: compare with existing nutrient boundaries 
Having computed one or more potential boundary values using the methods described above the 
next step is to compare these values with any current regulatory standards for similar water bodies 
or values obtained from analysis of GIG data sets (see Sections 4.4 and 4.5). In the example above, 
how do the values of 50 µg L-1 compare with values predicted from GIG data sets and those used by 
most other countries for this lake type? 
Categorical methods
Ave adj 
class 
quartiles
Ave adj 
class 
median
75th 
quartile 
class
minimise 
mis-
match
Good/Mod 52 51 54 50
High/Good 28 33 27 30
Step 4f: compare regression and categorical results 
The MS Excel tool can be used for this, although this will not show the logistic regression 
results.  
 Predicted boundary concentrations are very similar. 
 Any approach could be used. 
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A TP concentration of 50 µg L-1 is slightly higher than the most likely range of values for broad type 3 
(Table 4-1), although it is well within the range of possible values. It is above the median but within 
the interquartile range of values used by other Member States (Table 4-4). Although the lower of the 
‘most likely’ values of 46 µg L-1 might be more typical of conditions at the G/M boundary, 50 % of 
lakes of this type are likely to have values between 34 and 82 µg L-1. 
See Chapter 7 for further discussion on the issues to consider regarding the use of boundary values 
for management given the relatively high uncertainty of the relationships between nutrients and 
biological status. 
Step 6: validate 
It is important to consider additional validation approaches (see Chapter 6). For example, in the 
shallow calcareous lakes (broad type 3) used in the example above it might be appropriate to 
compare boundary values with changes in key components of the macrophyte flora. Free et al. 
(2017), for example, used changes in the relative frequency of charophytes to check the boundary 
for marl lakes. 
4.3. How to treat data where relationships are poor 
When relationships are poor, further steps may be needed to investigate the reasons for this. It 
might be worth, for example, returning to the preliminary investigation of the data to confirm that 
there are no glaring errors such as extreme unexpected nutrient concentrations in a sample. Are 
sample data rather than summary metrics being used for nutrient concentrations? Was there 
adequate temporal frequency of sampling for nutrient data? 
4.3.1. Wedge-shaped relationships — quantile regression 
In some cases, the scatter plot may be wedge-shaped, i.e. asymmetrical with respect to a line of best 
fit. For example, other factors, such as shade or limitation by a different nutrient, may be preventing 
the expression of nutrient impacts (an ‘inverted wedge’) allowing good or better status to occur at 
high nutrient concentrations. Alternatively, other pressures may be depressing biological status so 
that moderate or worse biological status occurs at low nutrient concentrations (a ‘wedge’). It is also 
possible that other pressures can act synergistically with nutrients causing enhanced nutrient 
Step 5: compare boundary values 
 Compare with values of tables for nutrient boundaries in section 4.4 and section 4.5 
respectively for freshwater and transitional and coastal waters systems. 
 The predicted G/M boundary values are within the broad type range and the interquartile 
range of national boundary values for the type. 
Step 6: validate boundary values 
Consider what independent data could be used to demonstrate that the predicted concentrations 
meet ecological expectations and are likely to protect key taxa associated with good status 
conditions. 
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sensitivity and lower than expected biological status at low nutrient concentrations, e.g. 
deterioration of riparian areas causing bright light and warmer water in a river, or barriers causing 
increased water retention, giving more time for algal biomass to increase. In any of these cases, it 
may be more appropriate to fit lines to percentiles of the data, thus defining the upper and lower 
surfaces of the scatter plot, using techniques such as quantile regression. 
The choice of which surface to fit (upper or lower), and the most appropriate percentile to use (the 
proportion of points that remain beyond the line), depend on the shape of the scatter (see below) 
and the assumptions made about the uncertainty of the true relationship with nutrients and the 
effectiveness of the other pressure. For an inverted wedge, where other factors prevent the 
expression of nutrients, it is more appropriate to fit the lower quantile, producing precautionary 
boundary values. Where other pressures are directly depressing biological status, it may be 
necessary to fit an upper quantile to avoid unnecessarily penalising nutrients. However, if these 
pressures are acting synergistically to enhance the impact of nutrients, a lower percentile may be 
the best quantile to use. Such an approach would also be needed to counteract the negative impacts 
of warming (climate change). 
Given the difficulties of identifying and quantifying the impact of multiple pressures the choice of 
percentiles will always be difficult, and the decisions will be influenced by value judgements and the 
way the boundary values will be used for management. The issues presented by quantile regression 
are similar to the choice of the ‘best-fit’ regression line, or an upper/lower error bar used in linear 
regression, but as the slopes of the upper-/lower-quantile lines are different, the choice of upper or 
lower line and the actual percentile used have greater impact on the predicted boundary value. 
 
 
 
Are data distributed in a wedge 
shape? 
An inverted wedge 
A line fitting the lower surface of these 
data can be fitted using quantile 
regression. 
Waterbodies that occur above this line may 
be subject to factors that prevent the 
expression of the phosphorus response, for 
example limitation by nitrogen (see 
Appendix A5.2.1 for further details) 
 bodies that occur above this line 
may be subject to factors that prevent the 
1 Section A4.2.2 for further 
details). 
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The R package ‘quantreg’ (Koenker, 2016) can be used to fit linear or additive models to quantiles, 
and example scripts showing its use are provided in Appendix 1 Section A4.2. 
Categorical approaches using the distribution of nutrient concentrations by class could also be used. 
Where multiple pressures are suspected the upper 75th quantile of class approach might be 
appropriate, however, as for quantile regression there is a risk of deriving a non-precautionary 
boundary value. The minimisation-of-mismatch approach is a further possibility as simulations have 
suggested this is least sensitive to the uncertainty of the true relationship with nutrients. Another 
approach would be to use logistic binary regression, but selecting a different cut-off probability. 
However, although there are potential approaches (7) it is not possible to recommend a method that 
would help select the most appropriate probability value to use. 
Dealing with wedge-shaped data remains a challenge as there are currently no simple solutions (see 
Section 7.4 for further examples). 
4.3.2. Interactions between explanatory variables 
It may be helpful to investigate if there are interactions between the explanatory variables. These 
can be investigated by comparing relationships for different categories of a second explanatory 
variable as in Figure 4-1. Interaction co-plots are a useful tool to explore complex relationships 
within the data and are available in the R scripts provided in the toolkit (see Appendix 1 
Section A3.2.3). The example presented here shows evidence of a poor relationship between EQR 
and nitrogen in a phosphorus limited system (in Figure 4-1a most data points have N:P (molar ratio) 
> 20 ( > 9 by mass), showing that an effect of TN on EQR is apparent only at higher concentrations of 
                                                          
 
(7) Links between mismatch and the logistic binary model can be made by calculating a ‘confusion matrix’ which shows the proportion 
of sites that are classified the same or differently by biology and nutrients. There are several indices that summarise such a matrix (% 
positives correctly identified, % negatives correctly identified), see Fielding and Bell (1997) and these could potentially be used when 
multiple pressures are suspected to identify the most appropriate p value to use in the logistic model. However, further work would 
be needed to develop this approach. 
Nutrient concentration 
EQ
R
 
A wedge 
An upper surface may occur when other 
pressures cause biological quality to be low. 
Quantile regression can be used to fit an 
upper quantile line which could be used to 
determine boundary values for nutrients 
above which there would be an effect of 
nutrients.   
be appropriate when 
other pressures cause biological quality to 
be low. 
Quantile regr ssion can be used to fit an 
upper-quantile line which could be used to 
determine boundary va ues for nutrients 
abov  which there would be an effect of 
nutrients.   
EQ
R
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the limiting nutrient, i.e. TP (top right panel in the Figure 4-1a). In those conditions however, the 
wedge-shape distribution of the data also seems to indicate that a quantile approach could be 
appropriate for deriving nutrient boundaries for TN in this case. Figure 4-1b shows more clearly that 
where phosphorus is the limiting nutrient (i.e. N:P ratio > 20; top panel), an increase in phosphorus 
concentration leads to a decrease in the EQR. However, as in the previous example, the wedge-
shape distribution of the data limits the approaches that can be used to derive meaningful nutrient 
boundaries. This example also shows some differences in nutrient patterns between regions within 
the water type. The region of Abruzzo (Figure 4-1b bottom panels) is not always phosphorus limited, 
indicating the need to control for effects of both nutrients. 
Alternatively, if there is no clear evidence for either N or P limitation, multiple regression using both 
TP and TN may provide significant relationships, provided that the nutrient variables are not 
themselves significantly correlated. A multivariate relationship can be visualised graphically using a 
scatter plot of TN v TP with lines defining the pairs of TN and TP concentrations that would predict 
the EQR G/M boundary of 0.6 (Figure 4-2). See Appendix 1 Section A4.3.1 for further information. 
 
4.4. Ranges of nutrient boundary values associated with broad river and lake types 
In step 5 we suggest that the boundary values obtained should be compared with any existing WFD 
boundary values or with values obtained from the analysis of GIG data sets. For freshwaters, details 
of these values have been made available in reports (boundary values: Phillips and Pitt, 2016; 
analysis of GIG data sets: Phillips et al., 2018) and are summarised in the following two sections. For 
transitional and coastal waters more details of the analysis of GIG data sets are provided in 
Section 4.5. 
It is important that similar types are compared, and for freshwaters one approach is to use the 
recently developed European broad typology (Lyche-Solheim et al., 2015), or alternatively the IC 
typology. In freshwaters, where boundary values calculated using the toolkit fall beyond the ranges 
predicted from the analysis of GIG data (option 1) or outside the upper and lower quartiles of the 
boundary values used by other countries (option 2), then further validation of the boundaries may 
be required. 
Option 1: results of analyses of GIG data sets 
Available data from the IC exercise were analysed by Phillips et al. (2018) to provide an indication of 
the ranges of nutrient boundary values for lakes and rivers that could be produced from pressure 
response relationships. Two ranges of values are presented; the ‘most likely’ taken from the 
minimum and maximum value predicted from the different regression and categorical approaches 
and a ‘possible’ range taken from the maximum and minimum of the upper and lower quartiles of 
the regression residuals. Additional data for lakes and rivers were collated during this project to 
supplement the results in Phillips et al. (2018), although few adequate relationships were found. 
Details of these relationships for alpine lakes and an overview of river data are presented in 
Appendix 2. The current results are provided in Table 4-1 (TP in lakes), Table 4-2 (soluble phosphorus 
in rivers) and Table 4-3 (TN in rivers). Be aware, when making comparisons with the data in these 
tables, that the uncertainty of some of the relationships, particularly for rivers, produces substantial 
ranges of ‘possible’ boundary values. The reported values were not subject to the validation checks 
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proposed in this document; they are provided for comparison to allow those carrying out similar 
analysis to place their results into a wider context. 
 
(a)  
(b)  
Figure 4-1: Relationship between EQR for chlorophyll and (a) total nitrogen (log10) across different 
ranges of total phosphorus concentration (concentrations increase from bottom left to top right 
panels) and (b) total phosphorus (log10) across different ranges of the N:P molar ratio (0-10; 10-20; 
> 20). Examples using data from Italy, coastal waters in the Adriatic (MED II). 
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Figure 4-2: Relationship between mean TN and TP for very shallow calcareous lakes. Points coloured 
by phytoplankton class, dotted line marks the mean N:P ratio, green lines show contours that would 
predict the good/moderate EQR boundary of 0.6 (dotted green lines show uncertainty band). 
Horizontal and vertical dotted lines show potential pairs of TN and TP boundaries together with 
their uncertainty ranges. 
 
 
Table 4-1: Range of TP boundary values for broad lake types across Europe (where appropriate data were available). 
Broad type IC type r2 Metric G/M (TP µg L-1) H/G (TP µg L-1) 
  most likely range possible range most likely range possible range 
1 Very large deep 
stratified 
L-AL3  
L-N2b 
2 Lowland siliceous L-N2a 0.37 Phytoplankton 11 22 9 31 8 10 6 13 
L-N2b 0.37 Phytoplankton 8 15 7 20 6 8 5 10 
L-N1 0.81 Phytoplankton 18 20 15 23 11 12 9 15 
3 Lowland 
calcareous/mixed, 
stratified 
L-AL3           
L-CB1 0.55 Phytoplankton 35 44 28 61 22 32 15 37 
4 Lowland, 
calcareous/mixed very 
shallow unstratified 
L-CB2 0.68 Phytoplankton 45 70 35 122 32 35 22 55 
L-EC1 0.15 Phytoplankton Regression not significant 
5 Lowland, organic and 
siliceous 
L-N3a 0.61 Phytoplankton 17 24 14 31 11 14 9 16 
L-N8a 0.80 Phytoplankton 26 28 20 38 14 19 11 23 
6 Lowland, organic and 
calcareous/mixed 
 
7 Mid altitude, siliceous L-N5  
8 Mid altitude, 
calcareous/mixed 
L-AL4 0.72 Phytoplankton 22 27 19 37 9 14 8 17 
L-AL3 0.63 Phytoplankton 11 15 10 20 5 8 4 8 
9 Mid altitude organic 
and siliceous 
L-N6a 0.41 Phytoplankton 14 31 10 44 10 15 8 21 
10 Mid altitude organic and 
calcareous/mixed Not available 
11 Highland, siliceous Not available 
12 Highland, calcareous/mixed Not available 
13 
Mediterranean, small-
large siliceous (incl. 
reservoirs) 
L-M5/7 Not available 
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Broad type IC type r2 Metric G/M (TP µg L-1) H/G (TP µg L-1) 
  most likely range possible range most likely range possible range 
14 Mediterranean, small-
large 
calcareous/mixed 
(incl. reservoirs) 
L-M8 
Not available 
15 Mediterranean, very small Not available 
 
Table 4-2: Range of soluble P (8) boundary values for broad river types across Europe (where data were available). 
Broad type IC type r2 Metric G/M (P µg L-1) H/G (P µg L-1) 
     predicted 
range 
possible range predicted range possible range 
1 Very large rivers (all 
Europe) 
R-L1 and 
R-L2 
0.357 Phytobenthos 40 56 27 117 16 39 8 39 
Quantile Invertebrates n/a n/a 40 170 n/a n/a 16 105 
2 Lowland, siliceous, medium-large          
3 Lowland, siliceous, 
very small-small 
R-C1 0.480 Macrophytes 32 45 18 98 11 22 5 37 
0.490 Phytobenthos 31 62 16 126 10 17 7 36 
0.500 Combined 20 36 12 72 8 12 6 18 
4 Lowland, calcareous/mixed, medium-large  Not available 
5 Lowland, calcareous/mixed, very small-small 
 
Not available 
6 Lowland, organic and siliceous  Not available 
7 Lowland, organic and calcareous/mixed Not available 
8 Mid-altitude, siliceous, medium-large 
 
Not available 
9 R-C3 0.400 Macrophytes 48 128 25 128 11 18 5 50 
                                                          
 
(8) Details of the form of soluble P were not available for these IC data sets at the time of analysis. It is most likely that they were reactive ortho-phosphate. 
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Broad type IC type r2 Metric G/M (P µg L-1) H/G (P µg L-1) 
     predicted 
range 
possible range predicted range possible range 
Mid-altitude, siliceous, 
very small-small 
0.430 Phytobenthos 34 86 22 124 13 25 7 45 
0.500 Combined 25 46 17 93 6 13 2 27 
10 Mid-altitude, calcareous/mixed, medium-large 
 
Not available 
11 Mid-altitude, calcareous/mixed, very small-small Not available 
12 Mid-altitude, organic and siliceous  Not available 
13 Mid-altitude, organic and calcareous/mixed Not available 
14 Highland (all Europe), siliceous including organic Not available 
15 Highland (all Europe), calcareous/mixed Not available 
16 Glacial rivers (all Europe)  Not available 
17 Mediterranean, lowland, medium-large, perennial Not available 
18 Mediterranean, mid-altitude, medium-large, perennial Not available 
19 Mediterranean, very small-small, perennial Not available 
20 Mediterranean, temporary/intermittent streams Not available 
 
Table 4-3: Range of total nitrogen boundary values for broad river types across Europe (where data were available). 
Broad type IC type r2 Metric G/M (TN mg L-1) H/G (TN mg L-1) 
     predicted 
range 
possible range predicted range possible range 
1 
Very large rivers (all 
Europe) 
R-L1 and 
R-L2 
0.236 Phytobenthos 1.6 2.5 1.1 3.3 0.5 1.0 0.2 1.4 
2 Lowland, siliceous, medium-large  Not available 
3 
Lowland, siliceous, very 
small-small 
R-C1 
0.480 Macrophytes 1.4 3.5 0.5 9.5 0.2 0.9 0.1 2.3 
0.490 Phytobenthos 1.9 4.6 0.9 12.3 0.6 0.9 0.2 2.3 
0.540 Combined 1.0 2.1 0.2 5.3 0.2 0.6 0.1 1.1 
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Broad type IC type r2 Metric G/M (TN mg L-1) H/G (TN mg L-1) 
     predicted 
range 
possible range predicted range possible range 
4 Lowland, calcareous/mixed, medium-large  Not available 
5 Lowland, calcareous/mixed, very small-small  Not available 
6 Lowland, organic and siliceous  Not available 
7 Lowland, organic and calcareous/mixed Not available 
8 Mid-altitude, siliceous, medium-large 
 
Not available 
9 Mid-altitude, siliceous, 
very small-small 
R-C3 0.490 Macrophytes 1.3 6.0 0.8 12.0 0.5 0.7 0.2 1.3 
0.530 Phytobenthos 1.4 3.8 0.9 8.3 0.7 0.9 0.3 2.2 
0.540 Combined 0.9 2.2 0.6 5.0 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.9 
10 Mid-altitude, calcareous/mixed, medium-large  Not available 
11 Mid-altitude, calcareous/mixed, very small-small Not available 
12 Mid-altitude, organic and siliceous  Not available 
13 Mid-altitude, organic and calcareous/mixed Not available 
14 Highland (all Europe), siliceous including organic Not available 
15 Highland (all Europe), calcareous/mixed Not available 
16 Glacial rivers (all Europe)  Not available 
17 Mediterranean, lowland, medium-large, perennial Not available 
18 Mediterranean, mid-altitude, medium-large, perennial Not available 
19 Mediterranean, very small-small, perennial Not available 
20 Mediterranean, temporary/intermittent streams Not available 
 Option 2: summary of existing Member State boundaries (excluding those set using expert opinion and the 
distribution of nutrients in all water bodies approach) 
 
Table 4-4: Range of national good/moderate TP boundary values (µg L-1) for lakes, reported by Member 
States where method used was not expert judgement or from distribution in all water bodies and 
summary metric was mean or median, derived using data from Phillips and Pitt (2016). Min or max 
replace quartiles when N ≤ 3, or single value shown. 
Lake broad type 
 
Lower 
25th 
quartile 
(min) 
Median Upper 
75th 
quartile 
(max) 
Number 
of 
national 
boundary 
values 
1 Very large, deep stratified lakes (15) 18 (25) 3 
2 Lowland, siliceous 11 18 23 29 
3 Lowland, calcareous/mixed, stratified 26 39 55 27 
4 Lowland, calcareous/mixed, very shallow, 
unstratified 33 60 62 30 
5 Lowland, organic and siliceous 21 24 28 20 
6 Lowland, organic and calcareous/mixed 23 24 60 5 
7 Mid-altitude, siliceous 13 16 34 21 
8 Mid-altitude, calcareous/mixed 18 30 34 23 
9 Mid-altitude, organic and siliceous 15 18 21 8 
10 Mid-altitude, organic and calcareous/mixed  22  1 
11 Highland, siliceous 9 16 28 15 
12 Highland, calcareous/mixed 10 15 20 3 
13 Mediterranean, small-large siliceous (incl. 
reservoirs) 24 42 51 6 
14 Mediterranean, small-large calcareous/mixed 20 23 29 13 
15 Mediterranean, very small  26  1 
(Countries include AT, DK, EE, FI, FR, HR, IT, LT, NL, NO, PL, PT, SE and UK.) 
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Table 4-5: Range of national good/moderate TN boundary values (mg L-1) for lakes, reported by Member 
States where method used was not expert judgement or from distribution in all water bodies and 
summary metric was mean or median, derived using data from Phillips and Pitt (2016). Min or max 
replace quartiles when N ≤ 3, or single value shown. 
Lake broad type 
 
Lower 
25th 
quartile 
(min) 
Median Upper 
75th 
quartile 
(max) 
Number 
of 
national 
boundary 
values 
1 Very large, deep stratified lakes (0.50) 0.55 (0.60) 2 
2 Lowland, siliceous 0.48 0.48 0.50 8 
3 Lowland, calcareous/mixed, stratified 0.95 1.63 2.00 11 
4 Lowland, calcareous/mixed, very 
shallow, unstratified 0.95 1.15 1.48 8 
5 Lowland, organic and siliceous 0.65 0.66 0.70 5 
6 Lowland, organic and calcareous/mixed (0.90) 1.10 (1.30) 2 
7 Mid-altitude, siliceous 0.43 0.43 0.71 6 
8 Mid-altitude, calcareous/mixed     
9 Mid-altitude, organic and siliceous  0.55  2 
10 Mid-altitude, organic and 
calcareous/mixed 
 
   
11 Highland, siliceous 0.25 0.25 0.48 6 
12 Highland, calcareous/mixed     
13 Mediterranean, small-large siliceous 
(incl. reservoirs) 
 
   
14 Mediterranean, small-large 
calcareous/mixed 
 
   
15 Mediterranean, very small     
(Countries include DK, FI, EE, LT, NL, NO, PL and PT) 
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Figure 4-3: Range of national good/moderate boundary TP values for broad lake types where method 
used was not expert judgement or from distribution in all water bodies (redrawn from data collated by 
Phillips and Pitt, 2016). 
 
Figure 4-4: Range of national good/moderate TN boundary values for broad lake types where method 
used was not expert judgement or from distribution in all water bodies (redrawn from data collated by 
Phillips and Pitt, 2016). 
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Table 4-6: Range of national good/moderate TP (µg L-1) boundary values for rivers, reported by Member 
States where method used was not expert judgement or from distribution in all water bodies and 
summary metric was mean or median, derived using data from Phillips and Pitt (2016). Min or max 
replace quartiles when N ≤ 3, or single value shown. Countries included: CY, CZ, FI, HR, LT, NL, NO and 
SE. 
Broad type Lower 
25th 
quartile 
(min) 
Median Upper 
75th 
quartile 
(min) 
Number 
national 
boundary 
values 
1 Very large rivers (all Europe) 70 140 200 7 
2 Lowland, siliceous, medium-large 22 25 28 5 
3 Lowland, siliceous, very small-small 19 28 91 14 
4 
Lowland, calcareous/mixed, medium-
large 
70 110 140 18 
5 
Lowland, calcareous/mixed, very small-
small 
37 70 110 13 
6 Lowland, organic and siliceous 29 32 34 13 
7 Lowland, organic and calcareous/mixed 33 40 50 9 
8 Mid-altitude, siliceous, medium-large (14) 15 (17) 2 
9 Mid-altitude, siliceous, very small-small 15 15 15 6 
10 
Mid-altitude, calcareous/mixed, 
medium-large 
50 50 60 8 
11 
Mid-altitude, calcareous/mixed, very 
small-small 
45 50 60 9 
12 Mid-altitude organic and siliceous 20 20 23 6 
13 
Mid-altitude organic and 
calcareous/mixed 
 28  2 
14 
Highland (all Europe), siliceous, incl. 
organic 
8 8 17 6 
15 Highland (all Europe), calcareous/mixed 30 30 30 5 
16 Glacial rivers no results 
17 
Mediterranean, lowland, medium-large, 
perennial 
60 60 85 3 
18 
Mediterranean, mid-altitude, medium-
large, perennial 
 60  1 
19 
Mediterranean, very small-small, 
perennial 
60 80 102 4 
20 
Mediterranean, temporary/intermittent 
streams 
 165  2 
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Table 4-7: Range of national good/moderate TN (mg L-1) boundary values for rivers, reported by 
Member States where method used was not expert judgement or from distribution in all water bodies 
and summary metric was mean or median, derived using data from Phillips and Pitt (2016). Min or max 
replace quartiles when N ≤ 3, or single value shown. Countries included: FI, HR, LT, NL and NO. 
River broad type 
 
Lower 
25th 
quartile 
(min) 
Median Upper 
75th 
quartile 
(min) 
Number 
national 
boundary 
values 
1 Very large rivers (all Europe) 1.3 2.5 2.5 7 
2 Lowland, siliceous, medium-large  0.8  1 
3 Lowland, siliceous, very small-small 0.48 0.74 2.3 10 
4 
Lowland, calcareous/mixed, 
medium-large 
2.3 2.5 3 11 
5 
Lowland, calcareous/mixed, very 
small-small 
2.15 2.3 2.45 7 
6 Lowland, organic and siliceous 0.65 0.78 0.9 5 
7 
Lowland, organic and 
calcareous/mixed 
 0.78  1 
8 
Mid-altitude, siliceous, medium-
large 
no results 
9 
Mid-altitude, siliceous, very small-
small 
0.43 0.43 0.43 4 
10 
Mid-altitude, calcareous/mixed, 
medium-large 
1.5 1.5 1.5 3 
11 
Mid-altitude, calcareous/mixed, 
very small-small 
1.45 1.5 1.75 3 
12 Mid-altitude organic and siliceous  0.55  2 
13 
Mid-altitude organic and 
calcareous/mixed 
no results 
14 
Highland (all Europe), siliceous, incl. 
organic 
(0.25) 0.55 (0.55) 3 
15 
Highland (all Europe), 
calcareous/mixed 
no results 
16 Glacial rivers no results 
17 
Mediterranean, lowland, medium-
large, perennial 
(1) 1 (1. 7) 3 
18 
Mediterranean, mid-altitude, 
medium-large, perennial 
1 1 1 1 
19 
Mediterranean, very small-small, 
perennial 
1 1.25 1.5 4 
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Figure 4-5: Range of national good/moderate boundary TP values for broad river types where method 
used was not expert judgement or from distribution in all water bodies (redrawn from data collated by 
Phillips and Pitt, 2016) 
 
 
Figure 4-6: Range of national good/moderate TN boundary values for broad river types where method 
used was not expert judgement or from distribution in all water bodies (redrawn from data collated by 
Phillips and Pitt, 2016). 
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4.5. Ranges of nutrient standards associated with coastal and transitional water types 
For transitional water (TRW) and coastal water (CW) categories, available GIG data sets have been 
analysed using the toolkit procedures in order to obtain type-specific nutrient boundary values. Most of 
these analyses are described in Appendix 4, with a few examples presented in this report (e.g. TRW 
NEA11 common type). The nutrient boundaries estimated for GIG data sets using the approaches 
recommended in this document should be compared with the nutrient boundaries reported by Member 
States within similar types (Dworak et al., 2016), and/or with other existing boundary values, for 
example adopted by the regional sea conventions. 
Where a mismatch is found between the boundary values predicted using methods in the toolkit and 
those reported by Member States and/or adopted within the regional sea conventions, then further 
consideration of the validity of the boundaries may be required (see Chapter 6). A summary of these 
boundary values per common typology is presented in the following subsection. 
For Member States applying this guide in the future, their existing national boundary values or the ones 
created using the toolkit should be compared with values reported by other countries in similar types 
and with values obtained from the analysis of the GIG data sets. 
Results of analyses of GIG data sets in transitional waters and coastal waters 
Data from the biological quality element phytoplankton available from the WFD IC exercise were 
analysed by Teixeira and Salas (2017) to provide an indication of the ranges of nutrient boundary values 
for common water types in coastal and transitional waters (CTRW) that could be produced from 
pressure–response relationships (this report is provided as Appendix 4). Phytoplankton data, mostly 
chlorophyll a (Chla), the metric used for IC, was used to establish pressure–response relationships with 
nutrients. The nutrients analysed for this exercise were TN, TP and DIN, depending on the water 
systems. For these nutrients, two ranges of values are presented: the ‘most likely’ taken from the 
minimum and maximum value predicted from the different regression and categorical approaches and a 
‘possible’ range taken from the maximum and minimum of the upper and lower quartiles of the 
regression residuals. Where other approaches have been tested (e.g. bivariate linear regression, logistic 
binomial regression or quantile regression), the results are also presented along with derived nutrient 
boundaries. 
This section identifies the CTRW data sets available and the respective EQR boundaries produced during 
IC which were used for this exercise (Table 4-8). It also shows which data sets have been analysed for 
this exercise, summarises the major constraints found in each data set (Table 4-9 TRW and Table 4-10 
CW), and indicates the results currently available from analysing these data sets using the toolkit. Finally 
we present the proposed nutrient boundaries (Table 4-11 and Table 4-12) derived from the analyses 
undertaken, and compare them with the Member State nutrient boundaries, where available 
(Tables 4-13 and 4-14). 
The relationships found using linear regression approaches in coastal lagoons were acceptable 
(Table 4-9), although few adequate relationships were found for the remaining transitional waters data 
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sets or for coastal waters using this approach (Table 4-10). The CTRW data analysed revealed that 
univariate linear regression approaches might not be robust for these water categories and alternative 
approaches, for example multivariate regression or categorical methods, might need to be considered 
(Teixeira and Salas, 2017). However, several common CW types have not been analysed for this exercise, 
in particular for the north-east Atlantic (NEA) GIG (see Appendix 4 for details). 
Another limitation while deriving common nutrient boundaries at the type level was the use of non-
normalised data from different Member States within common IC types. Therefore, some of the values 
presented within each type are based on data from a single Member State and may not apply to the 
whole common type. 
Further testing with transitional waters data sets from the NEA GIG common type NEA11 has been used 
to illustrate how the Best practice guide should be applied in situations where linear regression methods 
are unlikely to produce meaningful results (see Section 7.2). There will be cases where the biota shows a 
poor relationship with nutrients due to the presence of other pressures and/or environmental factors, 
often not covered by the data sets, and which are controlling phytoplankton response to nutrients. 
The NEA11 TRW example also demonstrates how to overcome some practical issues of combining all the 
Member State data sets available within a type, by, for example, normalising intercalibrated EQRs. This 
will compensate for insufficient gradient coverage and/or small numbers of samples within a country, 
and allow more meaningful nutrient boundaries for the whole type to be produced. 
Details of the relationships found using earlier versions of the toolkit (Table 4-9 and Table 4-10) are 
presented in Appendix 4, which includes pressure–response relationships for TRW data (coastal lagoons 
and estuaries) in the Baltic, NEA and Mediterranean, and for CW data in the Baltic and Mediterranean. 
Where results from the toolkit were not adequate, the use of other approaches, as for example those 
suggested in Chapter 5 of this document, may be required. 
A summary of selected boundaries derived from the most plausible results (i.e. significant and/or 
meaningful) obtained for each common type, using the toolkit, are presented in Tables 4-11 (transitional 
waters) and 4-12 (coastal waters). See Appendix 4 for a detailed discussion of the results presented 
here. 
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Table 4-8: WFD EQR IC boundaries for BQE phytoplankton used in this exercise (adopted from European 
Commission, 2018). 
Water 
category 
Common 
type 
Country 
Data sets EQR boundaries 
 H/G G/M M/P P/B 
TRW 
BALBT1 
LT ds1 0.83 0.57 0.39 0.29 
PL ds2 0.77 0.61 0.5 0.4 
MEDpolyCL 
IT/GR ds3 0.78 0.51 — — 
FR ds4 0.71 0.39 — — 
NEA11 
NL/UK/IE ds25 0.8 0.6 — — 
FR ds26 0.67 0.393 — — 
ES ds27 0.67 0.37 — — 
PT ds28 0.667 0.467 — — 
CW 
BALBC4 
LV ds5 0.82 0.67 0.33 0.23 
EE ds6 0.83 0.67 0.33 0.23 
BALBC5 
LV ds7 0.65 0.39 0.33 0.2 
LT ds8 0.87 0.6 0.28 0.21 
MEDI IT ds9 0.85 0.62 — — 
MEDII 
Adriatic 
IT ds10 0.81 0.6 — — 
MEDII 
Tyrrhenian 
IT ds11 0.84 0.62 — — 
MEDIIIE GR/CY ds12 0.66 0.37 — — 
NEA1-26A 
FR ds13 0.76 0.33 — — 
IE ds14 0.82 0.6 — — 
ES/NO ds15 0.67 0.33 — — 
UK ds16 0.8 0.6 — — 
NEA1-26B 
FR ds17 0.67 0.44 — — 
UKsouth ds18 0.82 0.63 — — 
NL/UKnorth ds19 0.8 0.6 — — 
BE ds20 0.8 0.67 — — 
NEA1-26C DK/DE ds21 0.67 0.44 — — 
NEA1-26E 
SP/PTsUpW ds22 0.67 0.44 — — 
PTUpW ds23 0.88 0.49 — — 
NEA3-4 DE/NL ds24 0.8 0.6 — — 
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Table 4-9: List of TRW data sets available for analysis, with indication of specific combination of 
countries with unique IC EQR boundaries and nutrient data available. Summary of the results for the 
toolkit analysis performed in each data set; results correspond to univariate linear regression type II 
(LR), if not mentioned otherwise: BvR — bivariate linear regression; LQR — linear quantile regression; 
AQR — additive quantile regression. Figures in red indicate where r2 < 0.36 and/or not significant. 
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Table 4-10: List of CW data sets available for analysis, with indication of specific combination of 
countries with unique IC EQR boundaries and nutrient data available. Summary of the results for the 
toolkit analysis performed in each data set; results correspond to univariate linear regression type II 
(LR), if not mentioned otherwise: BvR — bivariate linear regression; LQR — linear quantile regression; 
AQR — additive quantile regression. Figures in red indicate where r2 < 0.36 and/or not significant. 
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Table 4-11: Predicted nutrient boundaries for transitional waters common types, from the significant 
or most adequate approaches for each data set (toolkit Excel vs3 or vs6c and/or R scripts). Nutrient 
boundaries are expressed in the units used by each Member State in their national assessments. 
Values in red indicate that underlying relationships are not significant or that there are no robust data 
to support boundary positions. 
Transitional waters common type and methods Nutrient boundaries Nutrient boundaries 
BAL BT1     
Lithuania TN µg L-1 TP µg L-1 
Regression methods (OLS and type II): H/G G/M H/G G/M 
Most likely boundary predicted 
range 
1020 
928-1084 
1224 
1218-1298 
73 
66-78 
89 
88-90 
possible range 845-1187 1122-1333 61-86 82-99 
Regression methods (bivariate TN+TP):     
Most likely boundary predicted 
range 
1014 
939-1073 
1218 
1128-1298 
71 
65-77 
89 
81-96 
Categorical methods:     
Average adjacent class upper and lower quartiles   74 84 
Average adjacent class median 1101 1206 74 85 
75th quartile of class 1168 1235 72 85 
Mismatch of biological v nutrient class (Excel) 960 1240 67 83 
Poland TN  µg L-1 TP µg L-1 
Regression methods (OLS and type II): H/G G/M H/G G/M 
Most likely boundary predicted 
range 
948 
940-956 
1072 
1071-1073   
possible range     
Categorical methods:     
Average adjacent class upper and lower quartiles 662 1022   
Average adjacent class median 662 1022   
75th quartile of class 400 923   
Mismatch of biological v nutrient class (Excel) 600 900 88 101 
MED Polyhaline Coastal Lagoons     
Italy/Greece TN µg L-1 TP µg L-1 
Regression methods (OLS and type II): H/G G/M H/G G/M 
Most likely boundary predicted 
range 
1039 
1031-1049  
27 
25-28 
47 
44-53 
possible range 840-1176  17-38 25-97 
Categorical methods:     
Average adjacent class upper and lower quartiles 1103  23 63 
Average adjacent class median 1077  23 66 
75th quartile of class 840 1463 28 25 
Mismatch of biological v nutrient class (Excel) 870  21 97 
France TN µg L-1 TP µg L-1 
Regression methods (OLS and type II): H/G G/M H/G G/M 
Most likely boundary predicted 
range 
261 
216-304 
587 
582-594 
18 
17-19 
42 
42-42 
possible range 132-432 362-929 14-23 23-55 
Categorical methods:     
Average adjacent class upper and lower quartiles 364 565 20 35 
Average adjacent class median 374 559 21 39 
75th quartile of class 432 470 21 23 
Mismatch of biological v nutrient class (Excel) 225 570 19 28 
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Table 4-11 (cont.) 
Transitional waters common type and methods Nutrient boundaries Nutrient boundaries 
     
NEA 11 (NL, UK, IE, SP, PT) DIN  µM   
Regression methods (OLS and type II): H/G G/M   
Most likely boundary    predicted 
range 
36 
(14-43) 
62 
(61-72)   
possible range 5-79 23-278   
Additive quantile regression method (rqss):     
70th percentile 68 212   
Categorical methods:     
Average adjacent class upper and lower quartiles 49 80   
Average adjacent class median 47 82   
75th quartile of class 62 107   
Mismatch of biological v nutrient class (Excel) 50 72   
Mismatch of biological v nutrient class (R scripts) 
range 
53 
(47-59) 
75 
(66-83)   
Logistic binomial regression (prob = 0.5) 45 80   
 
Table 4-12: Predicted nutrient boundaries for coastal waters common types, from the significant or 
most adequate approaches for each data set (toolkit Excel vs3 or vs6c and/or R scripts).  
Coastal waters common type and methods Nutrient boundaries 
BAL BC4     
Latvia TN  µM TP µM 
Categorical methods: H/G G/M H/G G/M 
average adjacent class upper and lower quartiles 29 30.4 0.68 0.72 
Average adjacent class median 29.4 29.4 0.70 0.77 
75th quartile of class 28.5 28.5 0.65 0.78 
Mismatch of biological v nutrient class (Excel) 25.5 25.5 0.53 0.62 
Estonia TN  µM TP µM 
Regression methods (OLS and type II): H/G G/M H/G G/M 
Most likely boundary predicted 
range 
22.7 
22.4-22.9 
24.8 
24.8-24.8   
possible range 20.4-25.2 22.6-28.5   
Categorical methods:     
Average adjacent class upper and lower quartiles 25.2 27 0.69 0.76 
Average adjacent class median 24.8 27.8 0.64 0.67 
75th quartile of class 22.2 28.5  0.82 
Mismatch of biological v nutrient class (Excel) 22.5 23.5 0.48 0.55 
BAL BC5     
Latvia TN  µg L-1 TP µg L-1 
Regression methods (OLS and type II): H/G G/M H/G G/M 
Most likely boundary predicted 
range 
312 
292-327 
368 
366-370   
possible range 260-360 330-410   
Categorical methods:     
Average adjacent class upper and lower quartiles 332 353 20 21 
Average adjacent class median 331 347 20 22 
75th quartile of class 339 375   
Mismatch of biological v nutrient class (Excel) 320 340 18 21 
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Table 4-12 (cont.) 
Coastal waters common type and methods Nutrient boundaries 
BAL BC5     
Lithuania TN  µg L-1 TP µg L-1 
Categorical methods: H/G G/M H/G G/M 
Average adjacent class upper and lower quartiles   21 25 
Average adjacent class median 388 409 20 25 
Mismatch of biological v nutrient class (Excel) 190 285 13 23 
MED I (Italy) TN µM TP µM 
Categorical methods: H/G G/M H/G G/M 
Average adjacent class upper and lower quartiles   0.58 0.72 
Average adjacent class median 26 43 0.62 0.72 
75th quartile of class   0.71 0.81 
Mismatch of biological v nutrient class (Excel) 24 39 0.57 0.76 
MED II Adriatic (Italy) TN µM TP µM 
Linear quantile regression: H/G G/M H/G G/M 
80th percentile 97 197   
Categorical methods:     
Average adjacent class upper and lower quartiles 23.7 33.2   
Average adjacent class median 24.8 33.2   
75th quartile of class 28.6 43.4   
Mismatch of biological v nutrient class (Excel) 23 30 0.35 0.58 
MED II Tyrrhenian (Italy) TN µM TP µM 
Categorical methods: H/G G/M H/G G/M 
Average adjacent class upper and lower quartiles 15.4 19.6 0.22 0.46 
Average adjacent class median 13.8 18 0.15 0.20 
75th quartile of class 16.8 28.3 0.40 0.87 
Mismatch of biological v nutrient class (Excel) 15.3 20 0.34 0.42 
MED III (Greece, Cyprus) NO3 µM   
Categorical methods: H/G G/M   
75th quartile of class 0.99 1.25   
Mismatch of biological v nutrient class (Excel) 0.74 1.06   
 
 
 
The national nutrient boundaries adopted by Member States (Table 4-13) for the CTRW common types 
analysed in this report should be compared with the nutrient boundaries predicted by the toolkit 
analysis. 
Some Member States have defined national subtypes within broad common types included in the WFD 
IC data set (e.g. UK or FR for TRW NEA11). In other cases, Member States have not reported H/G 
nutrient boundaries, but the reference conditions (RC) set for the nutrients. For this reason, comparison 
and correspondence of results derived from the approaches tested (Tables 4-11 and 4-12) with national 
nutrient boundaries should be interpreted on a case-by-case basis considering, in particular, the 
subtypes included in the IC data set of Member States (indicated by an asterisk in Tables 4-13 and 4-14). 
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Table 4-13: Member States’ national nutrient boundaries adopted for transitional waters common 
types. Comparison of Member States’ national boundaries with results produced using the toolkit 
requires caution for data sets marked *. 
 
 
 
 
Data set Units
Notes H/G (Ref Cond ) G/M
LT ds1* TN µg L-1
a  N CL salinity 0.5 - 5
b  N CL salinity < 0.5
c  Plume CL salinity < 2
d  Plume CL salinity 2 - 4
e  Plume CL salinity > 4
940 - 1080 a,c  (RC < 
750)
950 - 1070 b  (RC < 760)
430 - 670 d  (RC < 330)
130 - 250 e  (RC < 100)
1090 - 1230 
a,c
1080 - 1170 b
680 - 810 d
260 - 400 e
TP µg L-1
a N CL salinity 0.5 - 5
b N CL salinity < 0.5
c Plume CL salinity < 2
d Plume CL salinity 2 - 4
e Plume CL salinity > 4
60 - 80 a,c  (RC < 47)
61 -79 b  (RC < 48)
37 - 53 d  (RC < 29)
15 - 26 e  (RC < 11)
81 - 136 a,c
80 - 130 b
54 - 84 d
27 - 33 e
PL ds2 TN µg L-1 salinity 0.5 - 5; winter mean 650 980
TP µg L-1 salinity 0.5 - 5; winter mean not available 120
IT/GR ds3 TN not available
TP not available
DIN µg L-1 salinity < 30 not available 420 (ca 30 µM)
FR ds4 TN µM 50 75
TP µM 2 3
NL ds25 DIN not available
UK ds25* DIN µM
a Mean DIN  at Clear waters: 
SPM > 10, Salinity 25
99th percentile:
b  Intermediate waters: SPM 10 - 
100, SPM midpoint: 55
c  Medium turbidity waters: SPM 
range: 100 - 300, SPM mid-point 
200
d  Very turbid water SPM < 300
(RC <20)
30 a
70 b
180 c
270 d
IE ds25 DIN not available
FR ds26 DIN µM normalised DIN salinity 33 20
29 (NEA26A)
33 (NEA26B)
SP ds27 DIN not available
PT ds28 DIN not available
MED
polyCL
Water 
category
Common 
type
Country MS nutrient boundaries
TRW
NEA11
Nutrient
BAL
BT1
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Table 4-14: National nutrient boundaries adopted for coastal waters common types, for comparison 
with toolkit results. Comparison of national boundaries with BPG results requires caution for data sets 
marked *. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Data set Units
Notes H/G (Ref Cond ) G/M
LV ds5 TN not available
TP not available
EE ds6 TN µM salinity 4 - 6; summer mean 19.2 23.7
TP µM salinity 4 - 6; summer mean 0.4 0.5
LV ds7 TN not available
TP not available
LT ds8* TN µg L-1 salinity 5 - 18; summer mean
130 - 250 (RC < 
100)
260 - 400
TP µg L-1 salinity 5 - 18; summer mean 15 - 26 (RC < 11) 27 - 33
IT ds9* TN not available
TP µM salinity 20 - 37; winter mean (RC < 0.24) 0.6
IT ds10 TN not available
TP µM salinity 33 - 38; winter mean (RC < 0.23) 0.37
IT ds11 TN not available
TP µM salinity 33 - 38; winter mean (RC < 0.26) 0.54
CY ds12* NO3 µM
salinity > 37.5; winter mean; (0.0091 mg L-
1)
(RC < 0.14) 0.15
GR ds12 NO3 µM annual mean; (0.023 mg L-1) 0.36
FR ds13 DIN µM normalised DIN salinity 33 20 33
IE ds14 DIN mg L-1 salinity 34.5, winter and summer median 0.25
SP ds15 DIN not available
NO ds15 DIN not available
UK ds16* DIN µM
winter
a  Mean DIN  at Clear waters: SPM >10, 
Salinity 32
99th percentile:
b  Intermediate waters: SPM 10 - 100, SPM 
midpoint: 55
c  Medium turbidity waters: SPM 
range:100 - 300, SPM mid-point 200
d  Very turbid water SPM < 300
(RC < 12 a )
18 a
70 b
180 c
270 d
FR ds17 DIN µM normalised DIN salinity 33 20 29
UKsouth ds18* DIN same as for ds16 UK
UKnorth ds19* DIN same as for ds16 UK
NL ds19 DIN not available
BE ds20 DIN not available
DK ds21 DIN not available
DE ds21 DIN not available
SP ds22 DIN not available
PTsUpW ds22 DIN not available
PTUpW ds23 DIN not available
DE ds23 DIN not available
NL ds24 DIN not available
Water 
category
Common 
type
Country Nutrient MS nutrient boundaries
NEA3-4
CW BAL
BC4
BAL
BC5
MEDII 
Adriatic
NEA1-26A
NEA1-26B
NEA1-26E
NEA1-26C
MEDIIIE
MEDII 
Tyrrhenian
MEDI
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5. Alternative approaches 
The approaches described in Chapters 2 to 4 allow nutrient boundaries to be established, so long as a 
number of conditions are fulfilled (see Section 2.4). There will be situations (particularly in coastal and 
marine environments) where this is not the case and some options for establishing nutrient boundaries 
for these circumstances are outlined below. The options are: detecting change points in historical time 
series (see Section 5.1), nutrient load models (see Section 5.2), site-specific predictions (see Section 5.3), 
or deriving boundaries from other spatially linked water categories (see Section 5.5). In addition, a 
method used to derive nutrient thresholds in Catalonian coastal waters is described (see Section 5.4). 
These methods were contributed by Member States and Helcom and are optimised for local conditions. 
These have been included to indicate the range of options available for situations where the toolkit is 
not effective and, with the exception of the use of historical time series, have not been subject to the 
same strict evaluation as the methods described in earlier sections. 
5.1. Detecting change points in historical time series 
Marine waters pose a particular challenge when trying to establish nutrient boundaries. This is because 
the approach proposed in this document requires intercalibrated biological quality elements as the 
starting point for deriving nutrient boundaries, and marine waters are outside the scope of the WFD. 
Nutrient concentrations are, nonetheless, mandatory criteria for assessment of descriptor 5 
‘eutrophication’ in the MSFD (see Commission Decision 2017/848). This decision also requires that 
nutrient boundaries set beyond coastal waters be consistent with the WFD and that they be established 
through regional or subregional cooperation. Helcom has already applied a Baltic-Sea-wide approach to 
derive common targets for nutrient concentrations as well as other eutrophication parameters (Helcom, 
2013); however, other regional seas conventions are yet to follow. 
In marine waters eutrophication can often be best evaluated using physicochemical parameters such as 
nutrient and oxygen concentrations and Secchi depth. Of the biological quality elements, a direct 
relationship with nutrients can often only be demonstrated for phytoplankton. Macrophytes are unlikely 
to occur due to the great depth of marine waters and the relationship between nutrients and 
macrozoobenthos is indirect and confounded by other human pressures (mainly bottom trawling and 
other activities causing physical damage to the seafloor). 
A further challenge in the open Baltic Sea is that the whole area is highly eutrophic and there are no 
sites in good or high status. This means that several of the statistical criteria outlined in Section 2.4 are 
not fulfilled and it is not possible to use the methods outlined in this document. An alternative approach 
for deriving nutrient boundaries was applied here, using a long-term time series of nutrients and 
nutrient-sensitive parameters (chlorophyll a, Secchi depth and oxygen) extending back to the pre-
eutrophic era (around 1900) in order to find ‘break points’ that could be related to alterations in 
ecological functioning (Helcom, 2013). The approach assumes that ecosystems can cope with some 
human activities and pressures, but only to a certain extent. Once this capacity has been exceeded, 
ecological effects become pronounced and the system collapses. Hence the target should be set at a 
level well below the point at which such a break point occurs in the time series. 
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Figure 5-1: Change point detection analysis for volume-specific oxygen debt, adjusted for variations in 
physical forcing using nitrogen as an input. Similar results were obtained using phosphorus. The dashed 
lines mark the upper 95th percentile of the oxygen debt distributions for the first period (pre-
eutrophication) (Helcom, 2013). Oxygen debts above this 95 % confidence interval represent a 
significant departure from the natural variation within the two basins and hence the dashed line is used 
for setting the good/moderate boundary for this parameter. 
 
Volume-specific oxygen debt (defined as the difference between measured and full oxygen saturation in 
the water column) showed a distinct alteration (at around 1940) that could be linked to nutrient 
concentrations in order to define targets (G/M thresholds) (Figure 5-1). The period around 1900 was 
considered to have no more than minor anthropogenic disturbance and, in order to take account of the 
natural variation of oxygen debt in this period, any deviation above the 95 % confidence interval of the 
average debt was assumed to constitute a significant departure from this natural variation and was used 
to set the G/M boundary. 
In situations where there was a gradual change in response to nutrients over time with no distinct ‘break 
points’, targets were based on the concept of an acceptable deviation from reference conditions 
(Helcom, 2013). In the open Baltic Sea other eutrophication parameters (nutrients and chlorophyll a) 
showed this type of gradual response although, in these cases, the time series only extended back to the 
1960s or 1970s. In this situation ensemble hindcast modelling was used to estimate nutrient and 
chlorophyll a concentrations for 1900 using three coupled physical-biogeochemical models, Baltsem, 
Mikeecolab and ERGOM. The concentrations from the earliest data period were then compared with 
estimates from the simulation models (1900 scenario) to infer potential targets (Helcom, 2013). 
5.2. Modelling approaches estimating nutrient loads compatible with good status 
A number of Member States are using various types of hydrodynamic and biogeochemical models to 
establish nutrient boundaries particularly in the marine environment where, as we have seen, the 
spatial models described in the earlier chapters of this document often do not work. 
Denmark 
Denmark has not yet established nutrient boundaries for coastal and marine waters. However, a project 
with the aim of deriving nutrient boundaries from an existing modelling system developed to support 
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the implementation of the WFD started in October 2017. This modelling system is used to calculate the 
maximum allowable input (MAI) of nutrients, which should not be exceeded in order to maintain and/or 
achieve GES in Danish coastal waters as required by the WFD. 
The modelling system consists of a combination of dynamic mechanistic models (including 
hydrodynamic and biogeochemical processes) that cover larger Danish coastal waters and selected 
estuaries and statistical models that cover other smaller estuaries. Overall, the models cover 
approximately 90 % of Danish coastal water body area — equivalent to 70 % of the entire Danish 
catchment area. The models are validated on extensive monitoring data from Danish coastal waters. 
Monitored land-based loadings of nitrogen and phosphorus constitute an important input to the 
development of both the statistical and mechanistic models. The models also consider nutrient loadings 
from the entire Baltic Sea as well as from atmospheric deposition. 
The modelling system is used to calculate MAI for all Danish coastal water bodies. The calculations are 
based on knowledge of the current (2007-2012) status, the G/M boundary for intercalibrated BQEs and 
model-based relations between nitrogen loading and indicator values. The focus is therefore on loadings 
rather than concentrations, while the nutrient boundaries project aims at deriving model-based 
concentrations of TN, TP, DIN, DIP and bottom oxygen as chemical elements supporting GES. Project 
results are expected in early 2018. 
For more information see Erichsen et al. (2017). 
Germany 
In Germany, the catchment area model Moneris (MOdelling Nutrient Emissions in RIver Systems) was 
used to model nutrient inputs from German rivers entering the North Sea and Baltic Sea in 1880. The 
concentrations of TN were, on average, 1.6 mg L-1 for North Sea rivers and 1.5 mg L-1 for Baltic Sea rivers 
(Schernewski et al., 2015). The year 1880 was chosen because it represents the period before 
industrialisation and agricultural intensification and because there was evidence that macrophytes were 
still abundant in German coastal waters of the North Sea and Baltic Sea. Following this, the historic 
nutrient inputs (including atmospheric nitrogen inputs) were used as input values for the ERGOM-MOM 
ecosystem model in the Baltic Sea. The ERGOM-MOM model was also run with current nutrient inputs 
and the relative difference between the historic and the recent model simulation was analysed for the 
resulting nutrient concentrations (Schernewski et al., 2015). Background concentrations for nutrients 
were calculated by multiplying recent concentrations with the factor gained from the two model 
simulations. Where the model had weaknesses (e.g. underestimation of nitrogen fixation) expert 
judgement was incorporated to set the nutrient background conditions. 
United Kingdom 
The dynamic Combined Phytoplankton and Macroalgae (dCPM) model (Aldridge, 2010a, 2010b) is used 
to manage inorganic nutrients in UK transitional and coastal waters (Ireland has also adapted the model 
for their own use). The dCPM model treats a water body as a single well-mixed box with direct nutrient 
inputs from rivers and point source discharges along with exchanges of nutrients and chlorophyll with 
coastal waters. The model then determines daily phytoplankton and macroalgal production within the 
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box. The model has been updated in recent years to include multiple boxes linked together in a flexible 
configuration. Each box represents a different portion of the water body and can have its own 
characteristics such as depth, area available for macroalgal growth, and light attenuation. Nutrients and 
phytoplankton are exchanged between the boxes with the outer-most box having the only direct 
exchange with the coastal zone. Most recently, the model has been updated to include a freshwater 
source of chlorophyll. 
The main outputs from the model are: 
 average summer and winter nutrient concentrations; 
 average summer and winter chlorophyll concentrations and macroalgal biomass; and 
 an indication of factors limiting primary production (light, N, P or space). Space only applies to 
macroalgae and relates to the availability of suitable growth habitat within the estuary. 
Nutrient loads are calculated as the sum of the loads from the rivers and streams (and any sewage 
treatment works) flowing into the estuary or coastal water. Monitoring data from within the estuary 
(winter and summer nutrients, chlorophyll) are also needed to verify the model accuracy and to 
reproduce the observations. Likewise tidal exchange at the estuary mouth is calibrated by winter and 
summer salinity monitoring data. The calibrated models can be used to predict the effect on primary 
production (phytoplankton and macroalgae) of a range of reductions to both direct and off-shore 
nutrient loadings. These are then used to set management targets on a case-by-case basis. 
Norway 
Rivers flowing through clay deposits in lowland areas of Norway are often turbid with soft sediments 
that are resuspended during high flow periods. The BQE responses to phosphorus in these rivers have 
exceptionally high variability and low biodiversity due to the poor light penetration and unstable, fine 
sediments. Dose-response relationships are extremely weak and not fit for boundary setting. Most of 
these rivers are also found in agricultural areas, so data from reference rivers are scarce. 
However, TP and soluble phosphorus data from a few forested catchments with clay deposits (assumed 
to be only minimally impacted by agriculture and other human nutrient emissions) have been used to 
construct a model predicting reference value for TP as a function of the proportion of clay in the 
catchment (Borch, 2008, Greipsland et al., 2017). The clay proportion was estimated from geological 
maps with fine spatial resolution. The G/M boundary was set at twice the reference value (Table 5-1). 
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Table 5-1: Reference values and G/M boundaries for total phosphorus in rivers in clay-dominated 
catchments. 
Proportion of 
clay in catchment 
Estimated ref. cond. for TP 
(µg L-1) 
G/M boundary for 
total P (µg L-1) 
G/M boundary for 
total P (EQR) 
20 % 20 40 0.5 
30 % 25 50 0.5 
40 % 30 60 0.5 
50 % 40 80 0.5 
 
Greater North Sea (Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and United 
Kingdom) 
For the Greater North Sea the approaches outlined in this guidance will not work since chlorophyll-a 
good/moderate boundaries applied in offshore waters have been derived partly from historic nutrient 
concentrations and are not intercalibrated. These show large differences even in ecologically 
homogenous areas due, at least in part, to the use of different approaches by the countries bordering 
the Greater North Sea. As for the Baltic Sea (see Section 5.1), other biological quality elements either do 
not occur or are less suitable to derive nutrient boundaries and an alternative approach has been 
sought. The Directorate-General for Environment is currently funding the joint monitoring programme 
of the eutrophication of the North Sea with satellite data (JMP Eunosat), which uses a modelling 
approach to establish G/M boundaries for nutrient concentrations and chlorophyll a to fulfil obligations 
set by the OSPAR Commission and MSFD. In the first step the E-HYPE model will be used to estimate 
coherent natural background levels for nutrient loads in the major inputs (from rivers and the Baltic Sea) 
to the North Sea. E-HYPE is a tool that estimates river discharges and nutrient loads for all European 
rivers, based on land use, population density, elevation, rainfall, etc. In a second step natural 
background concentrations of chlorophyll a in coastal and marine waters will be derived by ensemble 
modelling based on local box models or multiple regression models that estimate chlorophyll 
concentrations based on local nutrient and light conditions. The models will be validated for present 
nutrient conditions with chlorophyll observations from satellite data and in situ data and available 
primary productivity data. The project will propose reference values and G/M boundaries for nutrient 
concentrations and chlorophyll a for the Greater North Sea, as well as suitable assessment areas. First 
results are expected in early 2018. 
Other multivariate and modelling approaches 
A number of methods have been suggested which, at present, have no official endorsement from 
Member States but which may have potential for the future. These include the use of Bayesian networks 
(Fernandes et al., 2012) and the application of Principal Components Analysis on a data set including 
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nutrient (nitrate, nitrite, ammonia and phosphate) and chlorophyll concentrations to derive a 
eutrophication index (Primpas et al., 2010). Such methods may be used to either establish boundaries or 
validate those set by other means. 
5.3. Site-specific predictions 
Further possibilities for developing nutrient thresholds arise when the variables which were used to 
determine ‘type’ (e.g. alkalinity and altitude in freshwaters) are treated as independent variables in 
models spanning several ‘types’ from which site-specific thresholds can be obtained. A development 
from the use of bivariate regressions is to include extra predictor variables into the models from which 
thresholds are obtained. In the United Kingdom, for example, river phosphorus standards were 
computed from models which used the alkalinity and altitude of the site, along with the biological EQR 
(macrophytes and phytobenthos combined, in this case) to set standards (UK TAG, 2013). 
The first step was to predict the concentration of phosphorus expected if a site were at ‘reference 
condition’ — an estimate of the natural condition of the site. The prediction used values of alkalinity and 
altitude to represent key geological and geographic factors that determine a site’s natural phosphorus 
concentrations. The next step was to calculate the ratio between the estimated ‘natural’ phosphorus 
concentration and the concentration actually measured at the site (this is, in effect, a phosphorus 
‘EQR’). A regression equation was then developed to describe the link between the biological data (the 
lower class of macrophytes and diatoms) and these phosphorus ratios. Provided a site’s alkalinity and 
altitude are known, the equation can be used to estimate the likely ranges of phosphorus 
concentrations at the site associated with each biological status class. Finally, the equation was 
rearranged and used to calculate the most likely phosphorus concentration at the midpoint of each 
biological class. As an example the most likely concentrations for the midpoints of the five biological 
classes for a particular pair of values of alkalinity and altitude are shown in Figure 5-2 as small shapes at 
the centre of coloured horizontal lines. The lines represent ranges in the estimates of the phosphorus 
concentrations predicted by the regression model at the mid-point of the biological class. The ‘EQR’ 
values on the Y axis represent the degree of disturbance to the biology compared with near undisturbed 
conditions. The results are for a lowland, high alkalinity river in the United Kingdom. 
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Figure 5-2: The relationship between reactive P concentration and EQR (minimum of macrophytes and 
phytobenthos) for a lowland high alkalinity river in England. 
The recommended phosphorus standards are set at the midway point of the overlapping error bars. This 
position represents a concentration at which there is equal statistical confidence (P = 0.5) of the biology 
being in adjacent classes. The class boundaries are the vertical dotted lines in the example illustrated in 
Figure 5-3 with the corresponding EQR values marked as a cross. For any site, the phosphorus 
concentrations at these boundaries are calculated using the following equation: 
Boundary P concentration =  
10^((1.0497 × log10 (EQR) + 1.066) × (log10 (reference condition RP) – log10(3,500)) + log10(3,500)).  
R2 = 0.333 P < 0.001 N = 573 
where: 
EQR = ecological quality ratio (macrophytes and phytobenthos) 
Reference condition RP = phosphorus concentration expected at reference condition, calculated as: 
Reference condition RP = 10^(0.454 (log10alk) – 0.0018 (altitude) + 0.476) 
where: 
Alk = alkalinity (mg L-1 CaCO3) 
Altitude = height above sea level (metres) 
A benefit of the approach described here is that it does not rely on dividing rivers up into types. By using 
the alkalinity and altitude of the site concerned, the method derives phosphorus standards that are, in 
principle, specific to each point in a river. In contrast, most of the other approaches specify a single 
boundary applicable to the continuum of waters within a type. On the other hand, care is needed when 
applying such models in regions where calcium carbonate or related materials (‘lime’) are applied to 
agricultural land (or to mitigate acidification in low alkalinity rivers), as this may raise the alkalinity of the 
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receiving water and indirectly influence the phosphorus target. In theory, the natural alkalinity of a river 
could be modelled but this has not yet been incorporated into this assessment scheme. 
5.4. Establishment of nutrient boundary values for coastal waters in Catalonia 
The FAN and FLU indices method assesses the physicochemical state of coastal waters and allows 
nutrient boundary values to support GES to be established. This method is based on a distinctly different 
process to establish these values than those described elsewhere in this document. Rather than using 
nutrient and BQE data simultaneously, it assesses the physicochemical state of coastal waters and then 
it relates this to the BQE. Nutrient boundary values are then established from this relationship. The 
approach considers several dissolved inorganic nutrients concentrations and their stoichiometry at the 
same time rather than focusing on a single nutrient, as is the case when applying the toolkit. 
The FAN and FLU indices method was developed using the physicochemical database of the National 
Catalan Coastal Water Monitoring Programme. The data are representative of the north-west 
Mediterranean and comprise 20 102 records from 268 sampling stations collected between 1994 and 
2014. A factorial analysis performed with this database revealed that the main pressures impacting 
coastal waters are continental influences (CI), which are related to gradients of dissolved inorganic 
nutrients, and freshwater content (inverse of salinity). An assessment of the physicochemical state of 
coastal waters based on the CI yielded results nearly equivalent (correlation of 0.93; Table 5-1) to those 
obtained with the Trophic Index (TRIX) of Vollenweider et al. (1998). A further rotation applied to the 
factorial analysis revealed that CI is divided into two distinct gradients: levels of dissolved inorganic 
ammonium, phosphate, and nitrite define a gradient of urban influences while levels of dissolved 
inorganic silicate, and nitrate as well as the freshwater content, represent a gradient of freshwater 
influences or fluviality. The former is considered to reflect urban influences and the latter natural 
continental pressures on coastal waters (although freshwater influences are partly related to nitrate 
enrichment from agricultural sources). 
These gradients of urban and freshwater influences were the basis for the development of the FAN and 
FLU indices. The FAN index is scaled into five categories of water quality (high, good, moderate, poor, 
and bad) and the FLU index into five categories of fluviality (very low, low, medium, high, and very high). 
The combined results provide a final assessment of the CI reaching coastal waters (urban, fluvial, mixed, 
or none) and, therefore, an assessment of their physicochemical state. The indices can be applied using 
data from inshore (0-200 m from the shore) or offshore ( > 200 m from the shore) waters or both. The 
procedure, equations, and boundaries to apply the FAN and FLU indices together with detailed 
information on the method are available in Flo (2017). 
The FAN and FLU indices were used to establish the nutrient boundary values and their ranges to 
support GES in Catalan coastal waters. First, the physicochemical state of the Catalan coast was 
assessed. Second, the relationship between CI and chlorophyll a concentration (Chla; µg L-1), a proxy of 
phytoplankton biomass, was explored. Chla increased with increasing CI, as higher concentrations of 
dissolved inorganic nutrients are available for phytoplankton growth (Table 5-2). The FAN and FLU 
indices were also linked to Chla (Table 5-2), although not as strongly as CI (sum of the FAN and FLU 
indices). Similar relationships were found between the FAN and FLU indices and Chla when only inshore 
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or offshore data were taken into account (not shown). Chla increased with increasing FAN and FLU 
values, as phytoplankton growth is independent of the continental sources of dissolved inorganic 
nutrients. This is supported by the lack of any correlation between Chla and any of the five dissolved 
inorganic nutrients included in the data set (all values < 0.40; not shown). In contrast to TRIX, FAN and 
FLU do not include Chla within their equations, so reducing circularity. Finally, the nutrient boundary 
values and their ranges were established. The 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of each nutrient were 
calculated for each quality and fluviality category and, afterwards, the mean between corresponding 
percentiles of neighbouring categories were calculated to obtain the values. 
Table 5-2: Correlations and linear regressions between CI, Vollenweider’s Trophic Index (TRIX), the FAN 
and FLU indices, and Chla levels calculated with a data set from the Catalan coast (1994-2004; N 
sampling stations = 166; N data = 5.967). All correlations and linear regressions are significant. 
Variable 1 Variable 2 Correlation Linear regression (LR) LR r2 
CI TRIX 0.93 TRIX = 4.00 + 1.14 * CI 0.87 
Chla CI 0.76 Chla = 2.19 + 2.34 * CI 0.59 
Chla FAN index 0.65 Chla = 2.01 + 2.15 * FAN 0.42 
Chla FLU index 0.49 Chla = 2.02 + 1.52 * FLU 0.24 
 
5.5. Setting thresholds to protect downstream water bodies 
Although the primary role of boundaries described in this document is to support ecological status in the 
water body under consideration, almost all water bodies are connected to others and, therefore, 
boundaries that are intended to protect an upstream water body may, in some circumstances, be 
insufficient to protect the water bodies into which this flows. Member States have approached this in a 
variety of ways. In some cases, consideration of downstream water bodies is an integral part of the 
boundary setting process. In others, regulatory boundaries are established for a water body but these 
may be overridden by more stringent management targets set to protect downstream water bodies. The 
underlying science is, however, similar, and four examples of how Member States consider downstream 
water bodies have been included. 
Norway 
Some river types may be more resilient than lakes into which they flow and therefore have higher 
nutrient boundaries. In such circumstances, it may be possible to use phosphorus retention in a lake to 
derive an appropriate boundary for rivers that flow into this. This approach can also be used for river 
types where other approaches are difficult to use, as well as for checking whether existing river 
boundaries are sufficiently stringent to protect downstream lakes. 
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A number of models have been used to estimate phosphorus retention in lakes, from simple empirical 
models of the Vollenweider type to advanced lake-specific dynamic models (Brett and Benjamin, 2008). 
For lakes in good or better status the internal load from the sediments is assumed to be minor, 
permitting a simplified assessment of phosphorus retention using the difference between inflowing and 
outflowing TP concentration. Using the data set compiled by Brett and Benjamin, the mean TP retention 
was found to be 40 % of the phosphorus in the inflowing rivers. As this data set also included some more 
eutrophic lakes with internal loading, the mean phosphorus retention in lakes in good or better status is 
assumed to be slightly higher, ca. 50 %. In humic lakes phosphorus retention may be less than in clear 
lakes, due to adsorption onto humic substances and, consequently, lower bioavailability and less 
sedimentation of phosphorus (Jones et al., 1988). A rough estimate of mean phosphorus retention in 
humic lakes in good or better status is assumed to be 30 %. For very large and deep lakes with very long 
retention time, the phosphorus retention will probably be higher than for stratified lakes, and can be 
roughly assumed to have a mean value closer to 70 %. In contrast, very shallow, unstratified lakes often 
have considerably shorter retention time, and also more resuspension of sediments, and therefore are 
likely to have lower phosphorus retention than stratified lakes, with a mean value roughly estimated at 
20 %. 
The boundary for a river that flows into a lake, therefore, could be taken as the boundary for the lake 
itself (derived using methods described in Chapter 4) plus the fraction of TP that is retained by the lake. 
Examples for broad lake types (see Lyche-Solheim et al., 2015) are given in Table 5-3. 
Germany 
In the Baltic Sea and the North Sea, coastal waters are susceptible to eutrophication and are often not 
sufficiently protected by nutrient standards applied in rivers, particularly in the case of nitrogen. Hence, 
Germany has set a management target of 2.8 mg L-1 for TN for all individual German rivers (Elbe, Weser, 
Ems, Eider) entering the North Sea and a target of 2.6 mg L-1 for German rivers entering the Baltic Sea in 
order to manage eutrophication in coastal and marine waters. These target values are measured at the 
freshwater-marine border. For the River Rhine which flows through Germany but enters the sea in the 
Netherlands the management target applies at the border between Germany and the Netherlands. The 
management target is laid down in the German Surface Water Ordinance and is, consequently, legally 
binding. If the target is reached, it is assumed that this will enable coastal waters to achieve GES 
according to the WFD and marine waters to achieve good status with respect to eutrophication under 
the MSFD. In order to help water managers achieve nitrogen reduction requirements for upstream 
waters the catchment model Moneris (see Section 5.2.2) was used. Based on this, nitrogen reduction 
requirements for catchments have been set (Figure 5-3) and are used as a basis for planning measures in 
the River Basins Management Plans. For example, at the freshwater-marine border nutrient reduction 
requirements have been calculated considering freshwater discharge. They range between 30 % for the 
river Weser and 49 % for the Schlei/Trave. 
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Table 5-3. Estimated river standards for total phosphorus based on lake standards for broad types 
(Table 4-4) and mean phosphorus retention for each type (see text above).  
 Broad lake type Lake 
mean 
depth 
(m) 
P retention 
(mean)  
(% of 
inflow TP) 
TP standard 
for lake type 
TP standard 
for 
corresponding 
river type 
25th  75th  25th 75th  
percentiles 
2 Lowland, siliceous, shallow 
(stratified) 
3-15 50 11 23 22 46 
3 Lowland, calcareous, shallow 
(stratified) 
3-15 50 26 55 52 110 
4 Lowland, calcareous, very shallow < 3 20 33 62 41 78 
5 Lowland, humic, shallow 
(stratified) 
3-15 30 21 28 30 40 
7 Mid-altitude, siliceous, shallow 
(stratified) 
3-15 50 13 34 26 68 
8 Mid-altitude/highland calcareous, 
shallow (stratified) 
3-15 50 18 34 36 68 
11 Highland, siliceous, shallow 
(stratified) 
3-15 50 9 28 18 56 
12 Highland, calcareous, shallow 
(stratified) 
3-15 50 12 18 24 36 
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Figure 5-4: Mean annual target concentration for total nitrogen (in mg L-1) that is required in the 
catchments of German rivers in order to achieve good status with respect to eutrophication in coastal 
and marine waters of the North Sea and Baltic Sea. At the time that this work was performed no nutrient 
reduction targets had been set for the Black Sea, into which the Danube catchment drains (LAWA 2016) 
(but see 5.5.2 for recent developments). 
2.6
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3.2
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Nutrient reduction targets for the German parts of the Danube catchment ‘are set to ensure that the 
Black Sea ecosystems could recover to conditions similar to those observed in the 1960s, representing 
river loads under low pressures’ (Ibisch et al., 2016). According to a recent European Topic Centre on 
Inland, Coastal and Marine Waters report these target loads correspond to ca. 250 kt/yr DIN, ca. 300 
kt/yr TN and ca. 20 kt/yr TP (Adam Kovacs, ICPDR Secretariat, pers. comm. 2016 in Ibisch et al., 2016). 
The target loads are based on the Moneris model (Behrendt and Zessner, 2005; Malagó et al., 2015, 
Ibisch et al., 2016). 
Netherlands 
The standard for DIN in coastal waters of the Netherlands was determined by minimising the number of 
observations where nutrient concentrations would be in good status while the status for phytoplankton 
would be moderate or worse. The Netherlands suggest using the DIN winter mean target concentration 
at salinity 30 (33 µM for the G/M boundary) and natural background concentrations of DIN in Atlantic 
Ocean water (salinity > 35) to calculate a target concentration for winter means of DIN in rivers. There is 
an inverse linear relation between salinity and nutrient concentrations during the winter months due to 
conservative mixing (OSPAR, 2013). Winter mean DIN and TN concentrations in the rivers Rhine and 
Meuse showed a strong linear correlation over the years 1975-2007 (Theo Prins, pers. comm.). Using 
this linear correlation, the winter mean DIN standard for rivers could be converted into a TN 
concentration of 2.8 mg/L TN (arithmetic annual mean, based on weekly (Meuse) or bi-weekly (Rhine) 
sampling). This target value is in line with that suggested by Germany for German rivers entering the 
North Sea. 
France 
The occurrence of episodic blooms of toxic dinoflagellates has focused attention on eutrophication of 
the Seine Bight. In order to better understand the relationships between these processes and human 
activity in the Seine watershed, two modelling studies were performed with the following results. 
 The first model (Cugier et al., 2005) describing nutrient (nitrogen, phosphorus, silica) transfer 
processes at the scale of the whole Seine Basin (Riverstrahler) allows human activity (agricultural 
practices, waterscape management, urban wastewater management, etc.) to be related to fluxes 
delivered to the sea. The models were validated by their ability to reproduce observed trends of 
inter-annual variations of nutrients delivered by the Seine during the last 50 years, as well as the 
response of the marine system in terms of diatoms and dinoflagellate development, for which 
data are available from 1976 to 1984 for the former and from 1987 to 1997 for the latter. The 
results show that dry years, where silica inputs show a deficit with respect to nitrogen and 
phosphorus, are those where summer blooms of dinoflagellates are particularly pronounced. 
Various scenarios of human activity in the watershed have been simulated by the two models, 
including a reconstitution of the ‘pristine’ state, a historical state corresponding to the situation 
at the end of the 18th century, as well as several scenarios corresponding to the present situation 
with alternative policies of wastewater nitrogen and/or phosphorus treatment. 
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 The second study (Passy et al., 2016) also coupled a riverine and marine model (the 
Seneque/Riverstrahler and the ECO-MARS3D, respectively) in the Bay of Seine to explore the 
effects of two scenarios of watershed management. The first scenario, focused on an upgrade of 
wastewater treatment plants, decreased phosphorus fluxes by 5 to 35 kg phosphorus km−2 yr−1 on 
average over the 2000-2006 period, depending on the watershed, and would lead to a threefold 
reduction in the concentration of dinoflagellates in the adjacent coastal zone. The second scenario 
envisaged adoption of organic farming in all agricultural areas of the basin. Although not realistic, 
this showed the theoretical best outcomes. With this, nitrogen fluxes decreased by almost 50 %, 
and the dinoflagellate blooms generally and Dinophysis spp. blooms in particular were reduced 
by a factor of 20 to 40. Diatoms, the main primary producers in the bay which sustain the marine 
food web, are not significantly affected by this scenario. 
The other concern in France is the annual occurrence of massive green macroalgal blooms along the 
Brittany coastline since the 1970s. Perrot et al. (2014) modelled Ulva proliferation using a two-
dimensional model by coupling hydrodynamic and biological models (called ‘MARS-Ulves’). Calibration 
of the biological model was based mainly on the seasonal variation of the maximum nitrogen uptake 
rate (VmaxN) and the half-saturation constant for nitrogen (KN) to reproduce the internal nutrient quotas 
measured in situ for each site. In each bay, model predictions were in line with observed algal coverage 
converted into biomass. A numerical tracking method was implemented to identify the contribution of 
the rivers that empty into the study bays, and scenarios of decreased nitrate concentration in rivers 
were simulated. Results from numerical nitrogen tracking highlighted the main nitrogen sources of 
green tides and also showed that each river contributed locally to green tides. In addition, dynamic 
modelling showed that the nitrate concentrations in rivers must be limited to between 5 and 15 mg L- 1, 
depending on the bay, to reduce Ulva biomass at the coast by half. The three-step methodology 
developed in this study (analysing total DIN flux from rivers, tracking nitrogen sources in Ulva and 
developing scenarios for reducing nitrogen) provides qualitative and quantitative guidelines for 
stakeholders to define specific nitrogen reduction targets for better environmental management of 
water quality. 
More information on eutrophication in France can be found in Pinay et al. (2017). 
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6. Validation 
It is recommended that boundaries be tested using independent data in order to ensure that they will 
protect the ecosystem of interest. The focus in this document has been on the use of primary producers 
to establish standards, as these are the organisms that have the most direct link with inorganic 
nutrients. However, the consequences of eutrophication extend to all trophic levels and other BQEs 
(benthic invertebrates and fish) can be used to validate boundaries. Validation should focus on 
protecting key ecological functions and ecosystem services (European Commission, 2009). A further 
straightforward and easy check of any boundary is to compare it with values used by neighbouring 
countries for similar water body types, or with the values reported in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 of this report. 
Agreement does not automatically validate a boundary, but major differences should provide the 
impetus to re-examine the data to ensure that any values produced are robust. Some options for 
validating nutrient boundaries are listed in Table 6-1. 
Validation steps depend upon a good understanding of the ecosystems under consideration and will, as 
a result, vary between regions and water body types. In general, a hypothesis based on known cause-
effect relationships needs to be established, and then tested. For example: the Arctic char (Salvelinus 
alpinus) is a salmonid associated with some deep lake types in northern and western Europe. It feeds in 
the hypolimnion and has been shown to decline in lakes that are subject to eutrophication, as the 
hypolimnion becomes progressively deoxygenated (Winfield et al., 2008). This generates a testable 
hypothesis: that lakes with healthy Arctic char populations should have nutrient concentrations 
consistent with high or good status. If such lakes have nutrient concentrations consistent with moderate 
status, it is possible that the standard is too precautionary; if Arctic char are confined to lakes where the 
nutrient concentrations should support high status then the opposite may be true. 
Free et al. (2016) used data on the distribution of charophytes to test nutrient standards developed by 
methods similar to those described in Chapter 4. Although charophytes are included in macrophyte 
assessment methods, they have a value as indicators of high quality habitats, protected under the 
habitats directive, and therefore it is important to ensure that nutrient standards are sufficient to 
preserve such taxa. In this study, G/M boundaries produced by phytoplankton, phytobenthos and 
macrophytes ranged from 16-30 µg L-1 TP while a separate analysis of charophytes suggested that a 
more stringent standard of 10-15 µg L-1 TP may be necessary if populations of charophytes in marl lakes 
are to be preserved (Figure 6-1). Another concern is to set a nutrient standard so as to prevent a lake 
switching into an alternative stable state. Marl lakes with high populations of charophytes and unique 
phytobenthos communities can lower phosphorus levels through co-precipitation and this function can 
be lost with excessive eutrophication. Allowing eutrophication to reach a level where internal ‘cleansing’ 
processes are disabled will result in higher long-term costs for restoration. 
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Figure 6-1: Relationship between total phosphorus and the relative frequency of Chara spp. (the most 
frequently-encountered charophyte) in marl lakes with alkalinity > 100 mg L-1 CaCO3 (n = 58). Closed 
and open circles represent lakes that are above and below the good/moderate boundary for 
macrophytes, respectively. A LOESS smoothed line is fitted to the data (from Free et al., 2016). 
 
Validation based on organisms that are included within BQEs from which the standards were derived 
risks circularity and needs to be approached with caution. This particular approach works because Free 
et al. (2016) draw on a broader understanding of the role of charophytes in shallow calcareous lakes. By 
contrast, Norway has used Average Score Per Taxon, their river invertebrate metric, for an independent 
check on the standards set using phytobenthos. A non-linear regression line of invertebrate data 
intersected the G/M boundary at very similar TP concentration (16-17 µg L-1) to that obtained using 
phytobenthos (Figure 6-2). 
Another option, tested on invertebrates in German rivers, is to analyse taxon-specific physicochemical 
change points using Threshold Indicator Taxon Analysis (TITAN: Baker and King, 2010), a development 
from indicator species analysis (Dufrêne and Legendre, 1997). Sundermann et al. (2015) used this 
approach to test current supporting element standards in Germany and noted a need to tighten these in 
some cases. A similar multi-taxa analysis (gradient forest, Ellis et al., 2012), independent of biological 
indices, has been applied to phytoplankton and fish data in French lakes (Roubeix et al., 2016 and 2017). 
This method gives the possibility to consider the response of a given BQE to several environmental 
variables in a single analysis. It is a useful tool for checking the ecological relevance of some nutrient 
thresholds. 
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Figure 6-2: Nonlinear regression of the ASPT index for benthic invertebrates vs total phosphorus, based 
on data from Norwegian low-alkalinity rivers compiled by T. Bækken, regression done by T.E. Eriksen 
and J. Moe, NIVA. The G/M intercalibrated boundary for ASPT is 6.0. Green line indicates G/M boundary 
for total phosphorus, using the lower confidence band of the regression. 
 
Further validation may come from palaeoecological sources, particularly where fossil assemblages have 
been used to infer past phosphorus concentrations. As in Section 5.1, the focus should be on detecting 
change points in distributions that can be related to changes in composition or functioning. There are 
many good examples from lakes, but it may also be possible, under some circumstances, to extend this 
approach to CTRW (see Clarke et al., 2006). 
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Table 6-1: Options for validating nutrient thresholds in different water categories. 
Indicator Rationale 
Lakes  
Charophytes Sensitive key macrophytes in high-/good-status lakes with 
threshold response to nutrients, indicating the position of the 
G/M boundary (Penning et al., 2008). 
Arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus) Distribution coincides with lakes with nutrient concentrations 
at or below good-status boundary. 
The same principle applies to other salmonids in lakes; 
however, char are particularly appropriate as they require an 
oxygenated hypolimnion in which to feed. 
Cyanobacterial blooms Absent or rare when TP is at or below good-status boundary. 
Cyanobacteria biomass should be below the WHO low risk 
threshold for cyanotoxins (corresponding to 1-2 mg L-1, 
Carvalho et al., 2013). 
Palaeoecology Diatom-inferred TP in era before industrialisation/agricultural 
intensification is at or below good-status boundary. 
Rivers  
Cladophora and other persistent 
filamentous algae 
Low cover at sites with nutrient concentrations at or below 
good-status boundary. 
Presence of salmonid fish In rivers where salmonid fish are expected, these should be 
present and in good condition when nutrient concentrations 
are below the boundary for GES. 
Evidence of fish kills No reports of fish kills associated with night-time anoxia, 
when nutrient concentrations are at or below good-status 
thresholds.  
Transitional waters  
Palaeoecology Diatom-inferred TN or TP in era before 
industrialisation/agricultural intensification is at or below 
good-status boundary. 
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Indicator Rationale 
Coastal waters  
Palaeoecology Diatom-inferred TN or TP in era before 
industrialisation/agricultural intensification is at or below 
good-status boundary. 
All water body types  
Analysis of taxon-specific change 
points 
Statistical technique using Threshold Indicator Taxon Analysis 
(TITAN). 
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7. Use of nutrient boundaries in ecological assessment and management 
Both the MS Excel and R versions of the toolkits give an array of numbers for potential boundary values 
for each water body type (minor differences in output between the two toolkits will reflect rounding 
conventions within the software and can be discounted). The final question that needs to be addressed 
is which values are appropriate for use as a nutrient boundary. The array of choices can be reduced in 
two ways. 
 Statistical criteria: if the relationship between the explanatory and response variables has relatively 
low predictive power (i.e. r2 < 0.36), the categorical approaches may be better. This is particularly 
appropriate if there are a limited number of points at either of the extremes of the range of the 
pressure variable to ensure that the regression is securely ‘anchored’ (although good coverage for 
the two classes either side of the boundary in question is still necessary). 
 Regulatory criteria: the two options outlined in Section 2.2 were either to set precautionary 
boundaries, but not acting unless the biological boundary was also exceeded, or to set a less-
precautionary boundary, but acting as soon as this was breached, regardless of the state of the 
biology. The former option might lead to the adoption of the lower confidence interval and the 
latter to use of the predicted boundary (i.e. the point at which the regression line crosses the 
biological status class boundary). 
The MS Excel and R toolkits have been used on two different test data sets and the output of each can 
now be evaluated using these criteria. 
7.1. Deciding how to select suitable phosphorus boundaries for a shallow high-alkalinity 
lake type, an example for broad type 3 lakes 
The r2 for the relationship between the BQE and TP is 0.544; this exceeds the limit of 0.36 recommended 
for confident use of type II regression. This allowed us to calculate several potential boundary values to 
be produced, using all possible methods (Table 7-1). The predicted G/M boundary values range from 46 
to 61µg L-1. We cannot say that any of these numbers are ‘correct’, the pros and cons of each approach 
have been discussed above. However, in management terms, this is a relatively narrow range of values 
and within the range of uncertainty associated with the data. The value of 55 µg L-1 was obtained using 
type II regression (9) which, for reasons discussed above, also has several theoretical advantages. This 
approach provides the best estimate of the nutrient concentration at the biology G/M boundary and is 
thus likely to minimise the mismatch between biology and chemistry. If, instead, a more precautionary 
boundary was to be set (i.e. using 25th percentiles), then the range is 34-40 µg L-1, again, with type II 
regression providing the value between the two OLS regression extremes. Finally, if mitigation measures 
were triggered as soon as the phosphorus standard was breached, regardless of the state of the biology, 
then the 75th percentile might be more appropriate, as the number of instances where action was taken 
when biology was still in good status would be minimised. The range of options is 65-82 µg L-1 and, 
                                                          
 
(9) Ranged major axis regression, the preferred type II method 
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again, type II regression provides an intermediate value. In each case, the uncertainties in the data are 
such that some judicious rounding of the values could be undertaken. 
These values can be compared with the categorical approaches. The preferred type II regression 
predicted G/M boundary value of 55 µg L-1 is very similar to the binomial regression estimate at a 
probability of 0.5 and the values estimated from the box plots. The minimisation-of-mismatch approach 
produced slightly lower values (49-53 µg L-1). These results highlight that where there is a relatively 
strong relationship between biology and nutrients, as for example with lake phytoplankton, all the 
methods produce similar results. 
The choice of boundary value is, as can be seen from this brief summary, very much influenced by the 
objective of the standard (see Table 3-1). Is it to protect most water bodies, which would favour the use 
of the lower percentile, or to ensure that we allow biology to dictate status, leading to selection of the 
upper percentile to minimise false negatives? It is also important, in this discussion, to consider 
ecosystem services and, in particular, to test the outcomes against the distributions of species of 
particular economic or conservation interest, and against the likelihood of undesirable disturbances 
both in the water body under consideration and in those downstream. 
Table 7-1: Summary of predicted boundaries for broad type 3 (L-CB1) lake [‘Excel example’], using the 
different statistical methods outlined above (model r2 = 0.544, see Appendix 2 for more details).  
  Predicted 25th percentile 75th percentile 
G/M Model 1 OLS(Phyto on TP) 61 40 82 
 Model 2 OLS (TP on Phyto) 46 34 65 
 Model 4 Ranged Major Axis 55 39 70 
 Categorical (adj. Quartiles) 52   
 Categorical (median of class) 51   
 Categorical (75th Quartile) 54   
 Mismatch 50   
 Binomial logistic regression 
P = 0.5 
56   
H/G Model 1 27 18 37 
 Model 2 30 22 42 
 Model 4 28 20 36 
 Categorical (adj. Quartiles) 28   
 Categorical (median of class) 33   
 Categorical (75th Quartile) 27   
 Mismatch 30   
 Binomial logistic regression 
P = 0.5 
30   
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7.2. Establishing nutrient thresholds in transitional waters: a case study using common 
type NEA11 (north-east Atlantic transitional water category) 
Introduction 
This section applies the steps described in Chapters 3 and 4 to a real situation in transitional waters. The 
example presented here uses phytoplankton IC data from the common IC type NEA11 in transitional 
waters. This is a very broadly defined type consisting of estuaries entering the NEA. As relationships within 
national data sets are all relatively weak, there is a good case for combining data to produce a single data 
set spanning several countries and the additional screening steps associated with that process are also 
explained here. 
The estuaries within this type are likely to differ on features that could influence the outcome of the 
phytoplankton and nutrient relationships across this type. However, this data set contains few parameters 
that might account for such differences, so this example describes the best way to derive nutrient 
boundaries based on the information available. This means that the values obtained will need to be 
validated with independent data. This step is, however, out of scope for the present exercise. 
The data set includes mean winter DIN and EQR based on chlorophyll a from six Member States: France 
(FR); Ireland (IE); Netherlands (NL); Portugal (PT). Spain (SP) and United Kingdom (UK) Note that Chla 
values are expressed as the national chlorophyll a metric calculated in a 6-year period. 
Step 1: data check 
The data set should span at least four ecological quality classes and show a linear relationship for at least 
H, G, M with r2 > 0.36. 
The WFD IC exercise resulted in different EQR boundaries across Member States within this type (see 
Table 4-8), therefore EQRs have been normalised (nEQR) (using toolkit template TKit_Normalise.xlsx) to 
be able to pull all data sets together and derive nutrient boundaries for this common water type 
(Table 4-13). The identity of each data set (ds) has been preserved in order to be able to check for their 
effect on the results. 
Data covers all five ecological status classes (Figure 7-1), with DIN concentrations slightly decreasing 
towards higher quality classes, although there is some overlap, particularly below good status. Some 
data sets appear to benefit from being combined: Portugal (ds28), for example, does not cover enough 
of the nutrient gradient on its own to establish a relationship with nutrient concentration (Figure 7-2a). 
DIN concentrations in the French data (ds26), however, show an inverse trend to that expected 
(Figure 7-2b and Figure 7-3), and have been excluded from the analysis. 
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Figure 7-1: DIN concentrations (µM) between status classes for all national data sets combined. Outliers 
were identified in the combined data set at DIN concentrations of 353, 288, 227, 240, 317, 227, 276, 
166, and 214 µM. 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 7-2: (a) Dissolved inorganic nitrogen concentrations (µM) range in each data set (ds) within 
common type NEA11: ds25 (Netherlands, United Kingdom, Ireland), ds26 (France), ds27 (Spain), and 
ds28 (Portugal); outliers were identified at DIN concentrations of 353; 394; 382 and 131 µM. (b) 
Relationship between nutrient concentrations and normalised EQRs, trend lines shown for each data 
set within NEA11. 
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Figure 7-3: DIN concentrations (µM) between status classes for each data set (ds) separately: ds25 
(Ireland, Netherlands, United Kingdom), ds26 (FR), ds27 (ES) and ds28 (PT). 
 
The regressions show a weak relationship between EQR and DIN, with r = -0.308 and r = -0.310, 
respectively for EQRs and nEQRs. The plots (Figure 7-4, top) show that the regression is very weak, 
suggesting that pressures other than DIN are contributing to the decrease in EQR and are influencing the 
distribution of data, resulting in a wedge-shaped distribution. In this case other approaches such as 
quantile regression, or the use of an upper-quantile categorical (e.g. 75th), or binomial logistic 
regression, will be considered. 
Removing the French data set (ds26) increases the strength of the relationship slightly: r = -0.347 and r = -
0.431, respectively for EQRs and nEQRs (Figure 7-4, bottom) but data are still very scattered. The overlap 
between status classes decreased slightly, in particular for the range of interest (Figure 7-5). 
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When removing ds26: 
 
Figure 7-4: Scatterplot of the relationship of nutrient dissolved inorganic nitrogen concentrations (µM) 
with intercalibrated EQRs (left) and normalised nEQRs (right), including observations from all data sets 
in the NEA11 Type (top) and removing data set from France (ds26) (bottom); colour by status class. 
 
 
Figure 7-5: DIN concentrations (µM) between status classes for NEA11 data sets after ds26 had been 
removed. Outliers identified at DIN concentrations of: 353, 227, 240, 166, 214 and 128 µM. 
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Data removal 
Ds26 will be removed from this analysis as it presents a pattern opposite to that expected, differing 
from all other data sets, and there are no additional explanatory variables available in this data set 
that can help explain this. 
EQR data use 
Normalised EQRs will be used for regression-based approaches and ecological status classes will be 
used for categorical approaches. 
Outlier removal 
Those outliers highlighted will be considered for their effect and eventual removal, but not removed 
a priori. 
Gradient coverage 
Full range of disturbance covered when data sets are combined within common type. The slight 
overlap of classes within the interval of interest (H/G/M) will be tested for significance of differences 
between nutrient concentrations across classes. 
Strength of the relationship 
Weak relationship (r2 < 0.36) between biological and nutrient data. 
Data shape 
Scattered wedge-shaped data distribution, indicating that other pressures besides DIN are affecting 
phytoplankton and contributing to EQR decrease. 
 
Data exploration indicates that linear regression methods (OLS and type II regression) may not be 
suitable for deriving nutrient boundaries for this common type using the available data set, therefore 
quantile regression and categorical approaches will also be considered and compared. 
Most of the graphs shown for the data exploration can be performed using the R scripts templates 
available with toolkit vs 6c (TKit_check_data.R and TKit_CoPlot.R). 
Step 2: statistical analysis 
Excel toolkit analysis showed that the correlation between DIN and nEQR based on chlorophyll a, though 
significant (P < 0.001), was lower than r < 0.6 (r = -0.458) and thus caution is needed when interpreting 
the predicted nutrient boundaries for DIN for this type. Some critical data points have been highlighted, 
essentially data points with the highest DIN concentrations observed ( > 238 µM); however, their removal 
had no significant influence on the regression outputs. The outliers were kept in the data set because: (a) 
other approaches will be tested; and (b) they may not be real outliers as they correspond to the tail of the 
distribution, eventually covering the full gradient of disturbance, and potentially have an important 
influence on regression outputs. 
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Significant differences between the nutrient concentrations in adjacent quality classes were only 
observed between high and good status classes and the difference between good and moderate status 
was not significant (non-parametric Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test P = 0.052). Boundary values between good 
and moderate status calculated using categorical methods based on the quantiles (Table 4-11) must be 
treated with extreme caution. 
Quantile regression could be more appropriate for the type of data distribution observed in this data set. 
Another possibility is the minimisation-of-mismatch method, as this is the least sensitive to outliers and 
nonlinear relationships. This method does, however, require a significant correlation which, as mentioned 
above, is not the case around the G/M boundary. 
Because the Excel toolkit outputs provide no estimate of uncertainty for the minimisation-of-mismatch-
of-class method, a bootstrap approach was included in the R scripts (Tkit_mismatch3_HG.R and 
Tkit_mismatch3_GM.R). Using this approach (Figure 7-6) the mean estimated H/G boundary for DIN is 
52.5 µM, within a range of 47-59 µM, with a total mismatch classifications rate of 30 %, ranging from 28-
34 %. For G/M the mean estimated boundary is 74.5 µM, which is within the range of 66-83 µg L-1 reported 
in Table 4-11. At this point the total mismatch of classifications is 28 % and lies within the range of 24-
34 %. Although not shown here, a sufficient number of iterations has been used to achieve convergence 
(details in Appendix 1 Section A5.2.2). 
Binomial Logistic regression is also included in the toolkit (TKit_LogisticRegHigh.R and 
TKit_LogisticRegGood.R) and, as this is the most reliable categorical method, it should be used when 
linear modelling is not appropriate. However, like other methods, boundary estimates will be unreliable 
if other pressures are operating. As this is often the case in estuaries, where multiple pressures are 
encountered frequently, the results must be interpreted with caution. 
The binomial logistic regression of DIN on biology (nEQRs), for both the H/G and the G/M range are 
presented in Figure 7-7. Nutrient boundary estimates are presented for a 50 % probability of being in 
moderate or worse status for the G/M boundary, or in good or worse for the H/G boundary (Table 7-2), 
but nutrient values at lower and higher probability thresholds (25 % and 75 %) are also presented, which 
provide precautionary and non-precautionary values. 
At this stage, due to the lack of environmental information for predicting relevant features and potential 
subtypes across the NEA11 broad type, but also due to other pressures, and a need to accommodate 
uneven gradient coverage across Member State data sets, quantile regression offers a possible 
alternative. Quantile regression is not included in the current toolkit version, but some testing has been 
done which is included here. For this NEA11 data set a higher quantile has been adopted, for coping 
with the influential role of potential unknown stressors (or environmental features) in the shape of the 
data, as this is the only portion of the data set possible to be modelled at this stage. The univariate 
model fitted indicated that the maximum DIN levels (using the 0.7 quantile) that could still support H/G 
and G/M ecological status correspond to nutrient values of 68 and 212 µM respectively (Figure 7-8 and 
Table 7-2). However, the 95 % confidence intervals obtained for the G/M boundary are too wide 
indicating that, at such nutrient concentrations, EQRs ranging from 0.39 to 0.81 could be expected. 
Boundaries derived from a high quantile may be appropriate when pressures other than nutrients are 
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downgrading the biological status. However, such boundaries are not precautionary and indicate a high 
risk of negative effects on the biota at these values. In the case of NEA11 these pressures might be 
operating together with environmental factors to control phytoplankton growth dynamics, which makes 
it more difficult to disentangle the most relevant factors. The nutrient boundaries indicated here should 
therefore be taken with caution until additional environmental factors are considered and further 
guidance on quantile selection is developed. 
 
 
 
Figure 7-6: Relationship between percentage of misclassified records when biological and nutrient 
classifications are compared. Vertical lines mark the range of crossover points where the 
misclassification is minimised, together with the mean nutrient concentration. (each line shows a sub-
sample of the data set selected at random). 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 7-7: Binomial logistic regression of DIN on probability of being (a) good or worse status and (b) 
moderate or worse status (normalised EQRs used). Lines show potential boundary values at different 
probabilities of being (a) good or worse status and (b) moderate or worse. 
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Figure 7-8: Quantile regression fit at the 70th quantile (additive quantile regression smoothing rqss 
using quantreg R package by Koenker) for nEQR v DIN (µM) in the NEA11 common type (data from the 
Spain, Ireland, Netherlands, Portugal, and the United Kingdom. Horizontal lines indicate EQR 
boundaries at H/G and G/M, and vertical lines the nutrient boundaries respectively for high/good and 
good/moderate, at this quantile. 
 
 
NEA11 is a broad common type that includes estuaries from eight Member States (see Commission 
Decision 2018/229/EU), encompassing a wide geographic range and great natural variability. Such 
variability is reflected in different national nutrient boundaries adopted by Member States for different 
systems within type NEA11. For example, the United Kingdom has defined four sets of boundaries within 
NEA11 depending on water transparency, from clear to very turbid waters; while France has defined 
two sets of boundaries depending on whether NEA11 estuaries are in the Channel and Atlantic or in the 
North Sea (Table 4-13). The boundaries for DIN in NEA11 suggested by the different approaches tested 
are summarised in Table 7-2, and can be compared with the national nutrient boundaries for this type. 
The analysis of the available IC data has shown that the difference between good and moderate status 
was not significant, which compromises the robustness of the results obtained for most of the tested 
approaches. For the H/G boundary, however, values suggested by the categorical approaches and 
quantile regression may be considered for guidance. The categorical and quantile regression results 
obtained with this IC data set (Table 7-2) indicate G/M boundaries in line with UK boundaries adopted 
for medium to very turbid waters, but do not seem adequate to protect clearer waters. The boundaries 
are also not in line with the more stringent H/G or G/M French boundaries in either of their NEA11 
national subtypes. These results reinforce the need to account for additional environmental factors 
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when creating data sets for establishing nutrient boundaries across common types, in order to 
accommodate within type natural variability, particularly for broadly defined types across Europe. A 
mixed data set covering a wide gradient of more to less turbid systems would mask the relationship 
between nutrients and phytoplankton in clearer waters, as turbidity would control phytoplankton 
growth allowing for good ecological quality values to be attained at higher nutrient values than would 
be expected for example in non-turbid systems. This is the reason for the widely scattered data 
observed, and emphasises the need to evaluate and interpret all values produced using the toolkit. 
 
Table 7-2: Predicted boundary values for DIN (µM) in common type NEA11 (n = 160), derived from the 
most adequate approaches for this data set (Excel toolkit (vs 6c) and/or R scripts). Results from 
regression and categorical methods are presented; those in red need to be taken with caution. ‘Possible 
range’ refers to values derived from the interquartile range of the residuals.  
Boundaries NEA11 DIN µM 
Regression methods (OLS and type II): H/G G/M 
Most likely boundary predicted 
range 
36 
(14-43) 
62 
(61-72) 
possible range 5-79 23-278 
Additive quantile regression method (rqss):   
70th percentile 68 212 
Categorical methods:   
Average adjacent class upper and lower quartiles 49 80 
Average adjacent class median 47 82 
75th quartile of class 62 107 
      
Mismatch of biological v nutrient class (Excel toolkit) 50 72 
Mismatch of biological v nutrient class (R scripts) 
range 
53 
(47-59) 
75 
(66-83) 
Logistic binomial regression (prob = 0.5) 45 80 
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7.3. Why is it challenging to establish nutrient concentrations that would support good 
ecological status? 
The CIS eutrophication guidance document recognised that there would be difficulties in establishing 
appropriate boundary values (paragraph 139 stated ‘In setting the value of the (nutrient) standard, 
Member States are faced with a choice of selecting values anywhere on the spectrum between close to 
the G/M boundary for either most sensitive or the least sensitive water body in the type’) due to lack of 
scientific understanding of causal links (see paragraph 187). As a result Chapter 4 of the CIS classification 
guidance document proposes a checking procedure ‘designed to ensure that the type-specific values 
established for the general physicochemical quality elements are no more or no less stringent than 
required by the WFD’. The implication of this advice was that the mismatch between biology and 
nutrient concentration was a result of inadequate data and understanding of causal links and that this 
could be solved as more data became available. However, from the results of the work carried out to 
produce this document, it is clear that the statistical relationship between the supporting nutrient 
elements and ecological status will always be uncertain. Uncertainty can be reduced by using adequate 
data sets and categorising water bodies into similar types, but the complexity of the ecological 
interactions involved will always result in a variation in biological status (EQR) at any nitrogen or 
phosphorus concentrations for any water body. It is thus essential that we understand and manage this 
variation as we both set and use boundaries for environmental management. 
At a more practical level it is also important to be aware of the different sources of uncertainty and how 
these are expressed in the outputs from the toolkit. 
Sources of uncertainty 
7.3.1. Data uncertainty 
The toolkit uses a data set, which we assume is made up of: 
 similar types of water body, such that their response to nutrients will be similar; 
 adequate data, that captures the spatial and temporal variation, including the part of the 
gradient where biology responds linearly to nutrients; 
 reliable analytical procedures for both explanatory and response variables, particularly the use 
of an intercalibrated biological metric. 
Data that fulfil these criteria should be available from national monitoring programmes. 
7.3.2. Statistical approach to uncertainty 
Given reliable data, we use statistical procedures to develop a type-specific relationship that allows the 
nutrient concentration at a particular biological status, typically at EQR boundary values, to be 
determined. The conceptual model underpinning this assumes that increases in nutrient concentration 
‘cause’ a decrease in ecological status. However, as we are using real-time monitoring data, rather than 
a controlled experimental design, the values used to generate predictions cannot be assumed to be 
error free. Thus, relying on the minimisation of deviations of EQR from a regression line is likely to 
underestimate the slope of the ‘true’ relationship. The converse is also true: it is very unlikely that our 
measurement of EQR is error free, so fitting a line where we minimise the deviations along the nutrient 
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axis will overestimate the slope of the ‘true’ relationship. This is why we propose the use of type II 
regression where deviations are minimised along both EQR and nutrient axis, in effect at an angle of 90 
degrees to the best fit line (orthogonal). 
The certainty of each of the regression lines is assessed by r2, and the standard error of their slopes can 
also be determined. In reality we also do not know which of our models predicts the best approximation 
to the ‘true’ regression line, so we present the predictions from each of the OLS regressions to represent 
the range of the most likely values, with the type II model prediction as the best single estimate. 
Thus, depending on the scatter within the data and the choices made when selecting the data used in 
the models (outliers, linear range, etc.), a range of predicted regression lines can be produced from 
which the ‘most likely’ boundary concentrations has to be determined. 
Similar estimates are also produced from the categorical box plot methods; these are not influenced by 
the uncertainty of statistical modelling, and each method produces a single estimate. However, the 
estimate depends upon factors such as the relative number of water bodies in each biological class and 
the width of that class. Thus, these categorical estimates are also uncertain, only representing the value 
for the particular data set. Uncertainty can be estimated by fitting a binary logistic model, or by the use 
of bootstrapping when estimating misclassification rates but, as for the simpler methods, the results are 
dependent on the reliability of the biological status classification. 
Bringing all these results together results in a range of ‘most likely’ boundary values. The extent of the 
range reflects our statistical uncertainty. Data where r2 values are low will have higher uncertainty — 
some data sets may be so uncertain it is impossible to make a prediction. 
7.3.3. Model uncertainty 
The regression models provide our best estimate of the ‘average’ response for water bodies in the data 
set. Individual water bodies will fall above or below that line. This may be because the water body mean 
EQR or nutrient concentration is itself uncertain and does not reflect its true value (data uncertainty) or 
that environmental conditions or other pressures combine to give a unique outcome for each water 
body. Hence, the result is that a boundary established from the average behaviour of a water body type 
will often be too high or too low in comparison to its biological status for any specific water body of that 
type. 
We express this uncertainty in the toolkit using the interquartile range of the residuals of the regression 
models and use this to predict a further range of boundary values, the ‘possible range’. The magnitude 
of the possible range depends on the quality of our conceptual model. For example, in mesotrophic 
deep lakes phytoplankton biomass is normally highly dependent on phosphorus and thus the 
relationship between phytoplankton EQR and TP is normally very good (r2 > 0.65). Conversely, in rivers 
phytobenthos and macrophytes will respond to many other pressures and be subject to other influences 
such as grazing or shade. Thus, while ecological dogma assumes that nutrients are a major pressure 
influencing the ecological structure and function that the WFD tools attempt to measure as ‘ecological 
status’, the reality is that simple pressure response models are unlikely to be adequate and our 
predictions of nutrient boundaries will have very large uncertainty bands. Until it is possible to improve 
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our conceptual models and develop statistical models that incorporate a wider range of variables we 
need to recognise and manage this variation when we set boundary values for management. 
Most likely boundary value 
Given the uncertainty described above, decisions about the values to select need to be made. The 
boundary values derived from the regression best fit lines and most of the categorical methods (not the 
method based on the 75th quantile of class) all represent the ‘most likely’ boundary value (i.e. the 
average nutrient concentration that occurs when the BQE was at the G/M boundary. When nutrient 
concentrations are lower than this value, a typical water body should be at or above the BQE boundary. 
If the classifications based on biology and nutrient concentration for a large number of water bodies 
were compared, then there would probably be some water bodies with different classifications. The 
number with different classifications would depend on the responsiveness of the BQE to nutrients and 
how successful the typology was for reducing variability, but there should be no bias in either direction. 
The likelihood of achieving good status with the mean nutrient concentration as the boundary would be 
50 %. 
Most protective boundary value 
If the boundary is to be used to establish the nutrient concentration that will ensure that the majority of 
water bodies within a type are at good status, then a value predicted using one of the lower quantiles of 
the linear regression residuals, a lower quantile of a quantile regression, or a lower probability value 
from binary logistic regression should be used. Such a boundary should support good status. 
Box 7: Pros and cons of selecting the most likely boundary value (mean regression line) 
 Selecting a boundary derived from the mean estimate of the best-fit regression line would 
ensure that half of water bodies would have good status for the nutrient sensitive BQEs if the 
nutrient boundary was achieved. 
 There would be a low misclassification rate with most water bodies having a nutrient 
assessment in the same status class as the nutrient-sensitive biology. 
 There would be a medium risk of downgrading a water body using the WFD ‘worst of any’ 
approach to assessment. 
This has the disadvantage that for any particular water body there is a greater risk that the nutrient 
concentration would be exceeded, and thus not be considered to be supporting GES, even though the 
biological assessment still categorised the water body as being at good status. Thus, for a group of water 
bodies there would be a bias against the biological assessment. This approach would be highly 
protective, but could result in unnecessary downgrades of status using the ‘one out all out’ rule. 
Most certain that biology dictates status 
If avoiding unnecessary downgrades due to the supporting element is the primary requirement, then an 
upper quantile of the regressions should be used. If a regression has not been possible, then an upper 
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quantile of the distribution of nutrients in water bodies at good status, or higher probability value of 
logistic regression, could provide a similar value. As for the previous scenario, the misclassification rate 
would be higher, but the bias would be in the opposite direction. On average, only 25 % of water bodies 
would be classified as not being at good status based on nutrients when their biological status was good. 
In the case of an inverted wedge, where other pressures are probably reducing biological status, then 
only an upper quantile can be determined. This would be a nutrient concentration which would be 
relatively certain of causing a downgrade of biological status. 
 
Box 8: Pros and cons of selecting a protective boundary value (lower percentiles) 
 Selecting a boundary derived from the lower uncertainty estimate of the best-fit regression 
line would ensure that most water bodies would have good status for the nutrient sensitive 
BQEs if the nutrient boundary was achieved. 
 A protective boundary would minimise the risk for undesirable secondary effects of 
eutrophication, including a low risk for negative impacts on ecosystem function and services. 
 A protective boundary would counteract negative synergistic effects of other pressures, as 
well as effects of climate change, which would otherwise pose a risk for deterioration. 
 A protective boundary would have a higher probability of protecting downstream water 
bodies from eutrophication. 
 There would be a higher misclassification rate with the nutrient assessment being less than 
good more often than the biology. 
 There would be a greater risk of downgrading a water body using the WFD ‘worst of any’ 
approach to assessment (increase of type I error, i.e. false positives, incorrectly assuming a 
nutrient negative effect on BQE when there is none). 
 
 
Box 9: Pros and cons of selecting a relaxed/lenient boundary value (upper percentiles) 
 Selecting a boundary derived from the upper uncertainty estimate of the best-fit regression 
line would ensure that only a minority of water bodies would have good status for the 
nutrient sensitive BQEs if the nutrient boundary was achieved. 
 If the boundary is used only for status assessment, another boundary would be needed to 
plan nutrient-reduction measures to restore those water bodies where the BQEs are less than 
good. 
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 An upper percentile boundary would not protect against the risk for undesirable secondary 
effects of eutrophication, and would pose a risk for negative impacts on ecosystem function 
and services, as well as on downstream water bodies. 
 There would be a higher misclassification rate with the biology assessment being less than 
good more often than the nutrient assessment (increase of type II error, i.e. false negatives, 
incorrectly assuming no nutrient negative effect on BQE when in fact there is).  
 
Interaction of nitrogen and phosphorus 
When nitrogen and phosphorus are highly correlated, it is impossible to determine which nutrient is 
responsible for determining biological status. However, the very shallow lake example (7.1) which 
included lakes from the eastern continental GIG, showed evidence of lakes where low nitrogen occurred 
in lakes that were in good biological status despite very high phosphorus concentrations. When these 
lakes were included, a regression using phosphorus did not produce significant relationships. 
Phosphorus boundary values based on other very shallow lakes (broad type 4) would appear to be much 
too low for these lakes and cause substantial misclassification. A solution might be to place these lakes 
into a different lake type, perhaps accounting for the low nitrogen and high phosphorus as a result of 
higher continental temperature accelerating biogenic cycling. Another option would be to establish 
phosphorus and nitrogen boundaries using the data set for the broad type, but to use a nutrient 
combination rule that required both nitrogen and phosphorus boundaries to be exceeded before the 
nutrient supporting quality element was not at good status. This would deal with nitrogen or 
phosphorus limited biota, minimise the risk of unnecessary downgrades while still establishing boundary 
values more typical of the broad type. It also has the advantage that there is no need to determine in 
advance which lakes, or other water categories, are nitrogen or phosphorus limited, a feature that might 
change over time. It would also allow for any synergistic interaction of nutrients, a topic of growing 
interest in the literature. 
A pragmatic approach has been adopted in Norway where nitrogen can occasionally becoming limiting 
in highly eutrophic water bodies, especially in late summer. TN boundaries have, therefore, been 
derived for different types of rivers and corresponding lake types, aiming for use in classification when 
nitrogen limitation is indicated (TN:TP < 20 and low N:P combined with nitrate-N and ammonium-N 
below detection limit) and to protect downstream coastal waters. 
TN boundaries for lakes were set in two different ways: 
 using the lower 25th percentile of the regression of phytoplankton nEQR versus TN for different 
lake types (Figure 7-9a); 
 using the type-specific TP boundaries to infer the corresponding TN boundary from a regression 
model spanning all lake types (Figure 7-9b). 
In practice, the two approaches produce very similar boundary values so either can be used. The type-
specific TN boundaries are the same for lakes as for rivers of corresponding types (in terms of altitude, 
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alkalinity and humic content), because nitrogen retention is minor in most Norwegian lakes, which are 
mostly well oxygenated and, as a result, denitrification is negligible. 
7.4. Establishing nutrient boundaries in the presence of other stressors 
The challenge presented by multiple stressors has been a recurring theme in this document, although no 
satisfactory solution has been achieved. 
(a) (b) 
 
Figure 7-9: (a) Linear regression (r2 = 0.62) of the Norwegian nEQR for phytoplankton versus TN in lakes 
of NGIG type L-N1 (lowland, moderate alkalinity, stratified, clear). The green line shows the total-N 
boundary using the lower 25th confidence limits of the regression (675 µg L-1); (b) regression of TN vs 
TP for Norwegian lakes across all NGIG types (r2 = 0.57). Green lines are total-P (10 µg L-1) and Total-N 
(425 µg L-1) boundary for the type L-N1. The open circles below the hatched line are data that were 
excluded from the regression. 
 
Situations where the scatter of biological status against nutrients is in the form of a wedge are assumed 
to indicate situations where another stressor (potentially, more than one) overrides the nutrient-biology 
relationship. In such situations, a low EQR may arise either due to nutrient pressure, to these other 
pressures or to interactions between them. In these cases, it is not appropriate to fit a type I or type II 
regression line and either quantile regression (Section 2.4.3) or use of an appropriate upper percentile 
from a categorical approach (Section 2.4.4) would be the preferred solution. An alternative might be to 
fit a binary logistic regression and estimate boundary values from a higher probability value, although it 
would be important to determine that the logistic model was significant. The upper quantile shown in 
Figure 2-2a, for example, is the highest concentration of nutrients that is associated with good status in 
the data set and many other status outcomes are possible at the same level of enrichment. However any 
of these methods will, inevitably, predict values that are relatively lenient. Such values are, at best, 
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interim targets that ensure that inappropriate investment in nutrient reduction strategies is minimised, 
but are far from ideal as means of ensuring long-term sustainable water resources. 
Example approaches 
Germany’s approach has been to define so-called orientation values, which represent the highest values 
of a physicochemical parameter that is consistent with GES (Müller et al., 2017). This means that GES is 
very unlikely to be achieved if this value is violated, even if all other supporting elements are at levels 
that should support GES. In essence, this involves preliminary assembly and analysis of the data set 
similar to the steps described in Section 4.2.1, followed by categorical analysis based on box and-
whisker plots (Section 4.2.4). The steps are: 
 establishment of ‘threshold values’ as outer whiskers of either good status or high and good 
status combined (see Figure 7-10); 
 determining that there is a significant difference between classes using a Kruskal-Wallis test 
(when five classes are used) or Wilcoxon test (if just two groups of classes are used); 
 testing that there is a relationship between the pressure and the outer whiskers using linear 
regression (r2 ≥ 0.8). 
These steps are repeated for each river type, after which results are scrutinised and, if necessary, values 
obtained for similar types are harmonised (bearing in mind factors such as limited data availability for 
some less common types, and other factors). At this stage, expert judgement is used to check that 
orientation values produced are consistent with other evidence for the effect of each particular 
physicochemical parameter on the biota. 
A different approach has been adopted in France. Here, the limitations of a simple linear analysis in 
multi-stressor situations is acknowledged and, instead, data points are envisaged as occupying an area 
under a curve, where the curve represents the highest value of an indicator at that point along the 
nutrient (Figure 7-11; this is conceptually identical to the reasoning behind the ‘wedge’, described 
above). 
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Figure 7-10: Example for the determination of threshold values as upper bounds for good ecological 
status. 
Dodds et al (2010) listed some methods for identifying nonlinear and threshold relationships including 
the Cumulative Frequency Distributions (Paul and McDonald, 2005) which can be used to define 
thresholds derived from ecological states. This method detects changes in expected distributions, and 
can be combined with analytical methods to determine differences among distributions (e.g. detection 
limit of the method) and acceptable levels of change (e.g. region with 95 % certainty of change). This 
method identifies a concentration (with an associated confidence interval) for a physicochemical 
parameter where it appears that it becomes a limiting factor for a given BQE. Before reaching this 
threshold, the value of the index will be the result of interactions amongst a set of stressors while , 
beyond this point, the best possible state is capped due to the limiting effect (direct or indirect) of the 
parameter under consideration. 
This conditional probability approach is similar to the minimisation of mismatch but relies on 
nonparametric deviance reduction to determine the change point (Paul and McDonald, 2005). This is a 
two-step process: the derivation of empirical cumulative frequency (i.e. successive calculations by 
adding the values one to one) followed by identification of the change point on this curve by 
nonparametric deviance reduction. This approach determines the dividing point for splitting the data 
into two groups, resulting in the largest reduction in the deviance in the data (Qian et al., 2003). When 
the data are divided into two groups, the sum of the deviance for the two subgroups is always less than 
or equal to the deviance for the entire data set. The threshold is identified as the point where the split in 
the data minimises the deviance (Figure 7-12). Uncertainty in the deviance reduction change point (10 
and 90 percent confidence intervals) can be estimated from the empirical percentiles for the bootstrap 
distribution by resampling. 
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While the point of lowest deviance can generally be determined, it is dangerous to infer biological 
significance without further investigation. A three-stage checking procedure was therefore developed. 
The first step consists of visual checks of graphs to ensure that results are convincing; the second step is 
a post hoc analysis based on taxon lists to check ecological consistency (with an-ANOVA-like test based 
on Bray-Curtis distance matrix); and the third step involves considering the rate of false negative defined 
by the method (when rivers are at GES but nutrients are less than good). A score ranging from one to 
three is allocated to each of these three criteria and their sum makes it possible to estimate the level of 
confidence of the threshold under consideration. 
This study has been tested with French river data in order to detect thresholds of the physicochemical 
elements supporting the biological elements beyond which the achievement of the values specified for 
the biological quality elements in terms of EQR is no longer ensured (Ferreol and Bougon, in prep). 
 
Figure 7-11: (a) Dose-response relationship with single stressor gradient; (b) Dose-response relationship 
along multi-stress gradient. 
 Figure 7-12: (a) Example of sums of the deviance before (green zone) and after (red zone) a given value of the extent levels of one 
physicochemical parameter. The sum of the deviance is calculated for the two subgroups separately. For the red zone, the sum starts at the 
right part and ends at the breakpoint; and for the green zone, the sum starts at the breakpoint and ends at the left part.; (b) The sum of the 
deviances are then used on one graphic and the point of minimum deviance (vertical blue line) is defined as the minimum of the empirical 
curve. The confidence interval is represented by the vertical orange lines.
7.4.2 Regulatory response 
From a regulatory point of view, stressors that confound a nutrient–biology relationship fall into two 
categories. 
 Cases where there is potential to minimise the effect of the confounding stressor by regulation, 
in which case, the ‘true’ nutrient–biology relationship should gradually be revealed over time, 
permitting nutrient boundaries to be reviewed. In rivers that are subject to organic pollution the 
impact of inorganic nutrients is conflated with that of high concentrations of fine particulate 
organic material, low oxygen concentrations, ammonium toxicity, etc. Regulators have become 
aware of the role of inorganic nutrients as an independent stressor as the impact of these other 
factors have declined in many parts of Europe due primarily to better sewage treatment. 
 Cases where the effect of the confounding stressor cannot be minimised by regulation. 
Hydromorphological alteration of lowland rivers is a good example of this type of situation, with 
amelioration possible in some, but far from all, circumstances. In this case, a lenient nutrient 
target established by quantile regression is not a realistic long-term solution. 
In the second case, extensive hydromorphological alteration may lead to designation of a ‘heavily 
modified water body’, with the objective of good ecological potential rather than good ecological status. 
In practice, however, the need to manage nutrients remains, in order to ‘maintain the functioning of the 
ecosystem …’ (see WFD Annex V, Section 1.2.5). If it is not possible to do this using the intercalibrated 
biological metrics due to interactions between stressors, then alternatives must be sought. Other parts 
of this document have emphasised the need to have a clear understanding of good ecological status 
before embarking on attempts to derive nutrient targets and, similarly, having a clear vision of good 
ecological potential is an option for developing nutrient targets in the presence of hydromorphological 
stressors. Guidance for determining good ecological potential is in preparation which will give more 
details on general chemical requirements. 
A pragmatic option could be to develop targets that minimise secondary effects in order to protect or 
enhance ecosystem function and services. Focusing attention on ‘undesirable disturbances’ such as the 
frequency of harmful algal blooms or fish kills caused by deoxygenation, for example, rather than on the 
usual constituents of ecological assessment metrics, may give insights that allow thresholds established 
by quantile regression to be improved. Other options described in Chapters 5 (Alternative Approaches) 
and 6 (Validation) may also be appropriate. 
It should also be emphasised that some alterations to channel morphology and connectivity, as well as 
climate change, may combine to make a given system more sensitive to nutrients than would be the 
case under more natural conditions (warming, alterations to flow and removal of shade, for example, 
combining to promote high algal/plant biomass and greater risk of secondary effects). Under such 
circumstances, a standard that is more stringent than that predicted for an equivalent ‘natural’ river 
may be necessary to offset the consequences of such alterations. 
The forthcoming MARS project output Guidance document for river basin managers and other sectors 
(energy, water industry, agriculture) on how to best assess and mitigate impacts of multiple pressures 
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should offer more guidance on how to manage multiple pressures but was not available for evaluation 
at the time this CIS guidance document went to press. 
7.5. ‘Weight of evidence’ approach 
The United Kingdom uses a categorical ‘weight of evidence’ approach to determining eutrophication risk 
in both freshwaters and transitional and coastal waters. The transitional and coastal water framework is 
presented here as an example of how different strands of evidence can be combined to aid decision-
making. This considers information about compliance with the WFD DIN standard GES (as a measure of 
exposure pressure) along with information on eutrophication-related impacts based primarily on the 
WFD classification tools for phytoplankton and opportunistic macroalgae and their G/M status 
boundaries. These are the biological elements most sensitive to nutrient pressure. The latest WFD 
classifications are the main source of data, although results for previous years were also considered. A 
matrix is used to enable results for nutrients, WFD impact indicators and wider evidence to allow an 
expert evaluation of the likelihood of eutrophication impacts. 
This is a four-step process: 
Step 1 — Assess nutrient pressure using WFD classification results. 
The most recent classification results are used to assess whether: 
 DIN data indicate no problem (good status or better); 
 DIN data indicate a possible problem (moderate status or worse). 
Where there are no DIN data for a water body expert judgement is used to decide the status is expected 
to be the same as that for adjacent water bodies. A precautionary approach is taken at present and few 
water bodies have been grouped at this stage. This is a step that could be considered in the future. 
Step 2 — Assess evidence of a potential eutrophication problem using WFD classification results for 
the primary biological indicator. 
Classification data for both phytoplankton and opportunistic macroalgae are not available for all water 
bodies. Expert judgement is used to decide which BQE is expected to be the most responsive to elevated 
nutrients in each water body. In general opportunistic macroalgae are usually the most responsive BQE 
in water bodies with suitable intertidal areas for the algae to attach and grow, while phytoplankton is 
the most responsive element in other water bodies. 
The most recent opportunistic macroalgae and phytoplankton classification results are used to assess 
whether the following are true. 
 The most responsive BQE does not indicate a problem (good status or better). 
 One or both of the primary biological elements indicate a possible problem (moderate status or 
worse). 
 It is not clear whether there is a problem because the BQE is close to the G/M boundary or the 
status is variable or there is some evidence of a changing trend. 
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 It is not clear whether there is a problem due to limited data for the most responsive element. 
WFD opportunistic macroalgae classifications are considered to be uncertain if there are less 
than 2 years of data. WFD phytoplankton classifications are considered to be uncertain if there 
are data for only one metric, or if samples need to be collected in more years or months. Data 
from 3 years are required for coastal waters, with records from at least 9 months in each year. 
Five years of data are required for estuaries, with records from at least 10 months in each year. 
 There are no data for the most responsive quality element. 
Step 3 — Assess further supporting evidence. 
If data for phytoplankton or opportunistic macroalgae indicate there is potential for eutrophication to 
occur as nutrients appear to be fuelling at least some excess plant growth, more evidence is required to 
evaluate whether secondary effects are occurring or likely. This could include indications that algal 
growth is causing, for example: dissolved oxygen problems, algal scums, entrained and/or overwintering 
macroalgae or effects on invertebrates/seagrass. Some of this evidence may come from local 
investigations carried out to investigate WFD moderate status classifications. Evidence collected for 
other purposes (e.g. habitats directive and urban waste water treatment directive assessments) may be 
used, along with evidence collected by other organisations. This new evidence should improve certainty 
when considering appropriate measures. 
Step 4 — Bring the evidence together to assign a level of certainty of eutrophication to each water 
body. 
A matrix (Figure 7-12) is used to assign one of the following outcomes to each coastal and estuarine 
water body: 
 very certain there is a problem; 
 quite certain there is a problem; 
 uncertain there is a problem (statistical) — this may be because biological status is near the G/M 
boundary or there is high variability in the data or we are not yet sure if quality is improving or 
deteriorating; 
 uncertain there is a problem (data) — this applies in situations where biological data are limited; 
 certain there is not a problem; 
 not assessed. 
Any anomalies in this process will lead to either an investigation or a re-consideration of standards. 
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Figure 7-13: Decision matrix used as part of the weight of evidence process for evaluating 
eutrophication risk in United Kingdom transitional and coastal waters 
 
 
7.6. Wider considerations 
Finally, it is important to remind ourselves that the WFD makes it clear that the purpose of establishing 
boundary values for nutrients is to ensure the functioning of the ecosystem, not simply to ensure that 
BQEs achieve good or better status (‘nutrient concentrations do not exceed the levels established so as 
to ensure the functioning of the ecosystem and the achievement of the values specified for the biological 
quality elements’, WFD Annex V, Section 1.2) 
By using pressure response relationships to determine equivalence between a biological G/M boundary 
and nutrient concentration we are assuming that our biological indicators do indeed reflect ecological 
function. The intercalibrated WFD biological methods are our current best available assessments of 
ecological status; however they are not perfect, and it is important to use the wider ecological literature 
alongside empirical analysis. For example, it is widely reported that the response to phosphorus in lakes 
by phytoplankton reaches a plateau at concentrations above 100 µg L-1 (Phillips et. al., 2008). Although 
nutrient responses in rivers are more difficult to quantify, significant ecological changes do occur in 
rivers at similar concentrations (Mainstone, 2010). Thus, further consideration of whether the 
functioning of the ecosystem is still ensured might be needed where G/M boundary values are 
substantially higher than these levels, particularly where they are derived from weak relationships or 
where multiple pressures exist. 
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